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The New Economics of Inequality and Redistribution

Economists warn that policies to level the economic playing field come with

a hefty price tag. But this so-called “equality–efficiency trade-off” has proven

difficult to document. The data suggest, instead, that the extraordinary levels

of economic inequality now experienced inmany economies are detrimental

to the economy. Moreover, recent economic experiments and other evidence

confirm that most citizens are committed to fairness and are willing to

sacrifice to help those less fortunate than themselves. Incorporating the latest

results from behavioral economics and the new microeconomics of credit

and labor markets, Bowles shows that escalating economic disparity is not

the unavoidable price of progress. Rather it is policy choice – often a very

costly one. Here, drawing on his experience both as a policy advisor and an

academic economist, he offers an alternative direction, a novel and optimis-

tic account of a more just and better working economy.
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Preface

Radical egalitarianism – the dream of equal freedom – is now

the orphan of a defunct socialism. The unruly and abandoned

child of the liberal enlightenment had found a home in

nineteenth-century democratic socialism. Protected and over-

shadowed by its new foster parent, radical egalitarianism was

relieved of the burden of arguing its own case: as European

socialism’s foster child, economic and political equality

would be the by-product of an unprecedented post-capitalist

order, not something to be defended morally and promoted

politically on its own terms in the world as it is.

It thus fell to reformists, be they laborist, social-democratic,

Euro-communist or New Deal, to make capitalism livable for

workers and the less well-off, a task they accomplished with

remarkable success in some of the advanced economies. But

in the process, the egalitarian project was purged of its uto-

pian yearnings. Its objectives were narrowed to the pursuit of

a more equal distribution of goods and formal equality of

political rights. The “world turned upside down” that

Gerrard Winstanley had promised as the seventeenth-

century Diggers were occupying Saint George’s Hill near

London was not to be; workers and farmers would have to

settle for a world smoothed out. Over the years even this

project has encountered increasingly effective resistance

and experienced major political reversals. The century-long
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decline in the income shares of the very rich in virtually

every country on which we have adequate data came to an

abrupt halt in the final quarter of the twentieth century

(Atkinson, Piketty, and Saez 2011). In many of the world’s

largest economies – the US, theUK, India, China, and others –
the economic fortunes of the very rich regainedmuch of their

lost ground.

Is egalitarianism passé? I think not. Surprisingly, two rea-

sons to doubt the prevailing “equality pessimism” come from

economics.

The first is the demise of the self-interestedHomo econom-

icus as the reigning behavioral model in economics, brought

down by the onslaught of experimental and other evidence

showing that people willingly share even when big money is

at stake, and that they avidly punish those who treat others

unfairly, even if they have to pay in order to do this (Bowles

and Gintis 2011). The fact that large fractions of experimental

subjects exhibit what are termed social preferences including

altruism, reciprocity, and even “inequality-aversion” invites

a reconsideration not only of the political feasibility of egali-

tarian policies but also of the economic feasibility of co-

operative production and other institutional alternatives.

The second reason to question equality pessimism is a revo-

lution in the economic theory of contracts (Stiglitz 1987, Laffont

2000). Economists have sidelined the once-conventional

assumption that contracts and markets are complete, meaning

that everything that is transacted in an exchange is specified in

a contract that is enforceable at no cost to the exchanging

parties. This seemingly technical adjustment in economic

theory led inexorably to big changes in the take-homemessage.

This is that, where it really matters, Adam Smith’s invisible

hand is broken: market failures are endemic to exchanges that

are central to the workings of a capitalist economy – labor and

credit markets. It’s getting harder to treat the failures of laissez-

faire as mere caveats to be taken up in the last week of the

semester (if there is time) and illustrated by bucolic external
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economies like Farmer Jones’ bees pollinating Farmer Bell’s

apple orchard or public goods like lighthouses. The big news

for the economics of inequality is that, as we will see, market

failures can sometimes be attenuated by an egalitarian redis-

tribution of wealth and decision-making power.

These two new developments – the first about what people

are like, the second about how people interact – have far-

reaching ramifications. But surprisingly, these new economics

of social preferences and incomplete contracts have not been

consistently applied to the study of public policies to achieve

economic security and distributional justice. The New

Economics of Inequality and Redistribution does this. The

result is a rejection of equality pessimism and an affirmation

that egalitarian redistribution, if properly implemented, is not

only good economics – because it can improve incentives for

high-level performance in a modern economy – but also win-

ning politics – because it embraces people’s generosity and

ethical commitments. If I had to do a bumper sticker for the

new economics of inequality it would be: INEQUALITY: IT

DOESN’T WORK AND PEOPLE DON’T LIKE IT.

The ideas that I present here did not originate in my study

or in a university seminar room. For the most part they

occurred to me while I was attempting to address difficult

questions of economic policy and political strategy that were

pressed on me either by policy-makers and political activists

or by my own inability to explain the most basic economic

facts that I observed around me.

By age 11 I had noticed how very average I was among my

Indian classmates at the Delhi Public School – in sports, in

school work, in just about everything. How does it come

about, I asked my mother, that Indians are so much poorer

than Americans, if we cannot run faster and calculate sums

more accurately than Indians? Her reply was not very con-

vincing. After years of study and a Ph.D. in economics, the

answer I gave when my Harvard students asked the same

question was not much better.
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Nor did that training equip me to provide Dr. Martin Luther

King, Jr. answers to a series of questions concerning the eco-

nomics of inequality, poverty, and racial discrimination that

he asked a group of young economists as he was preparing for

the Poor People’s March in 1968 just prior to his death. The

most difficult questions about economics I have ever been

asked did not come on my Ph.D. exam or from the character-

istically energetic challenges by seminar participants at the

University of Chicago. They came, instead, from trade union

members in the US clothing industry attending a crash course

in economicswhowanted to understand the economic impact

of the North American Free Trade Agreement, and were not

satisfied when I responded with some blackboard economics

that, on reflection, I too realized was wrong. When President

Nelson Mandela asked me and the other members of a com-

mission he had appointed to design policies and institutions

to, as he put it, “erase the footprints of apartheid” in South

Africa’s labor markets, I mumbled to myself “a tall order” and

set to work on the hardest economics problem I had yet

encountered.

The result, in the pages that follow, are not blackboard

ideas waiting to descend from the ivory tower when suitably

polished. It was the other way around. The econometrics

papers I wrote on inequality inUS educationwere stimulated

by unanswered questions in the background memo I wrote at

the request of Senator Robert Kennedy when he was running

for president. When a coalition of trade unions and progres-

sive groups asked David Gordon, ThomasWeisskopf, andme

to write a memo explaining the faltering performance of the

US economy in the 1970s and to suggest strategies that might

mitigate its impact on workers and the less well-off, we even-

tually devoted years to what became a series of replies. The

academic papers resulting from this collaboration that even-

tually appeared in the American Economic Review and the

Brookings Papers on Economic Activity were merely by-

products of the exercise, not its purpose.
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Truth in advertising requires me to reveal that I lack the

people skills necessary to influence public policy, which is

why my day job has always been at the blackboard and the

keyboard. When I warned Senator Kennedy not to promise

the voters that his educational programs would dramatically

reduce inequality unless they were coupled with an assault

on wealth inequality and racism, another member of his

“economics brain trust” chided me (to general nodding by

the other brain trusters), “Sam, everyone else in this room is

trying to build America up! You’re tearing it down!” When I

proposed employment subsidies and othermarket-based jobs

policies to combat the rampant joblessness in South Africa’s

economy, a leading trade unionist publically branded me an

“enemy of the working class.” The diagnosis of the ills of the

US economy that Gordon, Weisskopf, and I offered – that a

productivity slowdown and profit squeeze occurred because

the booming late 1960s and early 1970s had erased the fear of

getting fired, and that labor discipline suffered as a result –
gave us the moniker “blame-the-workers economists.”

Hoping not to collect any new epithets, but in any case

undeterred, in this book I explore policies to implement a

more egalitarian distribution of wealth and power without

compromising economic efficiency. In the next chapter I

provide an overview of an economic strategy based on recent

evidence and models showing that the level of economic

inequality in the US and many other countries today is not

grease for the wheels of economic progress, but sand in the

gears. My joint work with Arjun Jayadev presented in the

chapter provides a striking example. We show that highly

unequal economies (and cities) devote a very substantial

fraction of their productive potential to what we call guard

labor charged, roughly, with keeping the lid on rather than

producing goods and services.

Because its objective is to raise productivity (output prop-

erly measured per hour of work) rather than total output and

because its primary means are a redistribution of wealth and
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power rather than a redistribution of income, I call this strat-

egy productivity-enhancing asset redistribution.

Living standards are ideally measured by what people can

do rather than what they have (Sen 1999), and this depends

not only on the appropriately measured goods and services

available to them (including environmental amenities), but

also on the amount of their free time, and other intangibles.

Increased productivity permits greater access to either goods

and services or free time, or both, making productivity

enhancement rather than output growth a more attractive

objective.

In Chapter 2 I draw on new developments in the theory of

incomplete credit contracts to give an example of how such a

strategy might work.

In the next two chapters I address the impact of the increased

international mobility of goods and capital on the feasibility

and effectiveness of policies designed to insure greater eco-

nomic security and equality of opportunity. Chapter 3 shows

that, while globalization alters the environment in which ega-

litarian policies work, it makes productivity-enhancing asset-

based redistribution a highly effective strategy. The primary

obstacle to such policies is political, not economic. Chapter 4,

which draws on work with Ugo Pagano, addresses the impact

of globalization on the new politics of the welfare state.

In Chapter 5, I use research jointly conductedwith Christina

Fong and Herbert Gintis to explore the implications of the

behavioral economics revolution for understanding the polit-

ical economy of redistribution. The fact that many people,

perhaps most people, are committed to fairness even if it will

cost them something suggests a new politics that recognizes

the ethical roots of support for redistribution as well as ethical

(if sometimes uninformed) reasons for opposition.

I am grateful to my collaborators Christina Fong, Herbert

Gintis, Arjun Jayadev, and Ugo Pagano. My former doctoral

students Anders Fremstad, Alyssa Schneebaum, and Simon

Halliday greatly improved the text. I would also like to thank
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the Behavioral Sciences Program of the Santa Fe Institute, the

University of Siena, and the Russell Sage Foundation for

support of this research. I am indebted to the kind staff and

the tranquil surroundings of the Certosa di Pontignano for an

optimal environment for reflection, research, and writing.

The MacArthur Foundation’s Research Network on the

Costs of Inequality allowed a decade of sustained reflection

on the topics raised here; I am grateful to Pranab Bardhan

with whom I directed the network and to its members, and to

the Foundation for making our collaboration possible. I

developed many of the ideas here as a teacher in economics

crash courses under the auspices of the Center for Popular

Economics (Amherst, Ma.), the International Woodcutters of

America (Vancouver, British Columbia), the NewDemocratic

Party of British Columbia and the National Union of Miners

(South Africa). I am grateful to all of these organizations and

the participants in their programs. Robert Rowthorn’s com-

ments on the entire text resulted in numerous improvements.

A final thank-you goes to Maurizio Franzini, MarioTiberi,

and the other organizers of the Federico Caffè Lecture in

Rome, which I delivered in 2007, the response to which

stimulated my writing this book.

I dedicate this work to my departed friends Gerald Cohen,

who provided solid philosophical foundations for modern

egalitarianism, and David Gordon, who laid out the econom-

ics of a just and democratic society. More than outstanding

scholars, they were also engaged in changing the world, as

the titles of their last (posthumous) books attest: Why Not

Socialism? and Fat and Mean: The Corporate Squeeze of

Working Americans and the Myth of Managerial Down-

sizing.

Santa Fe, New Mexico
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1

The new economics of inequality
and redistribution

Socialism, radical democracy, social democracy, and other

egalitarian movements have flourished where they success-

fully crafted the demands of distributive justice into an eco-

nomic strategy capable of addressing the problem of scarcity,

and thereby promised to improve living standards on the

average. Redistributing land to the tiller, social insurance,

egalitarian wage policies, central planning, and providing

adequate health care and schooling for all have been attrac-

tive when they promised to link a more just distribution of

economic reward to enhanced performance of the economic

system as a whole.

For this reason economic analysis has always been central

to the construction of more democratic and egalitarian alter-

natives to capitalism, aswell as to reforms of capitalism itself.

Keynesian economics, for example, supported state regula-

tion of the macro economy and also provided a rationale for

income redistribution to the less well-off who, by spending a

larger portion of their incomes, could be relied upon to gen-

erate higher andmore reliable levels of demand for consumer

goods, and thereby to sustain greater macroeconomic stabil-

ity and higher levels of employment. Similarly, the model of

general competitive exchange was deployed by socialists

from Oskar Lange and Enrico Barone in the 1930s to Pranab

Bardhan and John Roemer two generations later to demon-

strate the possibility and advantages of democratic planning.
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But today it appears that the left has run out of economic

models. Keynesian policies to modulate fluctuations in

aggregate demand are essential, but do not provide a founda-

tion for a long-term egalitarian strategy. And while looming

environmental catastrophe has underlined the need for pub-

lic interventions to override the private-profit motive, cen-

tralized economic planning is incapable of regulating a

complex, knowledge-based economy.

This is not to say that the left has abandoned the construc-

tion of alternatives to capitalism, as a reading of Bardhan and

Roemer (1992), van Parijs (1995), Roemer (1996), Cohen

(2009), andWright (2010) will indicate. Nor have economists

shrunk from the challenge of understanding the new global

capitalist order (Glyn 2006, Bourguignon 2012) and design-

ing policies to alleviate poverty (van Parijs and van der Veen

1986, Banerjee and Duflo 2011).

Yet even among egalitarians the conviction is widespread

that while some combination of social democracy, market

socialism, and workplace democracy would be preferable

on democratic or egalitarian grounds to the capitalism we

know, only capitalism has a workable answer to the problem

of scarcity. Economic theory has proven, one hears, that any

but cosmetic modifications of capitalism in the direction of

equality and democratic control will exact a heavy toll of

reduced economic performance.

Yet economic theory suggests no such thing. On the con-

trary, there are compelling economic arguments and ample

empirical support for the proposition that there exist changes

in the rules of the economic game which can foster both

greater economic equality and improved economic perform-

ance. To see how this could be done, I need to explain how

wealth inequality may be an impediment to productivity.

Inequality, institutions, and economic performance

First, some terms. Co-ordination failures occur when the

independent actions of agents lead to outcomes less desirable

2 The new economics of inequality and redistribution



for some, and not better for anyone than could have been

achieved in the presence of co-ordinated action. Economists

term such an outcome Pareto-inefficient, meaning that there

exists some technically feasible change in the current state

such that some would be better off and none worse off.

A Pareto improvement is a change that has this property; a

Pareto-optimal state is one from which no Pareto improve-

ments are possible. The latter is really a misnomer, because

states with this benign designation may be highly unjust.

(The terms are due to the Italian economist Vilfredo Pareto,

1848–1923.)
Examples of co-ordination failures are environmental pollu-

tion, unemployment, traffic jams, the creation of super-bugs

through the misuse of antibiotics, spam, and the commonly

observed inability of employers and workers to implement

mutually beneficial changes in work rules and technology.

The latter case – concerning employers and workers – is

termed a principal–agent problem, the principal being the

employer who pays a wage in return for the work time of the

agent. Another important principal–agent interaction occurs

in credit markets, where wealthy lenders (principals) lend

money to borrowers (agents) in return for a promise of repay-

ment with interest. Unlike traffic jams, in which all cars are

(more or less) equal, principals and agents engage in asymmet-

ric interactions: They differ in the actions each can take. The

employer can offer a higher or lower wage, the worker can

work hard or sleep on the job; the banker can charge a high

or low interest rate, the borrower can repay or default.

These and other principal–agent relationships result in

Pareto-inefficient outcomes. Compared to the situation in

which both the employer and worker are taking the actions

that maximize their objectives given the actions taken by the

other (the Nash equilibrium), there exists a combination of a

higher wage and greater work effort under which both the

employer and the worker would be better off. And at the

Nash equilibrium some would-be workers – even if identical

Inequality, institutions, and economic performance 3



to those employed –will be without a job. Similarly (aswewill

see in the next chapter), some would-be borrowers will be

excluded from the credit market entirely, even when the pro-

jects theywould implement are superior to those being funded.

Where credit transactions do occur, there exists a Pareto

improvement over the Nash equilibrium: one in which the

lender charges a lower rate of interest and the borrower takes

fewer risks with his money.

Pareto-inefficient outcomes occur in other principal–agent
relationships too, for example those between landlords and

tenants (either agrarian or residential). Most relationships

among people of different classes (in the traditional Marxian

sense) are principal–agent relationships. Traffic jams and the

threat of super-bugs are not.

But co-ordination failures indicated by these examples of

Pareto-inefficient outcomes occur in principal–agent relation-
ships for the same reason that traffic jams happen and super-

bugs proliferate. Co-ordination failures arise because some

of the effects of an individual’s actions on others – a more

crowded highway, second-hand smoke, or a job well done, or

the prudent use of borrowed funds so that repayment is

assured – cannot be specified in an enforceable contract. The

motorist who decides to drive downtown during rush hour

cannot be charged for the additional congestion that she cre-

ates. The borrower’s promise to repaywill notmeanmuch if he

has gambled and lost it all. The source of the co-ordination

failure in each case is not the absence of competition, or rigid

wages, or “sticky prices,” or “short-term maximizing,” or any

of the usual culprits. The problem is that the relevant contracts

are incomplete. These and related cases are studied in detail

in my microeconomics textbook (Bowles 2004). I use the

broader term “co-ordination failures” (rather than the common

“market failures”) because, as these examples indicate, many

of the failures take place in arenas other than markets.

The extent of co-ordination failures depends on what may

be termed the structure of economic governance: the rules of
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ownership, forms of competition, and norms and conventions

that regulate the incentives and constraints faced by economic

actors, and hence that determine the nature of co-ordination

failures and their feasible solutions. The wealth of nations,

as Adam Smith knew, depends critically on the structure of

economic governance (or economic institutions for short); and

the same can be said for the wealth of communities and firms

(Acemoglu, Johnson, and Robinson 2005 and Acemoglu and

Robinson, 2012). Ideally, a structure of governance is a means

of avoiding or attenuating co-ordination failures, but there is

nothing in the process determining the evolution of gover-

nance structures that insures this result. Governance struc-

tures may endure because they are favored by powerful

groups for whom they secure a large slice of a given pie, not

because these structures foster the growth of the pie itself.

The relationship between inequality and howproductively

a society uses its resources is thus mediated by the structure

of economic governance. Governance structures also crit-

ically influence the degree of inequality. Correspondingly,

the feasibility of distinct forms of governance is itself strongly

influenced by the degree of inequality and, in particular, by

the nature and distribution of property rights. For example, a

co-operative-based governance structure in which those who

supply labor to the production process also own the tools and

equipment with which they work is hardly feasible where

workers are very poor. A summary of the causal relationships

between structures of governance, wealth inequality, and

economic performance appears in Figure 1.1.

Governance structures

Distribution of wealth

Productivity
and distribution
of economic
opportunity

Figure 1.1 Governance structure, wealth inequality,

productivity, and inequality of opportunity

Inequality, institutions, and economic performance 5



I will define a change in governance structures as

productivity-enhancing if the winners could compensate the

losers (which would make the change a Pareto improvement),

except that the implied compensation need not be carried out

or even be implementable under the informational conditions

and other incentive problems in the economy. The proposals

developed in this book are motivated by the first key idea:

Inequality is an impediment to economic performance when

it precludes implementation of productivity-enhancing gover-

nance structures. There are three reasons why this is the case.

The first concerns the inefficient incentive structures that

arise in economies with highly unequal asset distributions.

An examplemaymake this clear. Consider a single owner of a

machine who hires a single worker to operate the machine

who has no wealth. The worker has little reason to supply a

high level of effort, since the worker is paid a given wage and

the owner is the residual claimant on the income associated

with the asset and hence receives the profit from the worker’s

labor. The residual claimant owns whatever remains (the

residual) after all fixed claims (in this case the wage paid

by the owner) are settled. Thus, without costly monitoring,

productivity in the firm will suffer. But monitoring uses up

resources that could have otherwise been productively

employed. A rental contract in which the worker rents the

machine from the owner for a fixed sum and becomes resid-

ual claimant on the entire income stream of the firmwould of

course avoid this particular incentive problem. But this sol-

ution to the effort–incentive difficulty simply displaces the

conflict of interest to the issue of the treatment of the

machine – in this case, the firm’s capital stock itself. For

the worker would then be residual claimant on the income

produced by the machine, but not on the value of the

machine itself, and hence would have little incentive to

maintain the asset. Since the worker has no wealth, he or

she cannot be the owner of the machine.
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The generic problem here is that behaviors critical to

high levels of productivity – hard work, maintenance of

productive equipment, risk-taking, the production and use

of knowledge and the like – are difficult to monitor and

hence cannot be fully specified in any contract enforceable

at low cost. As a result, key economic actors, workers and

managers, for example, cannot capture the productivity

effects of their actions as they would if, for instance, they

were the residual claimants on the resulting income stream

and asset value.

The result of these incentive problems is that a highly con-

centrated ownership of capital goods is often inefficient. We

will see (Chapter 2) that there may exist a more egalitarian

distribution, in which the worker becomes the owner of the

firm’s capital goods which, by more effectively addressing the

incentive, monitoring, and maintenance problems involved,

allows general improvements inwell-being (including possible

compensation for the former owner).

This being the case, one might wonder why the redistrib-

ution does not come about spontaneously. If worker owner-

ship of the firm avoids incentive problems and supervision

costs, it might be thought that owning the firm will be worth

more to the worker than to the employer. But if this is the

case, the worker would profit by borrowing to purchase the

firm’s capital stock. However, an asset-poor worker cannot

borrow large sums (we will see why in the next chapter),

and so he or she cannot purchase the firm’s capital stock.

Furthermore, the worker would be unlikely to agree to

assume the risk of concentrated ownership of a risky asset,

even if it could be financed. For this reason inefficient dis-

tributions of property rights – in this case the firm not being

owned by the worker – may prove immune to disruption

through private contracting despite the existence of other,

more efficient distributions. More technically, inefficient

property-right distributions may be sustained as a Nash equi-

librium in a competitive equilibrium.

Inequality, institutions, and economic performance 7



This one-worker firm example makes an important point,

but it is unreal. Modern economies cannot avoid such incen-

tive problems by implementing the simple property-

ownership structures appropriate to an idealized Robinson

Crusoe world of individual production. The economies of

scale that characterize all contemporary economies make

team production ubiquitous. In a capitalist firm the workers

will shirk on the employer; in a co-op they will free ride

on each other. These and related incentive problems will

arise under any conceivable set of property distributions and

institutional arrangements. So letting “the worker” own the

machine is no magic bullet: co-ordination failures among a

team of workers and (as we will see in the next chapter)

their possibly over-prudent approach to risk-taking would

have to be addressed. Nonetheless, differing levels of wealth

inequality permit structures of economic governance that dif-

fer markedly in the costliness of the incentive problems to

which they give rise, highly skewed wealth distributions sup-

porting particularly inefficiency-prone governance structures.

A second reason why greater equality may enhance pro-

ductivity arises because, where contracts are incomplete, the

resulting co-ordination problemsmay be attenuated if people

are intrinsically motivated to do a good job, to tell the truth,

and to care about and to trust one another; and these senti-

ments are often difficult to sustain between the haves and the

have-nots. Kenneth Arrow (1971:22) writes:

It is useful for individuals to have some trust in each other’s word.

In the absence of trust it would be very costly to arrange for alter-

native sanctions and guarantees, and many opportunities for

mutually beneficial cooperation would have to be forgone . . .

norms of social behavior, including ethical and moral codes

[may be] . . . reactions of society to compensate for market failures.

In addition to the invisible hand of competition and the fist

of command, a well-governed society must also rely on the

handshake of trust.
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One of the possible productivity effects of greater equality

may thus operate through the political and cultural conse-

quences of redistribution. A well-run welfare state or a rela-

tively equal distribution of property holdings may foster the

social solidarity necessary to support co-operation and trust.

These and related sentiments frequently provide the basis for

low-cost solutions to co-ordination failures.

A third way in which equality may enhance productivity

arises because institutional structures supporting high levels

of inequality are often costly to maintain. Solving economic

problems requires a state empowered to intervene effectively

in the economy. But an activist state is capable of using its

power not only to improve economic efficiency, but also

to redistribute income in response to populist pressures.

For this reason economic elites may prefer an ineffective

state in an inefficient economy to a strong state in an efficient

economy. Moreover, states in highly unequal societies are

often obliged to commit a large fraction of the economy’s

productive potential simply to enforcing the rules of the

game from which the inequalities flow: soldiers, police

officers, prison wardens, and others in the ranks of what

Arjun Jayadev and I call guard labor constituting large frac-

tions of the labor force (Jayadev and Bowles 2005, Bowles

and Jayadev 2007).

The private sector also incurs costs in enforcing inequality,

in such forms as high levels of expenditure on work super-

vision and security personnel. Indeed, one might count high

levels of unemployment itself as one of the enforcement costs

of inequality, because the threat of job loss contributes to

employers’ labor discipline strategies. In less conflictual con-

ditions, unemployed labor might be allocated to productive

activities (we provide an illustration of how this might be

done in Chapter 3). Moreover, in highly inegalitarian soci-

eties the insecurity of property rights is often widespread,

militating against long-term investments by the rich and the

poor alike.
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Curious about the extent of and reasons for guard labor,

Jayadev and I wondered if the demand for private guards was

particularly high in US cities with very unequal distributions

of income. Figure 1.2 shows what we found.

We also adopted a much broader concept of guard labor and

sought to determine the amount of time devoted to the enforce-

ment of claims on resources, including the protection of prop-

erty rights and efforts to secure distributional advantage where

contracts are absent or incomplete. We included supervisory

labor, private guards, police, judicial and prison employees,

military and civilian employees of the department of defense

(and those producing military equipment), the unemployed,

andprisoners. Thedata for theUSare inFigure 1.3, and a cross-

country comparison of the guard labor burden is in Figure 1.4.

As in the case of private security guards in US cities, the extent

of guard labor is correlated with measures of economic polar-

ization (and also simply inequality of income), and varies

inversely with measures of social welfare spending, as shown

in Figures 1.5a–1.5b.
Where economic interactions are long on conflict and short

on trust, technologies may also be chosen with the objective

of improving an employer’s bargaining power vis-à-vis his

employees, reducing monitoring costs, or otherwise improv-

ing the labor discipline environment. Here is an example.

When US trucking companies installed on-board computers

during the 1980s, they vastly improved their ability to mon-

itor the actions of the drivers (Baker and Hubbard 2000). Trip

recorders provided the company with verifiable information

on the speed, idle time, and other details of the operation of

the truck about which there was a conflict of interest between

the driver and the company. For example, the cost of operat-

ing the trucks (paid by the company) increased with the

speed of the truck.

Drivers preferred to drive faster than the cost-minimizing

speed, and to take longer breaks. Drivers who owned their

trucks were residual claimants on their revenues minus these

10 The new economics of inequality and redistribution
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and other costs, and hence, of course, internalized the costs of

fuel and depreciation, realizing significant savings as a result.

For this reason, prior to the introduction of trip recorders,

owner-operators successfully competed with company fleets

on those runs for which the conflicts of interest between driv-

ers and companies were particularly strong.

Using the trip recorders, companies were able to write con-

tracts based on the speed at which the truck was driven, and to

provide drivers other incentives to act in the companies’ inter-

ests. Unlike other on-board computers (the electronic vehicle

managements systems, or EVMSs), the trip recorders provided

no improvement in co-ordination between truckers and dis-

patchers, as the information was available to the company

only on the completion of the trip. The sole function of the

trip recorders was to improve the contractibility of aspects of

drivers’ behaviors in which there was a conflicting interest

between the drivers and the companies. By improving the com-

pany’s contractual opportunities, the trip recorders had two

effects. First, drivers in trucks with recorders drove slower,

boosting company profit; and second, the market share of

owner-operators declined.

Another example of the choice of technology makes clear

that the exercise of power is sometimes an explicit motive

in the innovation process. A major production bottleneck in

the late nineteenth-century California food-canning industry

was the highly skilled work of putting tops on the cans, or

“capping” as it was called (Phillips and Brown 1986). The

small number of difficult-to-replace cappers exacted substan-

tial rents from their employers because of their indispensable

role in production and the perishable nature of the goods at

harvest time. The invention of a contraption called Cox’s

capper changed this; but the firms that avidly purchased

the device did not initially use it to cap cans, as it was not

cost-effective at the going wages. Rather, it was deployed as

a part of the firm’s rent-seeking strategy and simply held

in abeyance should the (human) cappers’ demands become
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excessive. Writing twenty-six years after he invented the

contraption, James Cox recalled the canning owners’ strate-

gic need for the mechanical capper: “the helplessness of the

canner [vis-à-vis the human cappers] made him a willing

advocate of every mechanical means, and made possible the

working out, through frequent failures and heavy losses, the

perfected mechanical means now in use.”

These three reasons why inequality may be bad for produc-

tivity – by diluting incentives, discouraging trust, and divert-

ing resources from productive uses to enforcing the rules of

the game or driving a harder bargain – suggest that the nature
and distribution of property rights critically affect the per-

formance of the economy. This view reflects what may be

termed the new economics of property, in which property is

not simply a claim on the residual income deriving from an

asset, but also the right to control access to the asset and

disposition over its use. This view motivates a second key

idea: where hard work, innovation, maintenance of an asset,

and other behaviors essential to productivity cannot be speci-

fied in costlessly enforceable contracts, some distributions of

property rights are more efficient than others; in particular

there exists a class of distributions that are both more egali-

tarian andmore efficient than the concentrated asset-holding

observed in most capitalist economies.

Market failures and state failures

It should be clear from the above that devising governance

structures capable of supporting both greater equality and

higher living standards requires a fundamental rethinking

of relationships between markets, states, and communities.

The necessary reconstruction of political economy must

therefore confront three widespread prejudices common

among social scientists and political actors alike.

The first is that competitive markets determine prices that

measure at least approximately the real scarcity of goods and
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for this reason allocate resources efficiently. For themost part

they do not; as we will see, the considerable contribution of

markets to effective economic governance lies elsewhere.

The second prejudice, particularly widespread among ega-

litarians, is that in a suitably democratic society, government

intervention can efficiently supplant the private provision of

goods and services where market failures occur. But state

failures in the production and delivery of goods and services

are as ubiquitous asmarket failures. As in the case ofmarkets,

the distinctive capacities of the state in the process of eco-

nomic governance are frequently overlooked by the advo-

cates of interventionist policies.

The third prejudice, common across much of the political

spectrum, is to see communities as anachronistic rather than

modern institutions and to suppose that whatever social

value communities have, their contribution to contemporary

economic governance is minimal. By a community I mean

a group of individuals whose interactions are long-term,

frequent, and personal. Families, residential neighborhoods,

and workplaces are communities in this sense. Moreover,

while community governance structures cannot be sub-

sumed under the rubrics of state and market, their viability

critically depends on the structure of states and markets, and

in particular on the nature and distribution of property rights

implied by the structure of states and markets.

In sum, the prejudices of conservative policy stem from its

recognition of weaknesses in the state, but not in the market

as governance structures. This selective treatment leads to

the view that the state is an arena ofwasteful rent-seeking and

inefficient distortions of competitive prices, while themarket

economy is efficient, a view from which exclusive reliance

upon the market ineluctably follows. Advocates of egalitar-

ian economic policy, by contrast, while treating the market

system as riddledwith failures, have often failed to recognize

the limitations of the state as a governance structure, and

hence have treated the state as an effective instrument for
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the implementation of economic objectives. Both strands of

political economy have overlooked the critical role of com-

munities as governance structures.

These alternatives are summarized in Figure 1.6. The opti-

mism of post-Second World War Keynesian policies, and that

of the neo-liberal policies that supplanted them, can be seen to

flow from the choice of assumption concerning the location of

co-ordination failures (the lower-left to upper-right diagonal in

Figure 1.6). My approach recognizes co-ordination failures in

both the state and market, and achieves only those (generally

second-best) allocations compatible with feasible incentive

structures. (A second-best allocation is not Pareto-efficient,

but Pareto improvements, while technically feasible, cannot

be implemented given the existing contracts and other

institutions.)

Figure 1.6 also includes a fourth policy approach (the upper-

left corner) that does not recognize co-ordination problems in

either economy or state. This obviously utopian position

implies that in the absence of market failures such as external-

ities, increasing returns to scale, and cyclical volatility, both

laissez-faire and central planning can support first-best (that is,

Pareto-efficient) allocations.

State

Economy
No market failures Market failures

No state 
failures

State
failures

Both laissez-faire and
planning can support
optimal allocations

Keynesian and other
state interventions

can support
optimal allocations

Laissez-faire with minimal
state can support optimal

allocations

Market/state/community
complementarity

can support second-best
allocations

Figure 1.6 Alternative approaches to economic policy
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The egalitarian asset-based redistribution idea is an alterna-

tive to the more common egalitarian strategy that accepts the

given distribution of wealth and seeks to override market out-

comes through tax and transfer policies designed to attenuate

the consequences of concentrated ownership. But if the cur-

rent degree of asset inequality is taken as given, market-

determined rewards will be correspondingly unequal, so the

egalitarian project becomes one of superseding market out-

comes and thereby undermining the beneficial disciplining

effects of market competition.

A more promising approach is to find a way in which mar-

kets will implement more egalitarian outcomes. This can be

done by first identifying those aspects of the concentrated

ownership of assets that give rise to perverse incentives and

costly enforcement strategies and then to devise asset redis-

tributions that can attenuate the resulting co-ordination fail-

ures without introducing their own costly incentive problems.

In contrast to income-based egalitarian strategies, which are

rarely better than productivity-neutral (and often a lot worse),

asset-based egalitarianism can in principle be productivity-

enhancing. This is true both because it can implement more

efficient distributions of residual claimancy and control rights

and because redistributing assets addresses a major cause of

unequal incomes, and thus gives greater scope for markets to

do what they are good at: identifying losers – firms that fail to

produce good products at competitive prices – and getting

them out of the game.

Markets, of course, also discipline the egalitarian policy-

maker, who must design interventions that will result in a

distribution of property rights that is sustainable not only

politically but also economically. Political sustainability is

always difficult, for the well-to-do will always deploy their

resources to reverse egalitarian wealth redistribution.

But economic sustainability is no less daunting a chal-

lenge. Here is a cautionary tale. The redistribution of land to
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small-holders in Chile during the early 1970s was intended

to benefit the poor, in part by placing residual claimancy in

the hands of the farmer, and thereby providing incentives

for both greater investment and greater labor effort, leading

to higher levels of productivity (Jarvis 1989, Carter, Barham,

and Mesbah 1996). The land transfers coincided with a

boom in the market for exported fruit. But few of the land-

reform beneficiaries had the capital to finance the long ges-

tation period for tree crops, and credit was generally not

available to small-holders. Moreover, the volatility of fruit

prices would have exposed the farmers to risks which they

could not buffer by means of borrowing. As a result, few of

the poor farmers shifted to fruit production. At the same

time, the value of their land rose dramatically as a result of

the fruit boom. Unable to take advantage of the favorable

price of fruit, by the early 1990s 57 percent of the original

48,000 beneficiaries had sold their land. The transfer of

wealth to the poor had been accomplished, but the realign-

ment of incentives intended by the land reform had failed,

because the farmers were still too poor to borrow the funds

that would have allowed them to take advantage of the land

and to buffer themselves from the risks. The moral of the

story is that the increase in the farmers’ wealth was insuffi-

cient to overcome their risk aversion and exclusion from

credit markets, so the “land to the tiller” rationale of the

program failed.

This example demonstrates a third key idea: It is pointless

to introduce policies that subsequently will be undone by

the private transactions of its beneficiaries or others; a pol-

icy is implementable if its intended results can be sustained

when all of those affected take whatever actions they prefer

under the new conditions (technically, the intended out-

come is a Nash equilibrium). We will address the problem

of implementability of egalitarian policies in the next two

chapters.
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Is equality passé?

My confidence that such implementable productivity-

enhancing asset redistributions can be affected may seem

out of step with the pervasive contemporary scepticism con-

cerning the viability of egalitarian alternatives. But the intel-

lectual foundations of equality pessimism, as I have termed

this frame of mind, have been badly shaken. Recent research

has both questioned the presumption that economic perform-

ance is best promoted by laissez-faire policies and cast doubt

upon the existence of the efficiency–equity trade-off, which

asserts that the pursuit of egalitarian objectives necessarily

impairs productivity and thus imposes a cost on living stand-

ards on average. This fabled trade-off is a staple of blackboard

economics,making an appearance inmost introductory texts.

(An influential statement is Okun 1975.)

Until the early 1990s nobodyhad really bothered to look for it

in the real world. When they did, the trade-off turned out to be

more like a unicorn than hard science. A comparison of the

economic performance among nations revealed no such trade-

off. Countries experiencing rapid productivity growth between

the 1960s and the 1980s, including China, Singapore, Taiwan

andSouthKorea, exhibited a degree of economic equality and a

level of state involvement in economic decision-making con-

siderably greater than in the relatively laissez-faire industrial-

ized countries which, in the same period, experienced weak

productivity growth and increases in economic inequality. The

contrast with the relatively stagnant and highly unequal Latin

American economies was even starker. Several studies sup-

ported these findings: My co-authors and I (Bowles, Gordon,

andWeisskopf 1990) found that across ten advanced capitalist

economies, the more unequal the distribution of income, the

lower was both the long-term rate of growth of output per

employedperson and the investment share of output (a conven-

tionalmeasure of economic goodhealth). Persson andTabellini

(1996) showed that inequality and growth in gross domestic
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product were negatively correlated in a cross-section of sixty-

seven nations, as well as in long time series for nine advanced

capitalist nations.Alesina andRodrik (1994) found that ameas-

ure of asset (land) inequality was inversely associated with

economic growth in a sample of thirty-nine countries.

However, cross-national comparisons of inequality and

macroeconomic performance are of limited use in assessing

the effects of policies to reduce inequality on economic per-

formance. A policy-maker or a citizen is interested not in the

correlates of equality but in the effects of egalitarian policies.

The fact that more equal countries have more rapid rates of

economic growth could well be accounted for by a statistical

association between measures of equality and unmeasured

causes of economic growth. Perhaps the correlation of equality

and rapid productivity increase arises because Koreans are

both exceptionally hardworking and fair-minded while the

British are indolent and tolerant of inequality. Determining

the effects of a decision to redistribute land or to raise the

minimum wage requires the study of the evolution of policies

and their outcomes over time.

Thus, a better indicator of a positive relationship between

egalitarian institutions and policies on the one hand and

economic performance on the other is the fact that the thirteen

largest advanced capitalist countries, taken as a whole, grew

faster under the aegis of the post-Second World War welfare

state than in anyother period forwhich the relevant data exist.

In historical retrospect, the epoch of the ascendant welfare

state and social democracy was capitalism’s golden age. This

relationship is exhibited in Figure 1.7. Though others have

used these data tomake the case, I do not conclude that greater

equality per se promotes high levels of economic perform-

ance. But a more modest inference seems inescapable: Under

favorable institutional circumstances, policies to promote

greater equality are not incompatible with the rapid growth

of productivity and other valued macroeconomic outcomes.
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“Equality pessimism” thus finds little support in the empiri-

cal record of macroeconomic performance. Rather, the sense

that egalitarian projects may now be unfeasible appears to

derive more from the demise of a particular model of redistrib-

ution and from the way in which global competition is said to

constrain the autonomy of nation states in their pursuit of

egalitarian objectives. The optimism of the golden age of egali-

tarian economic policy – roughly the first three decades follow-

ing the Second World War – was fostered by the Keynesian

belief that the expansion of publicly funded social services

and transfers, as well as wage increases in the private sector,

would promote full employment, macroeconomic stability,

and productivity growth. This belief served to minimize polit-

ical opposition to egalitarian redistribution by promising “soft
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redistribution”: even thewealthywould benefit frompolicies to

stabilize and expand aggregate demand and provide adequate

schooling and medical care for the workforce.

Underlying this faith – at least in the English-speaking

countries –was amacroeconomicmodel that could be termed

“national Keynesianism.” The first of its three main tenets

was that the level of output in a national economy is limited

by the level of aggregate demand for goods and services. The

second tenet equated aggregate demand to the home market.

The third held that more egalitarian distributions of income

support higher levels of aggregate demand. Egalitarian redis-

tribution was thus doubly blessed: It promised “soft redis-

tribution,” addressing the needs of the less well-off, while

promoting the general interest of abundance for all.

The evidence does not support the third, and most critical,

of these tenets, however, and the second tenet, uponwhich the

third is based, is also flawed. An econometric study I con-

ducted with the French economist Robert Boyer (Bowles and

Boyer 1995) of the US, France, the UK, Japan, and Germany

over the post-war period shows that increased wages are

unlikely to lead to an increase in aggregate demand, and that

this is particularly the case the more open the economy is to

exports and imports. Also, even in the cases where Boyer and

I found that increasing the real wage would expand aggregate

demand, the estimated effect is small, and is insufficient

to support a positive relationship between the real wage and

the rate of investment. Thus, even if a general wage increase

were to expand a nation’s employment in the short run, it

seems likely that it would diminish private investment, thus

jeopardizing the long-run viability of this particular egalitarian

strategy (at least if implemented singly). The estimated effects

of increased unemployment benefits and other income redis-

tributive measures on aggregate demand and investment are

no more promising.

Smaller and more internationally open economies are

unlikely to be exceptions to these findings. Thus, there is
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some doubt concerning the relevance, even in the heyday of

social democracy, of a Keynesian wage-led growth regime.

The positive macroeconomic effects of social-democratic

policies in Nordic Europe, for example, are more plausibly

attributed to such productivity-enhancing policies as unify-

ing wage structures across industries (which drove ineffi-

cient firms out of business) and investment in education

and health than to the aggregate demand effects of wage

increases. Moene and Wallerstein (1995b) make this argu-

ment quite compellingly. The first tenet is not wrong:

Demand constraints continue to limit output and employ-

ment. But the global integration of national economies has

rendered the level of output in each country increasingly

sensitive to worldwide demand conditions and to the com-

petitive position of each economy, and less dependent on the

consumption goods demanded by a nation’s wage earners.

Someof themost successful social-democratic economieswere

already highly integrated in the global marketplace prior to the

introduction of their particular brand of egalitarian policies.

As a result, attention has shifted from the demand-

enhancing effect of high wages and social expenditures to

the effect of wages and other redistributive policies on costs

and productivity. With the analytical underpinnings of soft

redistribution thus shaken and the political viability of hard

redistribution doubted, the egalitarian project has stalled.

The reorientation of economic policy to supply-side rather

than demand-side problems appears to have entailed a cor-

responding shift from egalitarian redistribution to its con-

verse: policies promoting greater inequality, justified by the

promise of long-run, trickle-down effects.

The new emphasis on long-term productivity growth is

entirely welcome; and arguments for greater emphasis on

other supply-side issues are compelling. But the abandon-

ment of the egalitarian project is a non sequitur. Rather than a

simple correspondence between demand-side economics

and egalitarian policy on the one hand and supply-side
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economics and trickle-down policy on the other, there is a

complex array of choices. For example, the Keynesian focus

on demand need not favor egalitarian policies. As we have

observed, in a world of globally integrated national econo-

mies, aggregate demand may be fostered by a redistribution

from wages to profits, rather than by the reverse. The effect of

upwards redistribution of income on investment and net

exports could well offset the decline in workers’ demand

for consumer goods. And even more surprisingly, the focus

on supply-side problems does not entail trickle-down poli-

cies: Egalitarian redistributive policies can be productivity-

enhancing. The expanded menu of choices is presented in

Figure 1.8.

A further implication of the globalization of production is

that it may be very costly to redistribute against the owners of

factors of production that are globally mobile, notably capi-

tal. The point is easily exaggerated, often by opponents of

redistribution. The process of investment is still primarily

national: The vast majority of investment in every major

country is of domestic origin. Moreover, most international

movements of direct investment are among high-wage coun-

tries, not from these countries to the low-wage economies.

But any sharp reduction in the after-tax rate of profit expected

by wealth holders in any particular country may provoke

responses capable of devastating an egalitarian program.

The response of investors to the election of the socialists
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François Mitterrand in France and Salvador Allende in Chile

are examples. The mobility of goods and finance thus does

not preclude egalitarian policies, but it does substantially

raise the political and economic costs of policies that are

purely redistributive, if among the losers are those who are

free to move.

Conflict and co-ordination

I stress productivity growth as an objective because the long-

run gains in living standards obtainable through redistribution

are limited by the size of the pie, while the benefits of produc-

tivity growth, including increased leisure, are cumulative.

Productivity growth means an increase in output per unit of

labor in which the measure of both inputs and outputs takes

account of environmental effects. As defined, productivity

growth is both conceptually and practically distinct from

other criteria such as income growth or “competitiveness.”

Further, policies designed to reduce working time are consis-

tent with the objective of productivity growth, but notwith the

objective of output growth. Since the benefits of productivity

growth are cumulative, if one considers a sufficiently long-

term horizon, redistributions that are productivity-reducing

are difficult to support, even if one’s sole concern were the

well-being of the less well-off: After some years, they would

have had a higher living standard under the less egalitarian

status quo.

For example, suppose the bottom half of the income distri-

bution receives 25 percent of total income. Equalizing income

would on the average double the income of members of the

bottom half of the distribution. Continuous productivity

growth at a modest rate of 2.5 percent per year for 28 years

could also double the income of each member of the bottom

half of the distribution, with no change in the degree of

inequality. Of course, economic welfare may depend on

one’s relative, as well as one’s absolute, economic position.
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To the extent that this is true, sustained productivity growth

overestimates welfare growth for the less well-off. However,

economic welfare may also depend on one’s expected future

absolute economic position relative to one’s current position,

in which case sustained productivity growth underestimates

welfare growth for all persons.

A single-minded desire to redivide the pie has diverted some

egalitarians from the task of producing a better pie. More pre-

cisely, the characteristic leftist focus on the conflictual aspect

of social interactions has obscured its co-ordination aspect.

Interactions typically exhibit both aspects, but we can define

polar cases. A pure conflict interaction between two people is

one in which all possible outcomes can be ranked as better for

one and worse for the other. (All of the outcomes are Pareto-

efficient.) Zero-sum games are an example. Conversely, a pure

co-ordination interaction is one in which all feasible outcomes

canbe ranked such that if one outcome is better than another for

one of the actors, the samewill be true for the other actor. (There

is only onePareto-efficient outcome and, given any twodistinct

feasible outcomes, one is preferred by both [“Pareto-preferred”]

to the other.)

The exploitation of one person by another may be a pure

conflict, while a traffic jammay be nearly a pure co-ordination

problem. The difference is illustrated in Figure 1.9, which

presents a measure of well-being for two individuals (it does

not matter what it is – income, “utility,” or whatever), with

each dot the result of a particular outcome of their interaction.

Which outcome occurs depends both on the economic institu-

tions regulating their interaction, and on the actions taken by

each. Person I is evidently advantaged, as all of I’s outcomes

(102, 103, etc.) are far better than any of II’s (2, 3, etc.). If the

possible outcomes included only points a through e, it would

be a pure conflict game; if only f and one of c ordwere possible,

it would be a pure co-ordination game. If point f obtains under

existing institutions, and if c and d are the other technically

feasible outcomes, getting to any of themmay be considered to
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be more important than struggling over which one to choose:

Solving the co-ordination aspect of the problem may be more

important than resolving the conflict aspect. Point f indicates

what we have called a co-ordination failure: At least one point

superior to f for both people is possible, but is not obtained due

to the lack of co-ordinated action of the two.

The logic of productivity-enhancing redistributions is that

movements from f to b are possible, and that movements in a

north-easterly direction in the figure (“soft redistribution”)

may be a more promising strategy than movements to the

north-west (“hard redistribution”), even if the claims of jus-

tice would support the latter. This example should not be

taken literally, of course. There will necessarily be losers in

any major change in property rights or other aspects of the

institutions that co-ordinate economic activity. The funda-

mental point is not that all changes should be strictly Pareto-

improving (no losers), but that egalitarian redistributions

should be productivity-enhancing.

If mutually beneficial solutions to co-ordination failures

exist, it may be asked why they are not adopted. Why, that

is, are co-ordination failures so common? The answer,

I think, is that privileged groups often prefer the economic

institutions resulting in f to an alternative set of institutions

4
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Person I’s well-being

Person
II’s well-being

Figure 1.9 Conflict and co-ordination.
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that has all the other points as possible outcomes, due to the

fear that, among these, point a will be chosen.

A generalization of this example is as follows. The holders

of concentrated wealth often find themselves in opposition

to changes in the rules of the game necessary to solve

co-ordination failures. Even in the shadow of the Great

Depression, many American businessmen initially opposed

Keynesian aggregate demand management not because they

doubted that these policies would boost their profits, but

because they feared what other policies a more intervention-

ist state might adopt. Co-ordination failures arise because

people cannot make binding agreements among themselves.

Solving co-ordination failures therefore frequently involves

introducing institutions for the enforcement of collective

decisions. But the only broadly legitimate way to make

these decisions is by majority rule, a process in which the

very rich may be out-voted, and institutions created to solve

one problem are readily deployed for other ends. Thus,

where the wealthy exercise sufficient power, the result may

be the failure to adopt a superior institutional structure capa-

ble of averting co-ordination problems by facilitating collec-

tively binding agreements.

To analyze how governance structures can impede desirable

solutions to co-ordination failures, I will use a concrete exam-

ple towhichFigure 1.9 applies. Person I, let us say, is the owner

of a firm, and II is the firm’s only worker. The two actors each

decide whether to select one of two production inputs: The

worker may apply high or low effort to the job, and the owner

may or may not devote resources to modernizing the firm’s

capital stock. Call the two options High and Low for short. Let

us assume, realistically I believe, that these decisions are not

easy to reverse: The investment, once committed, is costly to

redeploy, and the workers’ agreement to new work rules or

revelation of how hard she can actually work, once conceded,

is difficult to withdraw. When they each provide Low, the

result is indicated by point f in Figure 1.9: The worker gets 2,
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the owner gets 102. They could do better, but the problem is

that each could also do worse. This is the challenge facing the

governance structure.

If both select High, the combination of effective labor in a

modernized plant yields any of points b, c, or d, depending

on how the gains are shared. If the outcome is c, for example,

the worker gets 3 and the owner gets 103. However, in many

situations each will prefer to select Low while the other

selects High; the worker would prefer less intense work in a

more modern plant (point a), while the capitalist would

prefer to meet his output and cost targets through speed-up

or cost-cutting change in work rules than through a long-term

commitment of capital expenditure (point e). The worst out-

come for each is to select High while the other selects Low.

A high level of investment when the worker gives a low level

of support of productivity-enhancing practices will lock the

employer into an unprofitable operation. Similarly, for the

worker, supporting productivity-enhancing practices while

the employer invests little will lead to both exhaustion and

job terminations.

The above strategies and outcomes are summarized in

Figure 1.10, from which it can be seen that the employer–
employee relationship in production is a prisoner’s dilemma:

For each, the dominant strategy (that is, the action that max-

imizes a player’s payoffs regardless of what the other does) is

to select Low, leading to the third-best outcome for both. The

dismal third-best result occurs because the interaction is non-

co-operative, in the sense that binding agreements between the

two cannot be made. In the absence of such agreements, the

more desirable outcome (High, High) is not sustainable: If by

chance it occurred, each would have the incentive to defect to

the Low option. Hence the high-productivity outcome cannot

be sustained in this governance structure.

How might the collectively beneficial high levels of both

investment and work be secured? The two (for simplicity,

regarding the worker as a single actor) could agree to select
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High. Arriving at and enforcing an agreement of this kind

would present serious obstacles under existing institutional

conditions. Workers, for example, would require access to

the firm’s financial records, as well as a way of sanctioning

the owners should they fail to comply. Owners likewise

would require a low-cost and effective way of monitoring

the work activities of the workforce. But monitoring is often

exceptionally costly, if not impossible given the nature of the

work process, and the difficulties are exacerbated by the

unwillingness of workers to co-operate in such monitoring

activities, since the employer is the residual claimant on the

resulting income and hence the sole beneficiary of the effec-

tiveness of the monitor and of the worker’s efforts.

Suppose some agreement could be struck allowing the

preferable outcomes b, c, or d. But which one? The answer

will depend on the bargaining power of the two parties, and

this, in turn, would depend on the consequences for each of

failing to come to an agreement, or the so-called fallback

outcome, point f.

In a bargaining situation, then, both persons have an incen-

tive to avoid any move that worsens their fallback position.
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Figure 1.10 Investment and productivity in a prisoner’s dilemma
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Thus, the employer would want to avoid any type of fixed

investments that cannot be relatively easily redeployed else-

where, including, importantly, investments in the worker’s

own job skills. Workers, for their part, would want to avoid

any simplification of thework processwhichwould facilitate

their own replacement. Hence, both workers and employers

will direct their efforts towards activities that increase their

expected share of the firm’s net revenue. These activities may

be very costly; they need not contribute to productivity, and

typically they do not. Models of this process that show why

efficient bargains are often not possible are provided in

Bowles (2004).

To the waste associated with the bargaining process must

be added the likelihood that in many cases no agreed-upon

rule for sharing the benefits of co-operation will be adopted,

therefore no agreement will be struck, and the productivity

gains will be forgone. Or perhaps an agreement will be

secured only after costly strikes or lockouts. Often no agree-

ment will be struck at all, and the employer will simply offer

the worker a wage high enough to make the job worth keep-

ing, and then threaten to fire any worker who does not work

sufficiently hard.

But such threats are ineffective unless the employer

devises a system of surveillance of the labor process, deploy-

ing surveillance equipment and supervisory personnel

around the workplace for this purpose. In actual capitalist

economies, these monitoring costs constitute a considerable

fraction of the cost of employing labor. (Supervisory labor

is included in the guard-labor statistics presented in

Figures 1.3–1.5.) Estimates vary, of course, but monitoring

expenses broadly defined appear to be about one-fifth of the

cost of labor in the US. The resources devoted to monitoring

the labor process are of roughly the same magnitude as those

devoted to producing the capital goods with which workers

are employed (Gordon 1994).
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Conclusion

No particular importance should be attributed to the specific

workplace co-ordination failure I have chosen for purposes of

illustration. A similar situation with analogous results could

describe the worker’s decision as to how much learning of

firm-specific skills to undertake and the employer’s decision

as to how much employment security to grant workers, for

example. Firm-specific skills contribute to productivity, but

they are useless to a terminated worker, and hence there is

little reason to acquire them in the absence of a job guarantee.

The example can be no more than a metaphor for the far

more complex co-ordination failures resulting from the non-

co-operative nature of themicroeconomic interactionswhich

determine the level of productivity and its growth. But the

model is not misleading in its major conclusion: namely, that

overcoming co-ordination failures often requires agreements

which are difficult to secure and costly to enforce given the

governance structures that are feasible when property rights

are highly concentrated.

We turn therefore to the high cost of wealth inequality

and the possibility that a redistribution of wealth would be

productivity-enhancing.
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The economic cost of wealth
inequality

The claim that high levels of wealth inequality degrade

economic performance by precluding what otherwise

would be productivity-enhancing solutions to coordination

problems sounds abstract. But this is not just blackboard

economics.

In the US South prior to the Emancipation Act (1863) it

was said that cotton was king. But it was not until after

the Civil War that cotton truly ascended to the throne

among crops: In the quarter of a century following the demise

of slavery, the production of cotton relative to corn (the main

food crop) increased by 50 percent (Ransom and Sutch 1977).

The intensification of the cotton mono-culture puzzled

observers at the time and since, as it coincided with a slight

downward trend in the price of cotton relative to corn.

Moreover, there were no changes in the technical conditions

of production that would have offset the adverse price move-

ment; in fact, the growth of corn yields appears to have out-

paced cotton yields during this period. Nor can the shift from

corn to cotton be explained by changes in factor supplies. The

Cotton South experienced a serious labor shortage following

the war, which should have led some farmers to abandon

cotton in favor of corn, as the latter was a much less labor-

intensive crop.

What then explains the growing dominance of cotton?

To answer this we need to investigate the structure of local
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credit markets. To finance the crop cycle, most farmers – poor
share croppers and rental tenants, many of these former

slaves – purchased food (including corn) and other necessi-

ties on credit during the growing season. Because there typ-

ically was a singlemerchant in each locality, the goods prices

at which the farmers accumulated their debt were inflated

by the monopoly power of the merchant-lender. The loans

were repaid when the crop was sold at the end of the

season. Most farmers were too poor to post collateral, so the

merchant-lenders secured their loans by means of a claim

(called a lien) on the farmers’ future crop in case of default.

This crop lien system, according to its most prominent stu-

dents, Roger Ransom and Richard Sutch, favored cotton:

In the view of the merchant, cotton afforded greater security for

such loans than food crops. Cotton was a cash crop that could

readily be sold in a well-organized market; it was not perishable;

it was easily stored . . . For these reasons the merchant frequently

stipulated that a certain quantity of cotton be planted . . . It was

the universal complaint of the farmers that the rural merchants

predicated his willingness to negotiate credit on the condition

that sufficient cotton to serve as collateral had been planted.

(Ransom and Sutch 1977:160)

The crop lien system that came to prominence in the post-

Emancipation South was an ingenious solution to the prob-

lem of providing credit to asset-poor borrowers. It substituted

the farmer’s unenforceable promise to repay the loan in the

future by an action observable by the lender prior to the

granting of credit, namely having already planted cotton on

which the merchant had first claim.

Taking account of the relative resource costs and prices of

the two crops, Ransom and Sutch estimated that the cotton

farmer purchasing corn on credit could have increased his

income by 29 percent by shifting resources from cotton to

corn. But this was precluded by the fact that, because the

farmer had little wealth, he needed credit, and for the same
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reason, getting credit meant planting cotton. The result,

according to Ransom and Sutch was that:

The southern tenantwas neither owner of his land normanager of

his business . . . his independent decision making was limited to

themundane andmenial aspects of farming. The larger decisions

concerning land use, investments in the farm’s productivity, the

choice of technology, and the scale of production were all made

for him. (Ransom and Sutch 1977: 170)

The fact that poor people are disadvantaged in credit markets

also helps to explain a contemporary puzzle. Residential

tenancy, like farming under absentee ownership, incurs inef-

ficiencies typical of the coordination problems mentioned in

the previous chapter. A residential tenant’s maintenance of

the property and civic actions to enhance the quality of the

neighborhood environment contribute to the value of the

owner’s property, but cannot be specified in an enforceable

contract. Thus tenants have little incentive to maintain the

property and to participate in enhancing local amenities.

Owner-occupied residences avoid the resulting incentive

problems because the person taking the maintenance or

civic amenities actions and the residual claimant on the

benefits of these actions are the same individual, namely,

the owner. Yet over a third of US families rent rather than

own their home (Savage 1999), and in many countries the

fraction is much higher. As an empirical matter, home own-

ership induces better care of the residence and also higher

levels of participation in local government activities (Verba,

Schlozman, and Brady 1995, Glaeser and DiPasquale 1999).

Why then is renting rather than owning one’s residence so

common, especially among those with low incomes? The

answer is that renters do not have access to mortgage credit.

In 1993, only 13 percent of renting families could secure a

loan to buy even a low-priced home (one at the tenth percen-

tile of homes ranked by price in the family’s neighborhood

[Savage 1999]). The remaining 87 percent of renters had too
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few net assets and too little income to secure a conventional

mortgage.

Both examples – the triumph of King Cotton andmisaligned

incentives for the residential tenant – contrast sharplywith the

utopian world of complete and costlessly enforceable con-

tracts that, until recently, was the standard assumption in

economics. In this assumption, wealth conveys quantitative

advantages – it determines the location of one’s budget con-

straint – but all participants in the economy face the same

contractual opportunities (and hence the same prices) irre-

spective of their holdings. The poor are constrained to buy

less than the rich, but they transact on the same terms. By

contrast, where contracts in financial markets are incomplete

or unenforceable, individuals lacking wealth are either pre-

cluded from engaging in a class of contracts that are available

to the wealthy, or enter into these contracts on unfavorable

terms. Thus, wealth differences have political as well as eco-

nomic effects, excluding some and empowering others.

The most obvious reason why an individual’s amount of

wealth influences the kinds of contract she can engage is that

only those with sufficient wealth can undertake projects on

their own account, that is, without borrowing. And among

those who do borrow, those with more wealth borrow on

better terms. This is because greater wealth on the part of

the agent allows contracts which more closely align the

objectives of principal and agent. This is the case, for exam-

ple, when the borrower has sufficient wealth to post collat-

eral or put her own equity in a project, and therefore has

greater incentives to supply effort, to adopt the more prudent

risk levels preferred by the lender (the principal), to reveal

information to the principal, and to act in other ways that

advance the principal’s interests but that cannot be secured

in a contract.

Those lacking wealth, for example, may acquire funds to

support their education and other forms of human capital on

less favorable terms than the rich and, as a result, may forgo
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investments in learning when private and social returns

exceed their costs. Similarly, as we have seen in residential

housing markets, those with sufficient wealth are more often

owners and, therefore, residual claimants on the actions they

take to improve the property and the neighborhood,while the

asset-poor are more likely to be renters.

Thus, differences in wealth are reflected in distinct con-

tractual opportunities: Those available to the wealthy are

more likely to embody incentives supporting efficient out-

comes, while those available to the wealth-poor do not,

thereby imposing additional disadvantages on the poor. As

a result, we will see, those without wealth often are pre-

cluded from undertaking highly productive projects from

which they and others could benefit, or they are constrained

to undertake these projects on a smaller than optimal scale,

or to engage in contractual arrangements with sub-optimal

incentive structures such as residential tenancy, share-

cropping or wage labor.

While other financial markets are involved, the main ana-

lytical issues are best illustrated by the credit market, the

subject of this chapter. I begin with a review of evidence on

the extent to which people are excluded from credit markets

or are credit-constrained (that is, they cannot borrow at all or

as much as they would like at the current rate of interest).

I then introduce the basic problem of incentives arising from

the incompleteness of the contract between borrower and

lender, and explore how the provision of equity or collateral

by the borrower may attenuate these incentive problems.

Next I embed the borrower–lender relationship in a model

of general competitive equilibrium to show why prospective

borrowers lacking wealth may fail to secure financing (or will

be constrained to finance only small projects or to pay high

rates of interest). The wealthy will be able to finance (and

hence implement) projects that are larger and of lower quality

than the projects that the poor are able to finance, and for

identical projects the wealthy will pay a lower interest rate.
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An important consequence is that because a lack of wealth

may prevent an individual’s high-quality projects from being

implemented, the distribution of wealth matters for produc-

tivity. I then explore some implications for policy, examin-

ing the conditions under which an efficient distribution of

property rights will occur through private exchange, and

provide an example in which a redistribution of assets by

fiat may generate positive productivity effects that (unlike

the Chilean land transfers) are sustainable in competitive

equilibrium.

Credit constraints: evidence

Much of the evidence about credit constraints (surveyed in

Jappelli 1990) is based on the cyclical fluctuations of con-

sumption, where the “consensus” estimates suggest that in

the US about one-fifth of families are credit-constrained.

These tend to be younger families with lower levels of

wealth. These studies do not observe the borrowing activities

of individuals and hence are somewhat indirect.

More direct evidence surveyed in Banerjee and Duflo

(2010) is based on actual credit histories. Jappelli (1990)

found that 19 percent of US families had their request for

credit rejected by a financial institution; the assets of these

credit-constrained families were 63 percent lower than the

unconstrained families. “Discouraged borrowers” (thosewho

did not apply for a loan because they expected to be rejected)

had even lower wealth than the rejected applicants. Another

study of US families (Gross and Souleles 2002) exploits the

fact that credit card borrowing limits are often increased

automatically. If borrowing increases in response to these

exogenous changes in the borrowing limit, we can conclude

that the individual was credit-constrained. The authors

found “that increases in credit limits generate an immediate

and significant rise in debt” (181). Gross and Souleles’ esti-

mate of the extent of credit limits is as follows:
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It is plausible that many of the one-third of households without

bankcards are liquidity constrained . . . Of the two-thirds with

bankcards, the over 56 percent who are borrowing and are paying

high interest rates (averaging around 16 percent) might also be

considered liquidity-constrained, lacking access to cheaper

credit. Combined with the households lacking bankcards, they

bring the overall fraction of potentially constrained households

to over 2/3. (Gross and Souleles 2002:152–53)

Other studies are based on exogenous increases in wealth.

Blanchflower and Oswald (1998) found that an inheritance of

$10,000 doubles a typical British youth’s likelihood of setting

up in business. In another British study, Holtz-Eakin,

Joulfaian, and Rosen (1994) found an elasticity of self-

employment with respect to inherited assets of 0.52, and that

inheritance leads the self-employed to increase the scale of

their operations considerably. Another study, Black, de Meza,

and Jeffreys (1996) found that a 10 percent rise in value of

collateralizable housing assets in the UK increases the number

of start-up businesses by 5 percent. Evans and Jovanovic

(1989) found that among white males in the US, wealth levels

are a barrier to becoming entrepreneurs, and that credit con-

straints typically limit those starting new businesses to capi-

talization of not more than 1.5 times their initial assets: “most

individuals who enter self-employment face a binding liquid-

ity constraint and as a result use a sub-optimal amount of

capital to start up their businesses” (810).

A study of Italian households found that those who did

not borrow either because they were denied credit or believed

they would be refused credit were more likely to be larger,

poorer families, headed by an unemployed, lesswell-educated

woman (Guiso, Jappelli, and Terlizzese 1996). Moreover, in

comparison with families unlikely to face credit constraints,

poorer, younger families with more uncertain sources of

income (self-employment rather than pensions, for example)

tended to avoid holding risky assets, consistent with the

view that credit-constrained individuals enjoy lower expected
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returns on the investments they domake. Asset-poor people in

the US frequently take out short-term “payday loans” against

their pay checks. In Illinois, the typical short-term borrower is

a low-incomewoman inhermid-30s ($24,104 annual income),

living in rental housing, borrowing between $100 and $200,

and paying an average annual rate of interest of 486 percent

(Vega 1999).

Several studies have shown that asset-poor people in

developing countries may be entirely shut out of credit

markets and also excluded from labor or land rental con-

tracts with incentives that elicit high effort. Laffont and

Matoussi (1995), for example, show that credit constraints

limit the kinds of contract that poor Tunisians may engage

in, substantially reducing their productivity and hence their

incomes. Other studies in low-income countries show that

individuals’ wealth strongly affects farm investment, and

low wealth entails lower return to independent agricultural

production (Rosenzweig and Binswanger 1993). For exam-

ple, Rosenzweig and Wolpin (1993) showed that poor and

middle-income Indian farmers could substantially raise

their incomes were it not for credit constraints: Not only

did they underinvest in productive assets generally, but the

assets they did hold were biased towards those they could

sell in times of need (bullocks) and against highly produc-

tive equipment (irrigation pumps) which had little resale

value. Similarly, Rosenzweig and Binswanger (1993) found

that a hypothetical standard deviation reduction in weather

risk (the timing of the arrival of rains) would raise average

profits by about one-third among Indian farmers in the low-

est wealth quartile, and virtually not at all for the top wealth

holders. This evidence suggests that the wealthier farmers

pursued riskier strategies with higher expected returns. The

lack of insurance and restricted access to credit not only

reduced the poor’s incomes, it also increased the level of

income inequality associated with a given level of wealth

inequality.
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Consistent with the hypothesis that the poor are credit-

constrained is the strong inverse relationship between individ-

ual incomes and individuals’ degree of impatience, termed the

rate of time preference. Hausman (1979) estimated rates of time

preference from individual US buyers’ implicit trade-offs

between initial outlay and subsequent operating costs in a

range of models of air conditioners. (By law operating cost

must be listed along with the price.) He found that while

high-income buyers exhibited implicit rates of time preference

in the neighborhood of the prime rate, buyers below themedian

income level exhibited rates five times this rate (they bought

cheaper air conditioners that were more expensive to operate).

Green,Myerson, Lichtman, Rosen, and Fry (1996) elicited rates

of time preference from high- and low-income respondents in

the US using a questionnaire method. The low-income group’s

estimated rateswere four times those of the high-income group.

In both the Green et al. and the Hausman studies, a 10 percent

increase in the income of an individual was associated with

about a 10 percent reduction in the rate of time preference.

Thus, there is considerable evidence that those lacking

wealth are credit-constrained and face unfavorable opportu-

nities in financial markets, as well as other restrictions on the

kinds of contract in which they may engage. The resulting

allocative inefficiencies appear to be substantial. The follow-

ing model explains why this is so.

Borrowers and lenders

The promise to repay a loan is not generally enforceable for

two reasons: The borrower may not have the funds sufficient

for repaymentwhen the repayment is due, and the borrower’s

choice of a risk level for a project is not generally subject to

enforceable contracts. When an agent who lacks sufficient

wealth has a “project” for which the level of risk is chosen

by the agent, a standard principal–agent problem arises. An

example follows, beginning with the (Robinson Crusoe) case,
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in which no co-ordination failure occurs because the opera-

tor of the project is wealthy enough to finance it himself. This

will be followed by a case in which the same result occurs,

but for a different reason: Complete contracting is assumed.

These two cases establish the normative baseline for compar-

ison with the more realistic cases where the operator of the

project is not sufficiently wealthy to finance it and hence

must borrow, andwhere borrowing contracts are incomplete.

For now, accept the unrealistic assumption that all actors

are risk-neutral, meaning that all they care about is the

expected returns on the project, not the variance of the returns,

so that the actor would be indifferent between a project that

yielded $100 with certainty and a fifty-fifty chance of yielding

either $50 or $150. A project requires $1 to carry out, and will

fail with probability f. Imagine that the “project” is a machine,

which, if it does not “fail,” has a one-period life (it becomes

worthless at the end of the period) and which produces goods

in proportion to the “speed” at which it is run. For simplicity,

assume the speed is equal to the probability that the machine

will break (i.e. fail) or f. The goods produced are available only

at the end of the period under the condition that the machine

has not failed. (The machine will be worth nothing at the end

of the periodwhether it fails or not, but if it fails it also destroys

any goods it has produced as well.) The project returns μf if it
succeeds and 0 otherwise (μ is a positive constant), so the

expected returns net of all (non-interest) costs are:

r ¼ μf 1 −fð Þ

While the amount produced (if themachine does not fail) rises

with f, the expected returns reach a maximum beyond which

the higher output in the success state is offset by the greater

likelihood of a failure and zero return. Therefore the net returns

function has an inverted-U shape. The expected returns func-

tion abstracts from the opportunity cost of the investment,

which is 1 + ρ (had the owner not bought the machine and
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instead invested the $1 it cost at the risk-free interest rate ρ, he
would have had 1 + ρ at the end of the period).

The Robinson Crusoe case. (See Figure 2.1.) A single owner

of the (self-financed) project would vary f to maximize

expected returns and thus would set dr/df = μ(1 − 2f) = 0,

the solution to which is f = ½ . To be viable, the project must

return at least 1 + ρ, and therefore the productivity of the

project must be such that μ ≥ 4(1 + ρ). (This is because the

expected return on the project when f is optimized [set at ½]

is μ(½)(½).)

Fully contractible case. An agent (who I will call A) bor-

rows the funds ($1) from a lender, the principal (P), at interest

rate δ − 1. At the end of the period, A repays P the amount δ
(namely, the principal plus interest) with probability (1 − f)

and 0 otherwise. The assumption that the borrower repays

nothing if the project fails is crucial towhat follows. It reflects

the common institution of limited liability; if the project fails,
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Figure 2.1 The project technology. Expected returns depend on

the speed of the machine and hence on the degree of risk; and

there is a level of risk that maximizes expected returns.
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the lender may not take the borrower’s house. Therefore the

agent’s per period expected return is:

ð1Þ y f ; δð Þ ¼ μf 1 −fð Þ −δ 1 −fð Þ ¼ μf − δð Þ 1 −fð Þ

Assume the agent’s next-best alternative is to receive zero; so

A must expect to receive y ≥ 0 in order to be willing to partic-

ipate (this is A’sparticipation constraint). If f is known to P and

is fully contractible, then P can simply offer A a contract such

that y = 0, thereby satisfying A’s participation constraint as an

equality. Using the fact that the participation constraint is (y = 0

in equation [1]), we see that A’s “supply price of f ” (assuming

f > 0) is just δ/μ = f, a lower interest rate buying a reduced

probability of failure. Note that if this supply price is offered

(i.e. if P contracts for f according to δ = fμ), the agent will be

indifferent to any particular level of f, all of them resulting in

zero expected gain. The principal then varies f tomaximize his

expected returns:

ð2Þ π ¼ δ 1 −fð Þ

which, substituting in the “price of f,” gives:

π ¼ f μ 1 −fð Þ

When the principal chooses f to maximize this expected

profit function, he will set f* = ½.

Figure 2.2 illustrates this case. The slope of P’s iso-return

schedule is (1 − f )/δ and, at P’s solution to the above optimiz-

ing problem, it is tangent to A’s participation constraint, the

slope of which is 1/μ. Having determined the optimal failure

rate, the principal then uses the supply price of f to determine

the optimal interest rate to offer the agent, namely δ*=μ/2. P
then offers A the following contract: A agrees to implement

f* = ½ and agrees to pay P an amount δ*= μ/2 (which will

occur with probability ½), satisfying A’s participation con-

straint and giving P an expected gain of δ(1 − f ) or μ/4.
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Note that the level of risk implemented is identical to that

chosen by Robinson Crusoe. The reason is that the principal’s

objective function under complete contracting is the same as

Robinson Crusoe’s. (The same result would have held hadwe

assumed that the promise to repay is enforceable but that f is

not subject to contract.)

If you’d like a brief philosophical interlude, think about

what just happened: We found that because the relevant con-

tract was complete, what looked like a strategic interaction

between two individuals (the principal and the agent) turned

out to have exactly the same outcome as if there had been just a

single person (Robinson Crusoe). As a result of the complete

contract assumption, economics can be reduced to the parable

of Robinsonmusing to himself about howmuchhe should fish

fA

1

A’s participation constraint: f = δ/μ

πp
 = πp

(1–f )/δ = 1/μ
½

P’s  iso-return schedule

δ*
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Figure 2.2 Autopian creditmarket: The complete contracts case.

It is utopian because it assumes that the promise to repay is

enforceable even if the borrower does not have the funds.
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today, orwhether it is time to repair his raft, and all of the other

trade-offs that he faces in dealing with nature.

But there ismore. Because in the case of complete contracts

the participation constraint is binding, the lender was effec-

tively maximizing profits subject to a constraint given by the

borrower’s utility level (her participation constraint) and

therefore by definition implementing a Pareto-efficient out-

come. The solution to this problem is obviously an outcome

such that the lender could not be made better off without the

borrower becoming worse off.

The same reasoning applies in other markets, including

the employer–employee interaction in the labor market.

Complete contracting not only erases the distinction between

principal and agent, it also insures that the resulting alloca-

tion of resources will be Pareto-efficient. Maybe this is why

Crusoe made so many appearances in nineteenth-century

economics texts. The results change when we turn to real-

world credit contracts.

Non-contractible risk, no collateral: In this case, f is not

subject to contract, so the agent will choose f to maximize

expected returns (which remain as before) by setting:

dy=df ¼ μð1 −2f Þ þ δ ¼ 0

which, solving for f, gives the agent’s best-response function:

ð3Þ f δð Þ ¼ δþ μð Þ=2μ ¼ ½þ δ=2μ

The principal’s expected profits are as before, but f now

depends on δ, giving the principal’s expected profit function:

ð20Þ π ¼ δ 1 −f δð Þð Þ
Varying δ to maximize this function gives us the principal’s

first-order condition:

ð4Þ 1 −fð Þ=δ ¼ f 0

which, using (3), gives the solution:
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ð5Þ δ*¼ μ=2

and substituting (5) back into (3) gives f *¼ 3
4 .

The agent therefore implements a higher level of risk than

in the complete-contracting or Robinson Crusoe cases.

Figure 2.3 illustrates the difference. Note the difference

between A’s participation constraint and A’s best-response

function (this explains the difference in the level of risk

chosen by A). As a result, the borrower’s expected income

is positive (because the best-response function is above the

participation constraint), and thus the borrower is receiving a

rent. Returns to P are correspondingly lower: Substituting f*

μ

½

¾

1

A’s participation
constraint

πp
 = πp

y = y

First order condition:
(1–f )/δ = 1/2μ

A’s best-response
function

^ ^

Interest factor, δ
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, f f *
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Figure 2.3 The credit market with non-contractible risk. In this

non-utopian credit market the lender can neither enforce

repayment of the loan if the machine fails nor can he control

the speed at which the lender runs themachine and hence its risk

of failure. As a result , the borrower chooses a probability of

failure equal to 3/4 rather than 1/2 as in the utopian case. The

shaded area shows combinations of the f and δ which both the

borrower and lender would prefer; but they are not attainable

because they are not on the borrower’s best response function.
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and δ* into the expression for π gives π = μ/8 (rather than the

expected profits of μ/4 in the complete contracting case).

The joint surplus (the payoffs to the borrower and lender

combined) is less under the incomplete contracts: With com-

plete contracts the lender received μ/4 and the borrower noth-

ing, with incomplete contracts the lender gets μ/8, as we have

seen, and the borrower μ/16. (Table 2.1 presents a summary of

the results.) The Nash equilibrium allocation (f* , δ*) is also

Pareto-inefficient. This can be seen in Figure 2.3. Compared

to the outcome (f* , δ*) the lender prefers any point below the

iso-return locus labeled πP¼ πP while the borrower prefers

any point to the left of the iso-expected income locus

labeled ŷ ¼ ŷ . Thus, the points in the shaded area in the

figure are Pareto-improvements over the Nash equilibrium.

Note the borrower’s (or agent’s) fallback position equals

zero, but in the absence of complete contracting the borrower

receives a rent, that is, a payment greater to her next-best

alternative. This is not because the agent anticipates losing

the rent in subsequent periods (remember, it is just a single-

period interaction). It occurs because A responds adversely

to higher interest rates, and the onlyway P can implement the

Table 2.1 Credit market results for the case where the

borrower has no wealth. In the table ‘na’ signifies ‘not
applicable’ and ‘(pc)’ means ‘participation constraint’

Case

agent’s best

response f*

(δ;μ) risk f*

interest

factor

δ*
expected payoffs

(y, π) per period

1. Robinson

Crusoe

na
1

2
na μ/4 (to Crusoe)

2. Contractible

risk

f= δ/μ (pc)
1

2
μ/2 0, μ/4

3. Non-

contractible

risk

f=½ + δ/2μ
3

4
μ/2 μ/16, μ/8
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profit-maximizing incentives is to offer the agent a transac-

tion superior to her next-best alternative. In this case the

rent is an unintended by-product of the principal’s limited

options in designing a contract for A. Given that a rent will be

offered in any case, the principal in the single-period case

could induce the agent to take fewer risks and hence raise

the lender’s expected profits by converting it to a multi-

period contract. In the multi-period case (studied in Bowles

2004), the lender has authority over the borrower: He can

threaten to withdraw the borrower’s rent, and this threat

induces the borrower to act in ways advantageous to the

lender. The excess of the present value of the borrower’s

transaction over the borrower’s next-best alternative is thus

an example of an enforcement rent, namely a payment by a

principal to enforce behavior on the agent that will benefit the

principal.

Wealth constraints and credit-market exclusion

Suppose the agent has two types of income-earning asset.

Human capital in the form of skills, schooling, and health is

a source of earnings, but cannot be used as equity or collateral

in a loan contract. The same is true of many homes and even

land in many poor countries in cases where the poor owners

of these assets do not have valid property titles. By contrast,

most forms of material wealth may be used as equity or

collateral. I will use the term “wealth” to refer to assets that

may be used as collateral or equity.

Borrowers generally have some wealth, and if the project

yields expected returns in excess of the risk-free interest rate

it will be in the borrower’s interest to invest in the project.

There are two reasons why investing one’s own wealth in a

project may be in the interest of the borrower, corresponding

to the two sources of incentive problems in principal–agent
relationships, namely, hidden attributes and hidden actions.

First, if, contrary to our assumption, the lender does not
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know μ, investment of the borrower’s own wealth is a credi-

ble signal of the borrower’s assessment of the quality of

the project. Someone with a low μ project (a not-so-good

machine) would be unlikely to invest his or her own assets.

As we will see presently, in competitive equilibrium those

with less wealth will need superior projects to obtain financ-

ing, so the borrower has an interest in overstating a project’s

quality in order to secure a loan. This is the hidden-attribute

case. The second reason, and the one modeled here, is that

the discrepancy between the objectives of the lender and

borrower concerning the choice of the level of risk (this is

the hidden action) would be attenuated if the borrower

invested in the project and, thus, shared some of the risk of

failure with the lender. In what follows I use the terms

“wealth” and “level of equity committed to the project” inter-

changeably: Agents devote all their wealth to the project, if

they devote any.

Non-contractible risk with borrower’s equity. Suppose the

agent has wealth k currently invested in a risk-free asset

yielding a rate of return ρ. Should the agent devote these

funds instead to the risky project, he would then borrow

only 1−k, and the expected returns (including the opportunity

cost of the forgone returns on the risk-free asset) would be:

y f ; δð Þ ¼ μf 1 −fð Þ− δ 1 −kð Þ 1 −fð Þ − 1þ ρð Þk

The agent will then select f so as to maximize y, with the

resulting first-order condition:

ð9Þ f δ; kð Þ ¼ ½þ δ 1 −kð Þ=2μ

which is exactly as before, except for the (1 − k); as the equity

share of the agent rises, the chosen risk level falls. As before,

higher interest rates (δ) rotate the best-response function

upwards, while superior projects (μ) rotate it downwards.

Notice that as k → 1, f* → ½, so complete financing of the

project by the agent reproduces the prudent and socially
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optimal Robinson Crusoe result, as one would expect. The

lender, acting as first mover and varying δ to maximize

expected profits (20) subject to this best-response function

(9), will select δ* = μ/2(1 − k). The agent, responding accord-

ing to (9), will choose f *¼ 3
4 . (Substitute the expression for δ*

in the agent’s best-response function (9) and you get f *¼ 3
4 .)

The outcome, (f*, δ*), is an equilibrium for the interaction

of the principal and agent in isolation: Both actors’ first-order

conditions for the relevant maximum problem are fulfilled.

As a result (f*, δ*) is a mutual best response; neither could do

better by unilaterally altering their action, making this out-

come a Nash equilibrium.

Having analyzed the dyadic principal–agent relationship

between lender and borrower, I now ask how it works out for

the entire market, withmany borrowers and lenders. To do this

I embed the dyadicmodel in a competitive general equilibrium

setting, using a short-cut. Rather thanmodeling the interactions

of many agents, I introduce what is called a zero-profit condi-

tion. As there are many competing lenders, in equilibrium they

all receive an expected return equal to the risk-free interest rate,

ρ. (The expected profit rate according to this condition is not

zero, making it something of a misnomer; “zero excess profits”

might be a better term.) Thus, the expected wealth at the end of

the period must be the same for those investing in the risk-free

asset and those investing in the risky project, or:

ð10Þ π ¼ δ 1 −fð Þ ¼ 1þ ρð Þ

The basic idea expressed by the zero-profit condition is that,

if expected profits exceed ρ, then money will flood into the

market looking for borrowers. And conversely, if profits fall

below ρ, then the supply of loanable funds will dry up. There

is a lot to say about how such a zero-profit condition might

come about. A simple but unrealistic story is that the rich

have a rate-of-time preference equal to ρ, and that when π falls
below this they eat their capital rather than loaning it (and,
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correspondingly, when π exceeds ρ they seek out borrowers of

their wealth). More realistically we could assume, as I do in

the next chapter that the credit market in question is in a

small nation whose financial markets are globally integrated

andwhere loanable funds are reallocated around theworld in

response to differences in expected profits.

The condition that, in competitive equilibrium, profits not

exceed the risk-free rate of interest defines a particular “iso-

expected returns” locus in (f, δ) space labeled π = (1 + ρ), as
depicted in Figure 2.4.

f o

π = 1 + ρ

π*

1/2 + δ/2μ 1/2 + [(1–ko)δ]/2μ

1/2 + [δ(1–k)]/2μ

Zero profit condition

δ– δo δ*
Interest factor, δ
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Figure 2.4 The competitive interest rate and credit market

exclusion. The steeper dashed line is the best response function

of the would-be borrower with no wealth. Every point on this

function would yield the lender less than the opportunity cost

of capital (the line is everywhere above the zero profit condition)

so this borrower is excluded from the credit market. The solid

line is the best response function of a wealthy borrower, with

whom the lender is happy to do business.
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Below this zero-expected profit locus (for lower f or higher δ)
the expected rate of return exceeds the competitive risk-free

rate, inducing wealth holders to supply more funds to the

loan market. Above the zero-profit locus, funds will be with-

drawn. Thus, the competitive equilibrium – where there is no

change in the amount of funds loaned – must be at some point

along the locus.

Think about some borrower whose wealth, call it ko, is just

enough that her best-response function is tangent to this zero-

profit condition, with the outcome defined by this tangency

designated in Figure 2.4 by the point (fo, δo). Lesser levels of
wealth give a best-response function lying wholly above the

zero-profit locus, and hence there is no offer the lender can

make which will generate an expected return greater than or

equal to 1 + ρ. As a result, borrowers with k < ko are unable to

borrow. They are the credit-market-excluded.

What of borrowers with k > ko? A best-response function for

one such borrower (with wealth k) is depicted in Figure 2.4.

Before turning to the competitive case, think about the deter-

mination of the interest rate and risk level for a non-competitive

bilateral exchange, as might take place between an urban pawn

shop or a “payday lender” and poor borrowers, or a small-town

bank or money lender and his clients. In this situation, the

lender is typically first mover, and he will maximize expected

profits subject to the borrower’s best-response function, and set

δ = δ* as shown in the figure. If, on the other hand, the borrower

is first mover (unlikely in the cases just mentioned), she will

offer to pay δ = δ− which is the interest rate that (given the

borrower’s best-response function) gives the lender an expected

profit rate just equal to the risk-free rate of return.Of course, any

outcomewith δ between δ− and δ* is possible, depending on the

institutions governing the bargain.

In contrast to the bilateral case, suppose the institutions

governing the interaction allow high levels of competition

among lenders such that in competitive equilibrium each

lender’s expected profit is 1 + ρ. Then the equilibrium
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transaction must be on the zero-profit locus. Because

greater wealth rotates the best-response function down-

wards, it is easy to see that δ− is declining in k for lenders

with wealth k > ko. As a result, the competitive equilibrium

interest rate will vary inversely with the wealth of the

borrower.

Wealthier borrowers will also be able to finance larger

projects, and projects of lower quality. To see the first, let

the size of the project, initially set at 1 now be K ≥ 1, so k/K

is the borrower’s equity share. Now consider two bor-

rowers, one with wealth of just kowho can finance a project

of size 1 paying δo, as above, and the other with wealth k >

ko. If the wealthier borrower’s project were of size k/ko > 1,

then the best-response functions of the two borrowers

would be identical. Both would then be offered δo, and as

a result would select f o, thus fulfilling the competitive-

equilibrium condition. The result is that, with identical

projects, the wealthier agent transacts at the same interest

rate as the less wealthy agent, but is able to borrow more to

finance a larger project and, hence, to expect a higher

income. The less wealthy in this case are the credit-

constrained: They can borrow, but are restricted to smaller

amounts than the rich.

So far we have assumed that all projects are of equal

quality, namely that μ did not vary among borrowers.

Relaxing this unrealistic assumption will reveal another

penalty imposed on the less wealthy. Assume that an agent

unable to provide equity (k = 0) has a project for which μ =

μo, and that a wealthier (k > 0) agent has μk < μo (the poorer

agent has a better project). To allow a comparison, suppose

that both of them are marginal borrowers just able to finance

their projects in competitive equilibrium, and hence that

both pay the same interest rate. (In Figure 2.4, the best-

response function for each is tangent to the zero-profit

locus.) What do we know about the relative productivity of

their projects?
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A somewhat tedious calculation (Bowles (2004)) shows that:

ð11Þ μk=μo ¼ 1− k

If the wealthy agent can put up half the cost in equity, then

her project can be half as good as the poor agent’s (who can

put up none). It is easy to see that had the poorer agent had

some wealth available for equity, ko < k, the above relation-

ship would be:

μk=μo ¼ 1− kð Þ= 1− koð Þ

whichmeans that theminimal quality of a project required to

secure funding expressed as a ratio among two prospective

borrowers is proportional to the fraction of the project which

cannot be self-financed.

We thus have three results in the competitive-equilibrium

case: for borrowers with wealth sufficient to secure lending to

finance theminimal-sized project (K = 1), but not sufficient to

self-finance the entire project, wealthier borrowers will be

able to i) fund larger projects and ii) projects of lower quality;

moreover, iii) for projects of the same size and quality as

those of the less wealthy, the wealthier borrowers will pay

lower interest rates.

This, of course, cannot be efficient, as it implies that there

will be some poor agents with good projects that will not be

carried out, while some rich agents (and rich principals) will

either have thewealth or be able to acquire it through borrow-

ing to carry out inferior projects.

To see this, suppose that a total amount of finance is avail-

able normalized to be equal to 1, to be divided among projects

(all of the same size) operated by a wealthy producer and one

without wealth. Now rank the projects of each from the best

(highest μ) to the worst, and assume that the projects will be

financed in order of quality. Assume that the two borrowers

have an identical distribution of project qualities. In

Figure 2.4, the number of projects offered by the poor which
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are financed is n, with (1 −n) the number of projects offered

by the rich which are funded. We can write μo(n) for the

quality of the nth project of the poor borrower and μk(n) as
the quality of the rich borrower’s worst-funded project when

the poor borrower implements n projects. (Of course, if there

were just a few projects, then the lines in Figure 2.5 would be

step functions, but I assume that there are a great many very

small projects, allowing the simpler linear representation in

the figure.) The social optimum requires that no excluded

project of either borrower be of higher quality than any

included project. (Were there a large number of small proj-

ects, this would approximately equate the quality of the mar-

ginal projects offered by each.) In the figure, this optimum

occurs when the poor gain finance for nmax projects.

μo
μk

0 1

μo*

μok

μko

μk(n) μo(n)

n* nmax

Figure 2.5 Efficiency losses due to wealth inequality.An efficient

allocation of loans would be to provide nmax of funding to the

borrower without wealth and the rest to the wealthy borrower so

that the productivity of the marginal project of each would be

equal. But a competitive credit market like that shown in

Figure 2.4 will give more to the wealthy borrower, leaving the

poor borrower with just n* of funding. The result is that the worst

of the wealthy person’s financed projects is less productive

than the best of the poor borrower’s excluded projects.
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But the competitive-equilibrium condition above (equa-

tion [11]) shows that the marginal project of the wealthier

borrower will be of lesser quality than the marginal project of

the wealthless borrower. Thus the poor will gain finance for

only n* < nmax.We can saymore: Using the fact (from equation

[11]) that for the marginal projects in competitive equilibrium

μk/μo = 1−k, we know that the difference in the returns on the

marginal project, μo− μk, will be equal to μok. This is ameasure

of the extent of allocative inefficiency, and it is obviously

increasing in k, the wealth difference between the two types

of borrower. In this model, redistributing wealth from the rich

to the poor (assuming its implementations were costless)

would increase the social surplus: it would increase n* and

thus improve the average quality of projects.

Could such redistribution from thewealthy to thosewithout

assets followed by a compensation paid to the wealthy accom-

plish a Pareto-improvement, benefitting the poor without

making the rich worse off? It is commonly thought that redis-

tribution of wealth cannot pass the Pareto test for the simple

reason that redistributions create losers as well as winners.

But this need not be the case if the redistribution is itself

productivity-enhancing. To see this, refer back to Table 2.1.

Suppose μ = 8(1 + ρ), so, in the case of non-contractible risk,

the lender’s expected profits (μ/ 8) is just equal to the risk-free

rate of return, while the wealthless borrower’s expected

income (μ/16) is (1 + ρ)/2. Imagine (for dramatic effect) that

at the start of some period the government confiscates the

“$1 machine” required by the project from its rich erstwhile

owner and gives it to the poor erstwhile borrower, who then

operates it as did Robinson Crusoe. (Or the government could

tax the rich lender $1 and give that to the poor.) At the same

time, the government imposes a tax obligation on the benefi-

ciary of this redistribution, requiring him to pay 1+ ρ at the

end of the period (if the project fails, he will have to pay the

tax from the earnings on his human capital). The benefi-

ciary’s expected payoff before paying the tax would be the
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same as Crusoe’s, namely μ/4, which, given the assumed

value of μ, is 2(1 + ρ). If the beneficiary received this amount,

he could pay his tax obligation, which the government would

then use to compensate the erstwhile owner, paying the latter

his expected return as owner (1 + ρ). The beneficiary of the

redistribution would retain an expected amount of (1 + ρ) for
himself, and thus be better off as a result. (Recall he made

only half this amount as a borrower.)

The redistribution of wealth made the poor better off with-

out affecting the income of the rich. Was there a trick? There

is nothing special about the numbers. All that is required is

what must be the case, namely that the total expected surplus

is larger in the owner-operator (Crusoe) case.

If a Pareto improvement is possible, you may wonder why

the owners of the machines do not just lease them to the poor

in return for a promise to pay the owner a rent of 1 + ρ
at the end of the period. But this transaction simply replicates

the incentive problems encountered in the loan contract, for

the promise to pay the rent is unenforceable. The government

addressed this problem by extracting the compensation from

the beneficiary irrespective of the fate of the project (the

government can take your house), essentially offering an

enforceable loan contract to the beneficiary at the risk-free

interest rate. What the asset transfer plus the tax accom-

plishes is to turn the new owner-operator of the project into

a Robinson Crusoe, the residual claimant on all of the risk

entailed by his choices. It is this that accounts for the alloca-

tional superiority of the Robinson Crusoe case and allows for

the seemingly anomalous Pareto-improving egalitarian redis-

tribution. You still suspect it’s too good to be true. Why

wouldn’t governments routinely undertake such win-win

confiscations? It is time for some bad news.

Risk aversion, ownership, and allocative efficiency

To see why it may be impossible to implement Pareto-

improving redistributions or why such redistributions, if
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implemented by fiat, might be welfare-reducing even for its

purported beneficiaries, we need to make the above model

more realistic. We have assumed that all parties are risk-

neutral. Yet there is good evidence that the poor are risk-

averse and that risk aversion is decreasing in an individual’s

income level (Binswanger 1980, Saha, Shumway, and

Talpaz 1994). Thus, the poor may prefer share-cropping or

wage employment because these contracts shield them from

risk, even if their expected incomes would be higher as

residual claimants. This is the lesson of the Chilean land

reform.

We thus need to answer two questions. First, under what

conditions will the relatively poor prefer to hold rights of

control and residual claimancy over productive assets that

are exposed to risk? And second, does there exist a class of

redistributions that enhances productivity, that would not

come about through voluntary contracting, and yet would

be sustainable as competitive equilibria were such redistrib-

utions to be implemented by fiat? Answering these questions

will require some new tools.

If an individual’s utility as a function of her income is

U = U(y), then the so-called Arrow-Pratt measure of risk

aversion is a measure of the concavity of the utility function,

that is, the rate at which the marginal utility of income

diminishes as income increases. This is the ratio of the sec-

ond to the first derivative of the utility function (with aminus

sign in front): λ = −U00/U0. The denominator is just the mar-

ginal utility of income, and the numerator is the rate of

diminishing (utility) returns to income.

If the utility function is less concave at higher levels of

income, or dλ/dy < 0, then decreasing risk aversion is said

to obtain. While the concavity of the utility function

undoubtedly captures important aspects of behavior in the

face of risk, it certainly misses important influences on

behavior, such as aversion to uncertainty, ambiguity, fear of

the unknown, and so on. I will here introduce a framework
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that regards the concavity of the utility function as one of

many reasons to wish to avoid risk. The approach captures

the Arrow-Pratt logic under appropriate conditions, but is

not restricted to it. The basic idea is to represent expected

income as a good and the variance of income as a “bad.”

Suppose an individual’s income, y, varies in response to

stochastic shocks according to:

ð12Þ y ¼ zσþ g σð Þ
where g(σ) is expected income and z is a random variable with

mean zero and unit standard deviation. Thus, σ is the standard

deviation of income, a measure of risk. States among which the

individual must choose differ in the degree of risk to which the

individual is exposed, σ. The choice of σmay refer to a technol-

ogy choice, like the “speed of the machine” or the choice of

high-risk, high-yield seedvarieties over low-risk, low-expected-

yield seeds. Or it might refer to a human capital investment

choice such as the degree of specialization – a particular branch
of engineering or liberal arts, for example – themore specialized

education or yielding higher expected returns (over some

range), but also incurring greater risks. Risk-return schedules

of this type have also been estimated with respect to bio-

diversity,with greater diversity being a hedge against variations

in weather and other environmental influences. (Chapter 4

considers the political attitudes towards globalization and the

welfare state among individuals who have human assets of

varying degrees of risk exposure.)

The beauty of formulating risk as in equation (12) is that we

can then write the individual’s utility function as:

ð13Þ v ¼ v g σð Þ; σð Þ

with ∂v/∂g ≡ vg> 0 (expected income is a good) and ∂v/∂σ ≡ vσ ≤ 0
(risk exposure is a bad, or at least not a good). This function

expresses the individual’s positive valuation of higher levels of

expected income and negative valuation of more uncertain
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income, without implying that the latter is due to the con-

cavity of the function U(y). Because of the particular way

I have introduced risk, however, this function is also able to

capture the logic of the Arrow-Pratt measure (the general

utility function U(y) can be expressed as a simple two-

parameter utility function in this case, because the variation

in income is generated by what is termed a linear class of

disturbances). The technical details are in Bardhan, Bowles,

and Gintis (2000), drawing on the earlier work of Meyer

(1987) and Sinn (1990).

The indifference loci representing an individual with

decreasing Arrow-Pratt risk aversion appear in Figure 2.6.

They are increasing and convex in σ, flat at the vertical inter-

cept (σ=0), become flatter for increasing g when σ > 0 and

become steeper for increasing σ. The slope of an indifference

locus, −vσ /vg,≡ η is the marginal rate of substitution between

risk and expected income. Thus η(g,σ) is a measure of the level

of risk aversion experienced by an individual faced with a

given level of expected income and risk. It is clear that this

measure of risk aversion is increasing in the level of risk

exposure. The vertical intercept of each locus is the certainty

equivalent of the other points making up the locus: It gives the

maximum amount the individual would pay for the opportu-

nity to draw an income from a distribution with the mean and

dispersion given by each of the other points on the locus.

Just as with the speed of the “machine” (and for the

same reasons) it is plausible to assume that the so-called

risk-return schedule, g(σ), is inverted u-shaped, first rising

and then falling as shown in the figure.

The decision-maker facedwith this risk-return schedule will

vary σ to maximize u subject to g = g(σ) and thus will equate:

ð14Þ g′ ¼ −vσ=vg

requiring that the marginal rate of transformation of risk

into expected income (the left-hand side, that is, the slope

of the risk-return schedule) be equated to the marginal rate
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of substitution between risk and expected income (the

slope of the indifference loci). A risk-neutral individual

(namely, one for whom vσ = 0) simply will set g0 = 0, max-

imizing expected income at σ = σ*. The risk-averse individ-
ual (with −vσ > 0) will select a level of risk such that g0 > 0,
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Figure 2.6 Indifference loci of a decreasingly risk-averse person,

and the choice of risk level. The degree of risk aversion is

indicated by the slope of the indifference locus at a given

expected return and risk exposure. The indifference curves show

decreasing risk aversion because they are flatter (less risk

aversion) where expected returns are greater. A risk neutral

individual would have flat indifference loci (meaning that all he

cares about is expected returns), and would select σ* as the risk

level, earning a higher expected return than the risk averse

individual shown, for whom σ− maximizes her utility. Points x

and y are on the same indifference locus but at x there is no risk,

so point x is termed the certainty equivalent of point y and all

other points on the indifference locus v0.
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which implies a lower level of risk, with a lower expected

return.

We can now answer the first question: Under what con-

ditions will an asset-poor agent prefer to be the owner-

operator rather than a wage worker on the same project?

Assume there is an infinitely lived project generating the

income stream described in (12), and requiring capital

of amount κ to implement, the per period opportunity cost

of which is just the risk-free interest rate, ρ. If the project is

operated by an employee who is not the residual claimant,

the owner must pay supervision costsm and pay a wage w to

the employee, yielding the owner an expected profit of:

ð15Þ π σð Þ ¼ σz þ g σð Þ −ρk −m −w

Supposing that the employer is sufficiently rich to be risk-

neutral, hewill select σ = σ*. Assume that competition among

many similar employers imposes a zero (expected) profit

condition, so that the equilibrium wage w* is just high

enough so that the expected profits equal the opportunity

cost of capital, or setting π(σ) = 0 and rearranging (15):

ð150Þ w*¼ g σ*ð Þ −ρk −m

Would the employee receiving w* with certainty prefer to be

residual claimant on the uncertain income of the project,

assuming that she could also select the level of risk? Let us

first assume (contrary to the machine in the previous model)

that the capital goods required can be rented for ρκper period,
or what is equivalent, that the erstwhile employee can bor-

row to purchase the capital goods required at the interest rate

ρ. For simplicity, I also assume that as owner-operator the

erstwhile employee expends exactly the same effort as before,

but without incurring supervision costs. Then the owner-

operator’s income net of opportunity costs is:

ð16Þ y σð Þ ¼ σz þ g σð Þ − ρk
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Writing the owner-operator’s expected income as γ = g(σ) − ρκ
gives the owner-operator’s utility function v = v(γ(σ), σ).
Choosing σ to maximize this function requires, as before:

γ0 ¼ −νσ
νγ

Let the chosen risk level be σo, as shown in Figure 2.7, the two

panels of which depict two situations which might occur

with different prospective owner-operators whose levels of

risk aversion differ (the one in Panel a is more risk-averse, as

her indifference loci are steeper for any given combination of

expected income and risk exposure).

In both panels, the risk-return schedule for the owner-

operator is uniformly above that of the employer by the

amountm, because in the former case self-employment obvi-

ates the need for supervision costs. But the risk-averse owner-

operator selects a level of risk that is less than the expected
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Figure 2.7 The certainty-equivalent payoff to wage employment

for a very risk-averse (Panel a) and less risk-averse worker

(Panel b). The certainty equivalent of the risk-averse workers risk

choice is less than the wage, so he would prefer to remain an

employee rather than an owner; the situation for the less risk-

averse worker is reversed, so she would prefer ownership to

employment.
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income-maximizing risk level selected by the employer. In

Panel a the certainty equivalent of the owner-operated out-

come (γ(σo), σo) is less thanw*, so the individual would prefer

to remain an employee rather than to assume the risk associ-

ated with residual claimancy. In Panel b the opposite is

the case.

If the latter case obtained we would expect to see owner-

operated projects rather than wage employment: Employees

would acquire assets and become owners, implementing

a Pareto-improving reassignment of rights of control and

residual claimancy. This is exactly the insight underlying

Ronald Coase’s famous “theorem”: Under suitable condi-

tions, voluntary transfers of property rights should imple-

ment an efficient allocation, with residual claimancy and

control of projects assigned to those who can operate them

most productively.

But what makes this possible in our case is the unrealistic

assumption that the owner-operator could rent the capital

goods or borrow to purchase them at the risk-free interest

rate. And we already know that the rate of interest will vary

inversely with the ratio of the borrower’s equity, k, to the size

of the project, κ.
Suppose, then, that the interest cost of borrowing to acquire

the asset (and the opportunity cost of devoting one’s own

wealth to equity for the project) is not ρ but, rather, is i, where:

i ¼ i k=κð Þ with i ′ < 0

the expected net income for an owner-operator with wealth k

is now

γ k; σð Þ ¼ g σð Þ − i k=κð Þκ

The situation with this new risk-return schedule (labeled

γ(k,σ) for an individual with limited wealth is presented in

Figure 2.8. Note that for the case depicted, the certainty

equivalent of the individual’s risk-return choice is less
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than w*. It is clear that the credit-constrained prospective

owner-operator will prefer to remain an employee, even if,

had she been able to borrow at the rate ρ, she would have

preferred ownership. In this case, wage employment would

exist in competitive equilibrium if employees hadwealth of k

or less (we assume that these non-owners would invest what-

ever wealth they had in an instrument with a return of ρ).
However, let’s consider a policy that not only gives the

worker ownership of the machine, but also substantially

increases her wealth. We begin with an individual with

wealth k and, as owner-operator of the machine, a certainty-

equivalent utility of w− < w*, so remaining a worker would be
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Figure 2.8 Increasing the assets of the worker alters the choice of

contract fromwagework to ownership.Without the asset transfer,

the certainty equivalent (w–) is less than the wage w*. But by

making the worker wealthier the asset transfer lowers both risk

aversion and the opportunity cost of capital to the worker, so that

the certainty equivalent w+ as a now-wealthier owner exceeds

the wage.
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preferable to owning the machine. But now suppose a redis-

tribution of assets were to take place so that the employee had

wealth k+ greater than k. Her risk-return schedule (the dashed

curve in Figure 2.8) would now give her a certainty equivalent

greater than w*. She would then be able to borrow at the rate ρ
(or bear an opportunity cost of ρ < i for the use of their own

wealth in theproject) andhencewould become (and remain) an

owner-operator. Both the pre-redistribution assignment of

residual claimancy and control and the post-redistribution

assignment are sustainable as Nash equilibria. Thus, a redis-

tribution of property titles that would not have occurred

through private contracting may be implementable by fiat and

would persist following the redistribution as a competitive

equilibrium without further government intervention.

Suppose that such a redistribution were accomplished by

taxing wealth holders who, both before and following the

redistribution, were risk-neutral and received a risk-free rate

of return on their assets. If carried out without administrative

or other costs, the redistribution would enlarge the total soci-

etal surplus: The opportunity cost of the assets forgone by those

bearing the costs (namely, ρ) would fall short of the returns

enjoyed by the beneficiaries (we know this because at an inter-

est rate of ρ the employee would have preferred ownership).

The source of the efficiency gain is elimination of monitor-

ing costs allowed by the substitution of self-employment for

wage employment. This gain is partially offset by the reassign-

ment of control of the risk choice from the risk-neutral erst-

while owner to a risk-averse owner-operator, coupled with

the elimination of the insurance against risk enjoyed by the

erstwhile worker that was provided by the assignment of

full residual claimancy to the risk-neutral owner. As owner-

operators theywould therefore choose higher levels of risk and

achieve higher expected incomes than would have been the

case in the absence of the asset transfer. But it is implausible to

think that any feasible redistribution could make the once-

poor risk-neutral, so the effect of the policywould be to reduce
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risk-taking below the socially optimal level. The redistribution

of wealth addresses the monitoring problem at a cost of giving

up an efficient solution to the problem of risk (namely, let the

wealthy risk-neutral former owner bear the risk). Where the

former is a larger effect than the latter, efficiency gains result.

Of course, the redistribution is not Pareto-improving, as

the wealthy would suffer a welfare loss. Despite the effi-

ciency gains supported by the redistribution, it is difficult

to imagine a feasible compensation for the losers, since the

redistribution of assets was essential to generating the effi-

ciency gains, and hence compensating the losers would

require returning some of the wealth from the new owners

to the erstwhile owners, which would reduce and possibly

reverse the efficiency gains.

In fact, this reduced risk-aversion effect could induce erst-

while employees to become owners entirely independently

of the reduced credit constraints effect explored above.

The hypothetical redistribution of assets is a vehicle for

exploring the interaction of credit constraints, risk aversion,

and ownership. It is not a policy design. Design of actual

policies of asset distribution would need to address its

administrative questions as well as general equilibrium and

long-term dynamic effects not considered here. For example,

will the once-poor adopt savings and investment strategies

sufficient to preserve or enhance their assets? All the above

analysis shows is that they would not prefer to sell the assets,

should they acquire them at a cost of ρ or less.

The models presented in this chapter show why the asset-

poor will pay higher rates when borrowing or be entirely

excluded from credit markets. But there is a further conclu-

sion: The asset-poor will have lower expected returns on

their wealth. There are two reasons for this. First, those

excluded from borrowing will have to invest whatever assets

they have at the risk-free rate, ρ, which will be lower than the

expected return on assets of those who are not excluded

(except the marginal borrower). Second, less wealthy and
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hence more risk-averse individuals will select projects with

lower expected incomes, as Figures 2.6 and 2.7 show. The

prediction finds some empirical support in the US even for

quite wealthy individuals and restricting the comparison to a

given type of asset: The corporate stock held by high-income

individuals appreciates substantially faster than the stocks

held by less wealthy individuals (Yitzhaki 1987).

Conclusion

I conclude that where wealth disparities are so great that a

small reduction in the assets of the rich would not preclude

them from engaging in any technically feasible contracts,

while granting additional assets to the poor would open

up contractual opportunities for them, wealth redistribution

can be a means of attenuating the incentive problems that

arise in principal–agent relationships. This conclusion not

only contradicts the message of the Coase Theorem that pri-

vate transfers will insure that assets are owned by those

who can make the best use of them. It also raises doubts

about a staple in the folk wisdom of economics, namely the

efficiency–equality trade-off.

The thrust of the above models presented here is not simply

that wealth distribution may matter for allocative efficiency.

To the extent that it does matter because it affects incentive

problems arising from contractual incompleteness, it matters

asymmetrically. More egalitarian distributions are likely to be

more efficient. The reason is that it is the poor, not thewealthy,

who are precluded from engaging in efficient contacts. If a

particular assetwouldbemoreproductive if the relevant rights

of control and residual claimancy were in the hands of a

wealthy individual, there are few impediments to this coming

about through voluntary exchange. In these cases a competi-

tive process will tend to assign property rights efficiently, as

Coase said. The lack of a corresponding process in caseswhere
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an asset-poor individual would be the most efficient owner

means that the needed remedy is to enhance the contractual

opportunities of the asset-poor. Distributing assets to the poor

can do this.

It is not difficult to think of exceptions to this statement.

For example, concentrated wealth may allow the solution of

collective action problems in the provision of public goods

(Olson 1965). Thus, problems of monitoring corporate man-

agers by owners would be attenuated if a few people were so

wealthy that they owned entire firms outright (either because

they are risk-neutral or have enough wealth to be sole owners

and yet have a diversified portfolio [Demsetz and Lehn

1985]). While these exceptions are important, they do not

add up to a compelling reason to doubt that egalitarian asset

redistribution can enhance efficiency. The main efficiency

gain allowed by concentrated wealth is that it assigns both

control and residual claimancy to less risk-averse individu-

als, who then offer contracts providing the less wealthy

agents with valuable insurance in the form of fixed-wage

employment, crop shares, and other contracts that shield

these risk-averse agents from income shocks.

The main drawback to this arrangement is that it requires

that those performing non-contractible actions (work effort,

for example, or, as in this chapter, risk-taking) not be the

residual claimants on the consequences of their actions.

Incentives to perform the action well are compromised as a

result. Wealth redistribution addresses this incentives prob-

lem, but at a cost of reduced risk-taking. The static model

used here fails to capture the long-term impact of a lower

level of risk-taking. In a more appropriate dynamic setting, it

could appear as a reduced level of innovation and as a result a

lower level of long-term productivity growth.

This need not occur. A reduction in wealth inequality

would directly counter some of these effects, as it would

lower the barriers which now exclude many people from

profiting by putting their new ideas into practice. Policies
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that encourage risk-taking have made small farmers highly

innovative in many countries. Making the repayment of stu-

dent loans contingent on one’s subsequent income likewise

provides insurance against downside risk. We will see in

Chapter 5 that an unconditional basic income grant would

also reduce risk exposure and promote risk-taking. A prom-

ising approach is expanded insurance against publicly

observable exogenous shocks affecting the returns to one’s

productive assets (weather insurance for farmers, for exam-

ple, or insurance pegged to exogenous price fluctuations for

worker-owned co-operatives), or shocks unrelated to one’s

ownership of productive assets (health insurance, insurance

against local variations in home prices).

But all of these fruitful avenues for the implementation of

productivity-enhancing asset redistribution are clouded by a

pervasive equality pessimism fuelled by exaggerated claims

to the effect that globalization disarms the nation state as an

agent of egalitarian redistribution.
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3

Feasible egalitarianism
in a competitive world

The word globalization had not been coined, but John

Maynard Keynes sounded an alarm about its consequences

that still resonates today:

We each have our own fancy. Not believing that we are saved

already, we each should like to have a try at working out our

own salvation. We do not wish, therefore, to be at the mercy of

world forces working out, or trying to work out some uniform

equilibrium according to the ideal principles, if they can be

called such, of laissez-faire capitalism . . . We wish for the time

at least . . . to be our ownmasters and to be as free as we can . . . to

make our own favourite experiments towards the ideal social

republic of the future. (Keynes 1933:761–2)

Few now remember Keynes’ prescient advocacy of local self-

determination and policy experimentation; but the tension

between global integration and national sovereignty has

become a staple of the conventional wisdom, endorsed by

scholars and diffused by the media.

Forwell-known reasons, a reduction of impediments to inter-

national flows of goods and factors of production – commonly

termed globalization – may enhance allocative efficiency both

globally and within national economies, and the associated

competition among nation statesmay contribute to governmen-

tal accountability. However, globalization is also thought to
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raise the economic costs of programs by the nation state to

redistribute income to the poor and to provide economic secur-

ity for their populations. Among the reasons is the fact that

the more internationally mobile factors of production – capital

and professional labor – tend to be owned by the rich, and a

nation-specific tax on a mobile factor induces national-output-

reducing relocations of these factors. Similar reasoning demon-

strates the high cost of attempting to alter the relative prices of

factors of production, for example, by raising the wage relative

to the return to capital through trade union bargaining. Even

Pareto-improving insurance-based policies are compromised,

as cross-border mobility of citizens allows the lucky to escape

the tax costs of supporting the unlucky, thereby reintroducing

the problem of adverse selection plaguing private insurance,

which (mandatory) public insurance was thought to avoid

(Sinn 1997).

The result is a generalization of what Arthur Okun (1975)

called redistribution in leaky buckets: the net benefit to the

recipient may fall considerably short of the loss to those

paying the costs. In a democracy, leaky buckets thus make it

more difficult to secure governmental support for egalitarian

redistribution, and thus compromise both the ethical appeal

and the political viability of redistributive programs. By exac-

erbating the generalized leaky-bucket problem, trade liberal-

ization and other aspects of globalization are thus thought to

restrict the range of redistributive policy that is politically

sustainable in democratic nation states. A leading mid

twentieth-century international trade economist, Charles

Kindleberger, concluded that:

The nation state is just about through as an economic unit . . . It is

too easy to get about. Two-hundred-thousand-ton tankers . . . air-

buses and the like will not permit the sovereign independence of

the nation-state in economic affairs. (Kindleberger 1969:207)

Recent treatments have echoed Kindleberger and advanced

the position that global economic integration has sharply
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circumscribed the latitude for egalitarian redistribution by

nation states. But is Kindleberger right?

Some of the more politically and economically successful

redistributive policies – for example, Nordic social democ-

racy and East Asian land reform–were implemented in small

economies fully integrated into the global economy, which,

on the above account, would seem to have provided a pro-

hibitive environment for egalitarian interventions (Putzel

(nd), Yang 1970, Yager 1980, Moene and Wallerstein 1993,

Huber and Stephens 1998, Moene 1998). Other cases of egali-

tarianism in globally integrated economies include the Costa

Rican welfare state (Rosenberg 1981, Mesa-Lago 1989, and

Yashar 1995), the egalitarian distribution of health services

and nutrition in Sri Lanka (Anand andKanbur 1991, Isenman

1980), wage compression in Singapore (Lim 1984), and the

public-health policies that dramatically reduced infant mor-

tality under the socialist government of the tiny Seychelles

Republic (World Bank 2011).

Particularly striking are the cases of two Indian states,

Kerala and West Bengal. Goods and factors of production

move freely across their boundaries, and their state govern-

ments have limited control over the legal and fiscal environ-

ment of their state economies. But investments in health,

schooling, and other human capacities in Kerala and land

tenure reform in both states (especially West Bengal) have

substantially redistributed income and improved the well-

being of the poor (Ramachandran 1996, Sengupta and Gazdar

1996, Banerjee, Gertler, and Ghatak 2002, Besley and Burgess

1998). The leftist governments credited with these policies

were repeatedly returned to office in democratic elections (in

the case of West Bengal over a period of three decades until

their electoral defeat in 2011).

As even this brief description of cases of relatively success-

ful egalitarian redistribution suggests, the reasons for the

policies, as well as their designs and mechanisms, have dif-

fered substantially. Some owe their existence to electoral
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competition in polities with substantial majorities of poor

voters; others have been implemented to forestall populist

political successes. Each case exhibits serious shortcomings,

but I will not dwell on these asmy point is not to elevate them

as models but rather is to make a modest claim: Unless these

cases are entirely idiosyncratic, they suggest that the com-

monplace globalist variant of equality pessimism may be

overdrawn (Bardhan, Bowles, and Wallerstein 2005).

To show that it indeed is, I present a model of globalization

and redistribution seeking to answer the following question:

In a globalized world economy, what programs of egalitarian

redistribution and social insurance are implementable by

democratic nation states acting independently? A program

is implementable if its desired outcome is a stable Nash

equilibrium of the appropriately defined game. An imple-

mentable program must therefore be economically and polit-

ically sustainable, that is, it must not be susceptible to being

undone either by the electorate or by private exchange. (The

Chilean land reform mentioned in Chapter 1 provides an

example of an intervention that was undone by private

exchange, and the contrasting case of the redistribution of

assets to the erstwhile worker in Chapter 2 exemplifies an

economically sustainable intervention.)

My response, drawing on recent work of many authors, is

that in the absence of international co-ordination, globaliza-

tion indeed makes it difficult for national states to affect the

relative (after-tax) prices of mobile goods and factors of pro-

duction, and for this and other reasons may limit the effec-

tiveness of some conventional strategies of redistribution.

But globalization does not rule out all egalitarian interven-

tions. There remains a large class of feasible and sustainable

governmental and other collective interventions leading to

substantial improvements in the wages, employment pros-

pects, and economic security of the lesswell-off. Included are

redistributions of assets that are productivity-enhancing,

namely those that provide efficient solutions to incentive
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problems arising in principal–agent relationships, such as

wage employment, farm and residential tenancy, and the

provision of environmental and social public goods in local

commons situations. A review of these cases is provided in

Bardhan, Bowles, and Gintis (2000).

The model I develop shows that these policies remain

implementable in the above sense even in a hyper-globalized

world, namely one in which investment responds instanta-

neously to between-country differences in the expected after-

tax profit rate. This is not the world we live in, nor is it even a

plausible approximation thereof (Glyn and Sutcliffe 1999,

Taylor 1999, Bordo, Taylor, and Williamson 2003). But,

given the widespread view that these aspects of globalization

will thwart attempts at egalitarian redistribution, it is worth

finding out if this is indeed the case, under admittedly

extreme globalization assumptions. Whether the model illu-

minates real (if very long-term) tendencies operating in the

world or alternatively is a more hypothetical exercise cannot

be determined on the basis of existing empirical information.

But even if it is only a hypothetical exercise, it is sufficient to

indicate the faults of the globalist variant of equality pessi-

mism, because recognizing that the world is really not all that

hyper-globalized leads one to conclude that the purported

constraints on egalitarian interventions are less stringent

than I have represented them.

Globalization

To focus on the contribution of globalization per se to the

leaky-bucket problem (and because the problems constituted

by corruption and other forms of governmental malfeasance

and unaccountability are well known), I will assume that

governments are not self-serving leviathans, but rather seek

to improve the living standards of the less well-off.

Because globalization is sometimes said to place particularly

stringent constraints on trade unions, I will focus on the
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traditional concerns of organized labor:wages, jobs, and unem-

ployment insurance. Redistribution thus will take the form of

increases in the living standards of a homogeneous class of

workers, either by raising their income or improving their

prospects of being employed. Its focus is not on inequality

per se but on labor-market outcomes affecting two important

aspects of workers’ well-being: jobs and pay. It abstracts from

differences among workers and much else of importance, but

seeks to explore the ramifications of two important empirical

regularities. The first is that investment relocates globally in

response to differences in expected after-tax profit rates, and

the second is that, under a wide range of institutional condi-

tions, real wages co-vary with the level of employment.

The basic assumptions of the model follow (the equations

of the model are presented along with the notation in the

appendix to this chapter see pp. 164–5). All markets are

perfectly competitive, but labor (which is homogeneous

within countries) is notmobile between countries. The global

economy is thus modeled as if it were a national economy

with a single capital market but segmented labor markets; the

difference, of course, is that each labor market segment is

represented by an autonomous government. There is a single

good that is both consumed and used as capital (like corn: it is

eaten and planted as seed). At the end of each period, after the

payment of wages, wealth holders (those who own the corn

surplus, if it exists)may either consume corn or allocate it as an

investment good among many national economies in response

to national differences in expected after-tax profit rates.

Actors differ by wealth level: the wealthy are risk-neutral,

while those without assets (employed and unemployed

workers) are risk-averse. Neither work effort nor the promise

to repay a loan is contractible, so the relations between

employers and workers and between lenders and borrowers

are principal–agent relationships. Employers use monitoring

and the threat of dismissal to induce workers to provide

satisfactory levels of effort. For this reason (and perhaps
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others), the equilibrium of the labor market in each national

economy is characterized by involuntary unemployment.

(The underlying model is presented in Bowles [2004] and

Shapiro and Stiglitz [1984]. It is extended to take account of

aggregate demand in Bowles and Boyer (1988) and Bowles

(2012).) Thus labor suppliers are quantity-constrained in

labor markets: They cannot sell as much of their labor time

as they would prefer at the going wage. Lacking wealth, they

are unable to provide collateral or other means of attenuating

the incompleteness of the credit contract. They are also

excluded from credit markets or are credit-constrained for

the reasons described in the previous chapter.

The competitive equilibria of this model for the single global

markets in capital goods (corn) and credit support a common,

global rate of expected after-tax profit and rate-of-time prefer-

ence (and hence risk-free interest rate). By contrast, nation-

specific institutions and cultures concerning labor relations,

government policies, and security of property rights give rise

to national differences in equilibrium wages and employment.

There are thus n+1 prices in this model: Each of n nations’ real

wage (price of an hour of labor relative to the price of corn) and

the global risk-free interest rate (price of goods now relative

to goods later). As I will investigate just a single national econ-

omy, Iwill not give national subscripts to the relevant variables.

Because firms use a single production function and are

otherwise identical, we can analyze production and wage-

setting as if it took place in a single (competitive) firm.

Aggregate output,Q, is simply total labor effort times average

output per unit of effort, y, with a capital (seed) requirement

of k per hour of labor. No production takes place if the total

capital available, K, falls short of the capital requirement.

Total effort is the average effort level per hour, e, of those

employees (the directly productive workers) not engaged in

monitoring multiplied by their hours of work, h(1 − m),

where h is the total (productive and monitoring) hours of

work supplied in the economy, and m is the fraction of total
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work time accounted for by the monitors. Thus total effort sup-

plied is eh(1 −m), and the total capital required is kh(1 −m), so:

ð1Þ Q ¼ yehð1 − mÞ for K ≥ khð1 − mÞ ¼ 0

for K < khð1 − mÞ
I normalize the national supply of labor hours at unity (given

exogenously); so h (which varies between zero and 1) is the

level of employment and 1−h is the unemployment rate. Effort

is determined by workers in response to the incentives and

sanctions devised by the employer. As these include monitor-

ing and the threat of job termination, the worker’s optimal

effort choice varies inversely with his or her fallback position,

namely expected utility if employment is terminated. This

depends on the expected duration of a spell of unemployment

and the level of unemployment insurance or other income

support that is conditional on being unemployed, b. Suppose

effort may be either 1 (imposing a disutility of a on the worker)

or 0, and that the probability of termination if e=0 is τ. Then,
with suitable simplifying assumptions (see the appendix to

this chapter. pp. 164–166), thewage thatwill just inducework-

ers to choose e=1 equates the expected payoff of the two effort

choices, which gives:

w*¼ a

τ 1� hð Þ þ bð2Þ

as the “no-shirking wage.” Equation (2) says that the wage

that deters shirking will be greater, the more onerous the

work is (larger a) and the larger the unemployment benefit

is (larger b), and smaller, the higher is the probability of

termination (τ) and the level of unemployment (1−h).
Of course, the termination probability (τ) and disutility of

labor (a) depend on the institutional structure governing labor

relations (the costs to the employer of firing a non-working

employee, the perceived fairness of the wage determination

process, the degree of effectiveness of the monitoring system,

and the like). Alongwith e=1,which it insures, thewage given
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by equation (2) maximizes both the firm’s profits (offering a

higherwagewouldservenopurpose)andtheemployees’utility

(therewouldbenogain to shirking if thewagesatisfies equation

[2]). So the firm offeringw* and the worker supplying e=1 is a

mutualbestresponse, thatis,aNashequilibrium.Thusequation

(2) gives feasible combinations ofw, h, and total effort supplied

to firms; it is thus the labor supply equilibrium condition.

The model underlying equation (2) is quite particular, but it

gives a convenient analytical form to the much more general

empirical regularity mentioned earlier, namelywh > 0, the fact

thatwages increasewith the level of employment and alsowith

the disutility of effort and the workers’ fallback income b. For

simplicity I assume monitors are paid the same wage as other

employees, and I donot address the problemof their incentives

to work. It will be important later to note that because employ-

ees do not shirk, they are not fired, and so bear no risk. There is

therefore a group of 1−h permanently unemployed.

Labor demand (and hence the level of unemployment)

depends on the allocation of the global capital stock among

national economies in response to differences in the expected

after-tax profit rate. Recalling that the capital good is an inter-

mediate input, the profit rate before tax is just total output

minus the seed used up minus the wages paid (to all workers,

including supervisors) or (y − k)h(1 − m) – wh divided by the

total capital stock, which, recall, is proportional to the number

of productive (non-supervisory) workers, or kh(1 − m). So:

r ¼ y −kð Þh 1 −mð Þ −wh

kh 1 −mð Þ

¼ y −k −w= 1 −mð Þ
k

or (the second equation) expressed in per hour of productive

employment by eliminating h(1−m) the profit rate is net out-

put per hour of labor, minus the wage bill per hour

of productive labor (that is, w/(1−m)), divided by the capital

input required to employ an hour of productive labor. Suppose
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that to finance its activities the national government levies a

proportional tax on profits at the percentage rate t, so the after-

tax profit rate is:

π ¼ r 1 −tð Þ ¼ 1 −tð Þ y −k −w= 1 −mð Þð Þ
k

ð3Þ

Wealth holders finance a project if its expected return exceeds

their rate of time preference, which I will assume is globally

equal to the return on some risk-free instrument, ρ. Projects are
exposed to a risk of “confiscation” or other unexpected reduc-

tion in their value, the probability of which, c (for confisca-

tion), varies among countries, reflecting national differences in

macroeconomic policy, political stability, criminality, and the

like. Suppose the return is zero in the period of the confisca-

tion: Wages are paid but the expected costs of contestation

occasioned by the confiscation exactly exhaust the profits.

The expected after-tax profit rate is thus E(π) = π(1−c).
The national economy’s level of corn investment is station-

ary (unchanging) if expected after-tax profit rates are equated

across nations and are jointly equal to the risk-free interest rate

or E(π) = ρ. This condition is akin to the zero-profit condition

introduced in the previous chapter. Writing the insecurity

premium μ=1/(1 − c) > 1, this zero-profit condition becomes:

π ¼ ρμð4Þ
Because r is monotonically declining inw, for a given country

there is just one wage rate (call it w) that will satisfy equation

(4). If in some countryw >w, then the after-tax expected profit

rate will fall short of the risk-free rate of return (the rate of time

preference of the wealthy), and (given the hyper-mobility of

capital) the country will receive no investment. Using equa-

tion (3) to rewrite (4), we find that this wage w is given by:

w ¼ 1−mð Þ y − k 1þ ρμð Þ½ �
1 − t

ð5Þ
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When equation (5) obtains, the level of the capital stock, and

hence employment, is stationary; it is the equilibrium labor

demand equation, conditional, of course, on workers work-

ing e = 1. We need therefore to take the no-shirking wage into

account, and doing this will determine the level of employ-

ment in the economy. Because w*(h) is monotonic, there is

just one h consistent with w. The general equilibrium of the

national economy (taking ρ as exogenous) is defined by:

w *¼ wð6Þ

satisfying the condition for stationarity of both the employ-

ment rate and the wage rate.

To review, the causal structure determining this equilibrium

has two parts. First, the nation’s specific institutions and cul-

ture influence the net after-tax productivity of labor and the risk

premium, which then jointly determine the national wage rate

consistent with an unchanging capital stock given profit-

maximizing by the owners of mobile investment resources

(equation [5]). Second, the nation’s institutions concerning

labor markets and work organization determine what national

level of aggregate employment makes that particular wage con-

sistent with individual optimizing by firms and workers (equa-

tion [2]). Figure 3.1 illustrates the equilibrium of a given

national economy (ignore the dashed curve for the moment).

Increasing wages and employment

Where, as in Figure 3.1, the equilibrium is unique and stable,

the effect of country-specific policy interventions may be

studied (as I will do presently) by means of a comparative

static analysis of the displacement of the exogenous terms in

w*(h) and w. But the more complicated case of multiple

equilibria (some of them unstable) cannot be ruled out. To

see this, suppose that the confiscation probability c varies

inversely with h – high levels of unemployment supporting a
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populist or criminal environment, for example, so μ= μ(h)
with μ0 < 0. Then w is increasing in h, which (because w* is

also increasing in h) means that there may exist many values

of h equating the two.

Figure 3.2 illustrates an upward-rising equilibrium labor

demand function. There are two stable equilibria: a, the

vicious circle of low employment, low wages, and a high

insecurity premium (“Nigeria”) and a0, the virtuous converse
(“Taiwan”). The possibility of multiple stable equilibria

enriches the policy analysis considerably, as it allows small

one-time interventions to have permanent, non-marginal

effects, and it provides a framework for analyzing possible

divergent growth paths (“high road” vs. “low road” wage

strategies, for example). A one-time demand expansion, for

w *(h)

w

h *
Employment, h

W
ag

e,
 w

Figure 3.1 Equilibrium employment and wages when capital is

globally hyper-mobile. The upward rising curve gives the lowest

wage that will deter shirking by workers given each level of

employment. The w function gives the wage rate that yields an

expected after tax profit rate such that the countrys capital stock

is constant, given the level of productivity of capital and labor,

the required degree of labor supervision, the tax rate and the risk

of confiscation.
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example, pushing the employment level above the critical

value h00 in Figure 3.2 could permanently shift the equili-

brium from the low-wage and high-insecurity poverty trap

to its virtuous converse.

The impact of strategies to raise wages and employment

may now be assessed through their curve-shifting effects in

Figures 3.1 or 3.2. For example, enhanced security of property

rights, by reducing c (for any level of h) lowers μ, hence raises
w, and increases both h* and w*: Its effect is an increase in

both wages and employment. From Figure 3.2 it can be seen

that the upward shift in w(h) might also eliminate the “low

road” equilibrium, displacing a national economy previously

entrapped there to a rapid transition to the “high road.”

w(h)

w*(h)

h ′

a′

a

h″h*
Employment, h

W
ag

e,
 w

Figure 3.2 Multiple equilibria due to endogenous risk. At low

levels of employment the risk of confiscation is substantial, so

only a low wage rate allows a sufficiently high profit rate on

capital that is not confiscated to avert capital flight. Higher levels

of employment have the reverse effect, reducing the risk of

confiscation and allowing higher wages while attracting capital.
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The effects of changes in labor relations and labor market

structure are equally transparent. Efforts to protect workers

from dismissal for cause by reducing τ through job protec-

tion strategies shift thew*(h) function upwards (the dashed

curve in Figure 3.1) without affecting w, leaving the wage

rate unaffected, but reducing employment. By contrast,

reducing b, the magnitude of transfers whose availability

is conditional on being out of work, has the opposite effect.

Unlike a reduction in τ, which reduces welfare, the welfare

implications of a decrease in b are ambiguous, as it lowers

the well-being of the least well-off (the jobless), while

reducing their numbers. The fact that protecting workers

from dismissal would reduce worker well-being and a cut

in unemployment benefits would increase employment will

not be taken as good news among trade unions and leftist

political parties: Both are results of the hyper-globalization

assumption.

Trade unions may increase wages and/or employment in a

number of ways, however (Bowles and Boyer 1990). First,

unions may draw on workers’ private information concerning

the performance of other workers to improve the disciplinary

environment of the workplace (raising τ or lowering m).

Second, “union voice” effects (Freeman and Medoff 1984)

may raise productivity and reduce the disutility of labor (the

latter would lower the w*(h) function, supporting a higher

level of employment). Third, collective bargaining agreements

to provide well-defined job ladders and security from cyclical

job loss provide greater incentives for firm-specific invest-

ments by workers (Pagano 1991). Both union voice and spe-

cific investment effects shiftw upwards andw*(h) to the right.

In a multi-period context, a reduction in the probability of job

loss for reasons other than insufficient effort (protection from

cyclical layoffs, for example) reduces the no-shirking wage

because it increases the value of not shirking.

Fourth, negotiated incomes policiesmay lower or flatten the

w*(h) function. Where, as in the Nordic social-democratic
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countries, especially Sweden, collective bargaining explicitly

sought to implement wages consistent with successful com-

petition in global markets, thew*(h) function came to approx-

imate the w function itself (the latter defining the target wage

in the bargaining model), with firm- and industry-specific

wage drift accounting for discrepancies between the two

functions.

Finally, w may become accepted as a fairness norm – per-

haps because it is the wage rate that will give the employer a

rate of return equal to what other employers receive, or to the

marginal disutility of forgoing current consumption. Then, if,

as seems likely, perceived fairness is a determinant of work

effort, the w*(h) function will flatten, thereby increasing the

employment gains associated with upward shifts in w due to

productivity gains. Because, in equilibrium, no employee is

working harder as a result of any of these changes, and

because the unemployed prefer employment, the welfare

gains associated with the implied trade-union-induced

increases in wages and or employment are unambiguous.

Thus, there is no shortage of trade-union-based policies that

would improve the economicwell-being of the employed, the

unemployed or both.

The effects of government expenditures and the efficiency

of public service delivery may be explored in similar fashion.

Suppose the productivity of a unit of effective labor depends

on λp, the effectiveness (λ) and level (p) of public expenditure

on productivity-enhancing complementary inputs (such

as nutrition, health care, schooling, and infrastructure) so

y = y(λp) where the function y is increasing in its argument.

Assume the government spends all of its tax revenues on p

as well as b, the benefit paid to a worker when unemployed,

giving the budget constraint (expressed as an equality) that

equates the revenues spent on unemployment insurance and

other public expenditure (the first and second terms on the

left-hand side of the equation) with tax revenues (the tax rate

t times total profits), or:
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b 1 − hð Þ þ p ¼ th 1 − mð Þy λpð Þ − k − wð Þð7Þ

From (7) it can be seen that, for a given tax rate, there is a level

of employment such that unemployment benefits exhaust the

entire budget, and productivity per effective unit of labor is

y = y(0).

Above this level of employment, however, productivity-

enhancing public expenditures increase, which by equation

(5) then requires a higher wage to equilibrate the capital mar-

ket, yielding the upward-rising w function in Figure 3.3.

The also upward-rising w*(h) function (as drawn) intersects

the equilibrium labor demand function twice, suggesting a

possible high and low public investment divergence among

nations. (There is no “low road” equilibrium in this case, as ho

violates (6), while lower levels of employment violate the

budget constraint.)

Because, for any level of h, w co-varies with λ and varies

inversely with b, and because (as we have seen) decreasing b

h0 h*

w(y(0))

w*(h)
w(y(p(h)))

Employment, h

W
ag

e,
 w

Figure 3.3 Endogenous transfers and public investment. Higher

levels of employment allow a greater part of the public budget to

be spent on productivity-enhancing investments (rather than

unemployment insurance) thereby permitting a higher wage rate

consistent with a constant stock of capital.
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also shifts the w*(h) function to the right, it follows that reallo-

cating expenditure from transfers conditioned on unemploy-

ment towards productivity-enhancing public investment and

increasing the effectiveness of public expenditures will simul-

taneously raise the (stable) equilibrium wage and employment

level.

For a given level of b, λ, and h, there exists a tax rate that

maximizes w (and hence both employment and wages); for

obvious reasons it varies inversely with b (if taxes were spent

only on b, the optimal rate would be zero) and co-varies with

λ and h (where h is high, little tax revenue goes to unemploy-

ment benefits and more to productivity enhancement, so as

long as the rate of return of public investment exceeds ρ it

raises w). It might appear that this change is unambiguously

welfare-enhancing, but a more realistic model in which the

employed periodically lose their jobs would show that for

sufficiently high levels of risk aversion among workers, the

lost unemployment insurance would more than offset the

higher expected wage.

Increases in productivity (y), whether due to public expen-

diture or exogenous technical change, shift w upwards,

allowing increases in equilibrium employment. But where

productivity gains are shared with the unemployed through

corresponding increases in b, the upward shift in the equili-

brium labor supply conditionw*(h) may reverse the potential

employment gains. There is thus a policy choice concerning

themanner inwhich productivity increases should be shared

with the unemployed, through expanding the number of jobs

on the one hand or by raising the average income of those

remaining unemployed on the other.

As the examples in this section make clear, opportunities

for raising wages and/or employment arise when allocative

inefficiencies can be corrected either at minimal cost (as

when union voice effects may attenuate the misalignment of

incentives arising from the incomplete employment contract)

or through expenditures on which the expected social rate of
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return exceeds μρ (as when credit constraints or other reasons

induce workers to acquire less schooling than would max-

imize output per person). The problems of credit constraints

and incomplete contracts may also be addressed more

directly by a redistribution of assets or, more precisely, by a

redistribution of the rights of residual claimancy and control

commonly bundled with asset ownership, and by extending

to the asset-poor the credit market and insurance opportuni-

ties of the wealthy.

Asset-based redistribution

To see how this might work, suppose that, at the beginning of

each period, a national government borrows corn on theworld

market at the rate ρ and in turn offers to lend it to teams of

members of production co-operatives at the rate ρμ, who at the

end of the period are equal residual claimants on the incomeof

the team, after repaying the government an expected amount

of 1+ ρ per unit of corn borrowed. The simpler case in which,

instead of teams of workers, individual producers use the corn

to produce independently Robinson Crusoe-style is transpar-

ent, but not empirically relevant where team production is

required by economies of scale or for other reasons. I assume

that there is no rentalmarket in corn.Assume that, should they

be viable, these co-ops adopt a labor discipline strategy similar

to their erstwhile employers’ (dismissing non-performing

team mates). Co-ops are therefore constrained to offer mem-

bers a level of certainty-equivalent income (ω*(h)) equal to
w*(h) in order to deter shirking. So a certainty-equivalent

analogue to equation 2 must hold:

ð20Þ ω* hð Þ ¼ a

τ 1� hð Þ þ b

Whether co-ops will form, and if they did, their effect on

workers’ income and the level of employment depends on
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the second equation – the labor demand equilibrium, giving

the conditions under which the capital stock of the economy

is unchanging – and this depends on how productive co-ops

are compared with capitalist firms. Work mates have private

information on each others’ work activities, and, as residual

claimants on the income of the co-op, team members are

motivated to participate in mutual monitoring. As a result

the monitoring costs that insure that a shirking teammember

will be detected is reduced to m− < m. The monitors that the

team members charge with the task of deterring shirking

receive the same hourly payment as the directly productive

co-op producers. (To keep things simple, I assume that the

basic model of the capitalist firm is otherwise unchanged: tax

rate on the use of capital (t), the confiscation risk premium

(μ), and the likelihood of termination for a shirker (τ). Assets

owned by workers might be less likely to be confiscated – for
the same mutual monitoring reasons – thereby reducing the

confiscation risk premium μ; but I will for simplicity confine

attention here to the reduced monitoring cost of the co-ops.)

The co-op’s advantage of reduced monitoring may be more

than offset by sub-optimal risk-taking. The reason (as we saw

in the previous chapter) is that risk-averse members now

control the production process and (relaxing the assumption

of given production technologies) face a choice among pro-

duction methods of varying risk and expected output. Recall

that as wage employees the producers bore no risk, but as

residual claimants they cannot avoid risk exposure, given

that they are residual claimants on a stream of output which

is subject to stochastic variation.

Suppose that expected output per hour of effective labor is

y(σ), where σ is the standard deviation of output selected by the

co-op members. For concreteness, imagine that corn may be

planted at various times, and the expected return and its var-

iance depend on the planting date, with greater risk being asso-

ciated with higher expected returns over some range. Thus y is

increasing and concave in its argument, reaching amaximumat
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σ* (the function resembles that in Figures 2.1 and 2.6). In the

capitalist firm, the risk-neutral employer of course selected σ*,
so the analysis of the previous section assumed a level of

expected productivity of y=y(σ*). But utility-maximizing risk-

averse co-op members will select some level of σ‒ < σ* and

hence generate a level of expected income y(σ–) < y(σ*). Co-op
members are thus residual claimants on income stream gener-

ated by this lesser level of risk-taking.

Forming a co-op will be attractive to workers currently

employed in conventional capitalist firms only if the certainty

equivalent of their income as co-opmembers exceeds thewage

w(σ*) that they currently receive given by equation (5). I

assume the disturbances in the income stream of the co-op

are such that (as in the previous chapter) I can represent the

utility function of the risk-aversemembers simply asu=u(ω,σ),
where expected income ω is a “good” and risk exposure

measured by σ is a “bad.” The members then maximize this

utility function subject to the expected income of the members

being not larger than allows the cost of the loan to be repaid.

(To insure that the loan is repaid with certainty, I must

assume either that in those presumably rare cases where their

realized residual claim is negative [i.e. realized gross income =

yr < k(1 + ρμ)/(1 − t)] co-op members have consumption-

smoothing opportunities, or that these cases are sufficiently

unlikely that they may be ignored.) The solution of this max-

imization problem determines the co-op members’ expected

income, just as in equation 5, except that here we have

expected incomedepending on themembers’ risk choice, y(σ−):

ω σ�ð Þ ¼ 1 −m−ð Þ y σ�ð Þ−k 1þ ρμð Þ½ �
1−t

ð8Þ

This is just the labor demand equilibrium condition for an

economy of worker co-ops that insures that the capital stock

of the nation is stationary.

The co-op members’ choice of σ will equate the marginal

rate of transformation of risk into expected income to the
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marginal rate of substitution between risk and expected

income as shown in Figure 2.6. The members’ choice of σ−

determines the utility level to themembers u(ω(σ‒), σ‒) and its

certainty equivalent income ω(σ‒). Suppose that ω(σ‒) >

w(σ*), so that members’ certainty equivalent income would

be raised by the formation of co-ops, then co-ops would pro-

liferate and wage employment would be eliminated.

We can determine the level of co-op employment just as in

the case of the capitalist economy, now using equation (20)
and the certainty-equivalent income implied by the solution

to the utility maximization constrained by equation (8).

This is depicted in Figure 3.4, which shows that the level of

joblessness would fall as a result, though no more than h−

producers can belong to co-opwork teams, as the 1−h− jobless

ω(σ–)

w(σ*)

ω*(h)

h* h–

Employment, h

W
ag

e,
 w

Figure 3.4 Co-operative production may expand equilibrium

employment and certainty equivalents. If employee ownership of

firms raises productivity (by improving the labor discipline

environment) it may permit a higher certainty equivalent

income for workers without inducing capital flight, namely,

ω*(σ‒) > w(σ*), even though employees’ risk aversion induces

them to adopt less risky and lower expected return projects. If so,

then the level of employment will also increase from h* to h‒.
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are required to sustain the no-shirking condition at the

certainty-equivalent income consistent with the stationarity

of the country’s capital stock. If, by contrast, ω(σ−) < w(σ*)
producerswould not accept the government loans, and co-ops

would not form.

But if the co-op is advantageous to the producers, why was

the government’s intervention required for their formation?

The obvious answer – that the asset-less producers were

precluded from borrowing at economically viable rates of

interest – raises a more difficult question. If, as this answer

implies, the asset-poor producers’ subjective cost of postpon-

ing current consumption exceeds ρμ, why would they not

prefer to use the government loan for consumption purposes?

They would, so a successful loan program would have to

embody an enforceable provision restricting the use of the

corn to planting rather than eating. (The problem would in a

world of inedible capital goods be simpler to address!)

Policies

Of course, actual governments and trade unions may fail to

implement efficient redistributions for a variety ofwell-known

reasons. But on the basis of the above reasoning, there appears

to be ample scope for the implementation of policies capable

of raising wages, employment levels, and living standards of

the less well-off owners of globally immobile factors of pro-

duction, even in the empirically unlikely world of hyper-

globalization posited in the model. It seems likely that sub-

stantial majorities of the relevant populations would benefit

from these policies, so the policies might be sustainable in

democratic polities.

The model presented here and the empirical evidence sug-

gest three ways that egalitarian redistribution in open econ-

omy settingsmentioned at the outsetmayhave succeeded. The

first is by increasing productivity (or certainty-equivalent

income, where risk-bearing is involved). Examples include
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the East Asian land redistributions and the Nordic (especially

Swedish) and Singaporean policy of eliminating wage dispar-

ities among similarworkers, thus putting competitive pressure

on low-productivity firms and sectors and driving resources

into higher-productivity uses. The second is improving the

labor discipline environment, thereby reducing monitoring

costs and shifting the equilibrium labor supply condition to

the right. Examples include the fact that wage increases may

reduce the disutility of effort (through the fair-wage effect),

allow for trade union and work team participation inmonitor-

ing, and flatten the labor supply function through centralized

wage bargaining. The fact that supervisory labor input is strik-

ingly lower in countries with more egalitarian earnings distri-

butions (Sweden, Japan) may reflect these and related effects

(Gordon 1994).

The third approach is simply to redistribute labor income

in a more egalitarian manner without eroding effort incen-

tives. One way to do this, not yet implemented anywhere at

the national level, is the unconditional basic income grant

proposal of Philippe van Parijs and Robert van der Veen. In

one respect this is equivalent to the transfer of a risk-free asset,

as it unconditionally guarantees the citizen an annual flow

of income in perpetuity. But unlike the wealth distribution

discussed in the previous chapter, the guarantee of this flow

of income typically cannot be used as collateral or equity.

There aremany variants of this, startingwith van Parijs and

van der Veen (1986). Here ismy version of how itmight work.

It would be designed to pay for itself without reducing the

expected rate of return on capital so as to be viable even in the

hyper-globalized world studied here. Instead of providing

income conditional on unemployment, the government

gives all adult members of the population an unconditional

grant β and finances the grant by a tax on wages supple-

mented by the general revenue savings occasioned by setting

b=0. Assume the government sought to do this while main-

taining the status quo work incentive situation, as modeled
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in Bowles (1992). As b=0, the equilibrium labor supply con-

dition (no-shirking condition) is now:

ð2″Þ w*¼ a

τ 1� hð Þþ b

As a result, the pre-existing wage rate w*, given by (2),

exceeds that required to induce workers to shirk by the

amount b. So a flat tax on wage income in the amount b

would restore the status quo. So the tax on wages could be

the same as the erstwhile unemployment benefit. As the labor

demand equation ([5] or [8]) has not been altered, the employ-

ment and (before-tax) wage level would thus remain at the

status quo levels. The unconditional grant would be financed

from tax revenues of hb plus savings on the elimination of the

previous transfers of (1‒h)b. All adults would thus receive an

unconditional grant of β= bs, where s is the ratio of labor

supply to the number of adults. The effect would be a redis-

tribution from the employed and the unemployed to those

not in the labor force, obviously favoring the old, the young,

women, and other groups sometimes called “excluded.”

Itmight be thought that the effects of the unconditional grant

would be slight because family structure and other sharing

arrangements allow income-pooling. But even in the empiri-

cally implausible case that all of the differentially affected

groups were paired in pooling arrangements so that the

expected income of each was unaffected by this policy, dis-

persion of unconditional income claims to those not in the

labor force would predictably alter the intra-family bargaining

power and possibly also the credit-market status of the previ-

ously relatively poor andpowerless.This appears to be the case

for the quite generous transfers to the elderly in South Africa

(Ardington and Lund 1995). Of course, the grant β need not

take the form of a cash transfer, but could rather be dedicated

claims on health, education, recreation, and other services.

As the basic income grant example suggests, in the design

and implementation of policies consistentwith the supply-side
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egalitarian approach surveyed here, the heuristic distinction

between the asset redistribution approach of the previous sec-

tion and the wage and employment policies described in an

earlier section will lose some of its salience. Where labor con-

tracts embody both job security and group- or firm-level gain-

sharing, for example, employees may become de facto residual

claimants on a substantial fraction of the income streams they

generate. Trade union bargaining can thereby capture some of

the peer monitoring advantages of outright asset distribution to

co-ops. This is particularly likely to be the case where the

monitoring of labor effort by outsiders is ineffective (as in

many information-based and other service activities), where

firm-specific human resource investments are important, and

where the capital required is either limited in amount or gen-

eral (rather than transaction-specific, for example multiple-use

equipment like computers as opposed to machinery tailored to

produce a particular product), and not subject to depreciation

through misuse.

The land tenure reform in West Bengal mentioned at the

outset embodied exactly this logic: The outright transfer of

assets to farmers was precluded by the property clauses in the

Indian constitution. Rather, the farmer’s share of the cropwas

increased from a customary one-half to three-quarters, and

tenants were given protection from eviction as long as they

granted the landlord the stipulated reduced share. The result

was a substantial increase in the de facto rights of residual

claimancy due not only to the increased share, but also to the

reduced threat of eviction and hence the greater likelihood

that the farmer would enjoy the future returns to land

improvements and other investments.

Conclusion

Does globalization impede egalitarian redistribution? What

globalization does is to make it quite costly and possibly

politically unfeasible to depress (more than temporarily)
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the expected after-tax rate of return to capital, or to alter the

relative prices of tradeable goods and services. But while

globalization – at least in the hyper form illustrated here –
fixes the relative prices of some productive services, it

precludes neither an egalitarian redistribution of the tangi-

ble and human assets from which those services flow, nor

the enhancement of the assets currently owned by the less

well-off, nor the improvement of the institutionally deter-

mined flow of services from labor assets. Thus, gain-seeking

competition does restrict the range of economically and

politically sustainable relative prices, but it does not pre-

clude egalitarian redistribution. The fundamental theorem

of welfare economics defines conditions under which

any technically feasible and Pareto-optimal distribution of

welfare can be attained by some redistribution of assets

followed by perfectly competitive exchange. The theorem

is not intended as a guide to policy, but it does underline

an important truth: To the extent that globalization height-

ens competitive pressures, it may reduce the attractive-

ness of redistributive approaches which rely on altering

relative prices, but this hardly exhausts the set of egalitarian

strategies.

An implication of the above is that the traditional vehicles

of egalitarian aspirations – trade unions and states – have a

different, but no less important, role to play in a highly com-

petitive world from that they play in closed economies. The

scope for conventional governmental and trade union meas-

ures that reduce the after-tax expected rate of profit below

profit rates in other parts of theworld is indeed restricted. But

policies to implement Pareto-improving productivity gains

may in some respects require a greater, rather than lesser,

degree of collective interventions. Examples include an

expanded role for publicly provided insurance, to address

sub-optimal risk-taking due tomore extensive residual claim-

ancy and control of assets by the non-wealthy, and greater

involvement of collective bargaining inmore closely aligning
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the incentives of employers and employees with respect to

both working and learning on the job.

A notable effect of globalization, unremarked upon thus

far, is that (in the extreme form assumed here) it makes the

non-wealthy members of a national population residual

claimants on the results of both their productive efforts

and their success in attenuating productivity-dampening

co-ordination failures. While in competitive equilibrium

the wealthy cannot get less than ρ, they also cannot get

more, so productivity improvements are fully captured by

the non-wealthy. It thus inverts the more common relation-

ship in which the wealthy are the residual claimants on the

income streams generated by the efforts of the less well-off.

Return to Figure 3.4 and ask how were the benefits of co-op

production distributed in the economy, where these proved

to be viable? Some unemployed workers got jobs; employed

workers raised their certainty-equivalent income. And what

did the owners of capital get? Nothing; their rate of returnwas

unchanged.

To the extent that conditions approximate those assumed

in this model, then, globalization may reduce the collective-

action problems confronting would-be coalitions of the non-

wealthy seeking to enhance productivity by attenuating

co-ordination failures. The argument is not that the non-

wealthy have identical interests, but simply that the diffi-

culty of securing mutually beneficial co-operative solutions

with mobile wealth owners may be circumvented.

The theoretical results presented here suggest that efforts

to raise the living standards of the less well-off may succeed

where they attenuate the incentive problems arising when

property rights are ill-defined or insecure, contracts are

incomplete, and wealth is highly concentrated. The rationale

for the egalitarian supply-side interventions summarized

here – in contrast to policies restricted to pie-dividing or

demand expansion – is dramatized by globalization, but it is

no less compelling for closed economies.
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This is not to say that globalization makes no difference.

Even in the very long-run perspective taken here, the effect of

globalization on the out-of-equilibriumdynamicsmay be deci-

sive. A one-time aggregate demand expansion may be crucial,

for example, in permanently displacing an economy from a

low-road to a high-road equilibrium of the type illustrated in

Figure 3.2, but the effectiveness of the necessary macroeco-

nomic policies may be reduced by greater openness.

As we will see in the next chapter, globalization matters in

another way, one that is more cultural than economic; and it

will transform the politics of redistribution.
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4

Globalization, cultural
standardization, and the politics
of social insurance

Benjamin Disraeli’s “two nations . . . between whom there was

no intercourse andno sympathy”were the rich and the poor. It

was 1845, the same year that Frederick Engelswrote the explo-

sive The Condition of the Working Class in England. Since

then in the advanced economies, a combination of national-

ism, representative democracy, and the resulting policies of

universal public education and egalitarian redistribution have

bridged the cultural and economic gap considerably. The rich

and the poor are still with us of course, and on a global scale

the economic gap between them is far greater than when

Disraeli wrote (Bourguignon and Morrison 2002). But in the

richer economies the nations of Disraeli’s world (and Engels’)

have been left behind.

Globalization, Ugo Pagano and I maintain, is an extension

of nationalism, not its antithesis: it promotes cultural stand-

ardization and economic integration across national boun-

daries. But unlike nationalism, which in many countries

had a democratic twin, globalization standardizes and inte-

grates without providing either the international cultural

solidarity or governmental institutions capable of sup-

porting egalitarian redistribution and insurance on a glo-

bal scale, while weakening some of the nation-based

This chapter is based in part on joint work with Ugo Pagano (Bowles and
Pagano, 2006).
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institutions for the same. In this respect a globalized world

may re-create the social structure of the archetypal ancient

agrarian empire: a dominant class of cosmopolitans speak-

ing a common language (once French in many parts of

Europe, Persian in Mughal India, Ottoman Turkish in the

Ottoman empire, today English everywhere) and presiding

over a heterogeneous and provincial underclass speaking a

Babel of dialects, with little solidarity across the language

groups, and weak nationally based instruments of social

insurance and egalitarian redistribution.

The politics of social insurancemay thus increasingly pit the

cosmopolitans against the provincials (not just capital against

labor, or even the high earners against the low earners, asmany

of the cosmopolitans are far from rich). The divide is not just

linguistic. The skills of the cosmopolitans fetch a good price in

a wide array of markets: They can program computers, com-

municate electronically, do some math, and, of course, speak

English. The provincials’ skills are specific to particular jobs

and industries. The big difference between these two nations is

not income, but rather vulnerability to economic change.

The result need not be institutional convergence to a world

of uniformlyminimalist welfare states, however, for the proc-

ess of specialization induced by greater integration may

support distinct institutional arrangements appropriate to

each economy’s divergent product mixes. Countries special-

izing in goods characterized by volatile demand or requiring

high levels of specific skills will expose their citizens to

increased economic risk andmay be induced by globalization

to strengthen their systems of social protection.

It is likely, however, that inmany countries the reversewill

occur. In these economies, social insurance will be compro-

mised, leaving the provincials increasingly vulnerable to

industry- or occupation-specific shocks. Where this occurs,

risk reduction may take the form of forgoing specialization in

occupation- or industry-specific skills, and pressures to

maintain a relatively unspecialized national “portfolio” of
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sectors and occupations to which one may move if one’s own

source of livelihood is threatened.

In this case, optimal integration into the global order requires

a nation to balance the marginal gains in expected income

associated with greater specialization (the gains from trade)

against the marginal losses associated with the enhanced

risks occasioned by specialization. Individuals, likewise,

will balance the benefits of specialization and diversification.

The optimum for the nation will not be achieved by private

decision-making, however, because the availability of a diverse

portfolio of sectors and occupations is a public good. In the

absence of a deliberate public policy, nations will become too

specialized, and in response individuals, as a risk-reduction

strategy, will forgo investments in specific skills.

I advance this thesis not as the confirmed result of a coherent

model that has been adequately tested, but rather as a research

agenda that is not inconsistent with what is known, and worth

pursuing in light of the importance of the issues it addresses.

Globalization: the highest stage of nationalism?

Globalization is typically represented by economists as the

process of integration of national economies brought about

by the reduction in costs of transportation and communication

and the removal of impediments to the movement of goods,

people, and finance across national borders. But the same

processes that have fostered the freer movement of goods,

people, and finance are also creating a global culture – that is,

a common language and system of meanings – among people

in many nations.

Ernest Gellner (1983) defined nationalism as a movement

seeking congruence between the ethnic community and the

political community: “one national state, one national

culture!” has been its political motto. Because I am going to

claim that globalism is an extension of Gellner’s nationalism,

I will consider his interpretation in some detail:
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nationalism is a theory of political legitimacywhich requires that

ethnic boundaries should not cut across political ones and in

particular that ethnic boundaries within a given state . . . should

not separate the power holders from the rest. (Gellner 1983:1)

The standardization of language and culture within a nation

is what made nationalism so radical during its early years,

especially by comparison with the structure of the agrarian

empires and other agrarian societies that it replaced.

The technological stagnation of agrarian society allowed the

endless repetition of the sameproduction process; individuals

could perform the same jobs based on the same skills from one

generation to the next. Cultural diversity among all except the

elite stabilized these roles. It limited both horizontal and ver-

tical mobility, and allowed the reproduction of the social

fabric over time. Cultural diversity – both between the elite

and the rest, and among the rest –was both a condition for and

a result of societal inertia. It supported the stagnation of soci-

ety by depriving most of its members of the incentives to seek

socialmobility. At the same time, cultural diversity along both

its horizontal and vertical dimensions was favored by the

unchanging structure of society.

The rudimentary and geographically confined division of

labor in these societies was such that ordinary farmers and

craftsmen in one locality had little need to communicatewith

their counterparts in other localities. Other than the payment

of taxes or the transfer of a share of their crops to the landed,

they had even less need to interact with members of the elite.

But the broadening scope of goods markets and eventually

the emergence of labor markets and other capitalist economic

institutions radically altered the cultural requirements of

economic life. Again, Gellner:

For the first time in human history, explicit and reasonably pre-

cise communication becomes generally, pervasively used and

important. In the closed local communities of the agrarian or
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tribal worlds, when it came to communication, context tone,

gesture, personality and situation were everything. (33)

Communication “by means of written, impersonal, context-

free to-whom-it-may-concern type messages” required what

Gellner termed “exo-education,” that is, childhood socializa-

tion by specialists who are not members of one’s family or

group of close associates. Paradoxically, he wrote, “industrial

societymay . . . be themost highly specialized society ever: but

its educational system is unquestionably the least specialized,

the most universally standardized, that has ever existed” (27).

This was the process that, in Eugen Weber’s phrase, turned

Peasants into Frenchmen (Weber 1976) and villagers into citi-

zens around the world, wherever nationalism took hold. In

many cases, far from being the expression of a unified culture,

states preceded the emergence of a nation.Massimo D’Azeglio

(1867) had served as prime minister of Piedmont; writing

about his country’s unification, he observed “Italy has been

made Italy, but not the Italians.”

The absorption of local agrarian idioms and symbols into a

standardized national culturewould have been resistedmore

forcefully had it not provided important benefits for those

making the transformation. Though Gellner did not stress

this, exo-education in a common language and culture is a

form of risk reduction, for it gives the exo-educated individ-

ual general skills that may be deployed in a variety of pur-

suits, rather than the occupation- or sector-specific skills that

were passed on by parents engaged in the forms of endo-

education typical of agrarian societies.

To see this, suppose that uncertainty takes the form of the

occurrence of either a status quo state, in which the individ-

ual continues his current livelihood with income y, or a bad

state, in which there is no demand for the individual’s par-

ticular line of work, and he thus must pursue some other

livelihood in which he receives y(1− s) where s is a measure

of the degree to which his skills are specific to the initial
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livelihood. Suppose the status quo occurs with probability

p > ½. The individual’s expected income is:

EðyÞ ¼ py þ ð1 −pÞyð1 −sÞð1Þ

and the variance of his realized income is p(1 − p)(ys)2.

The structural and technical dynamism of capitalism argu-

ably lowered the probability of the status quo persisting,

increasing the chance of an unpleasant surprise. But exo-

education also lowered s, the specificity of a worker’s skill

set. Because of cultural homogenization coupled with the

spread of mass exo-education, investments in human capital

became more general and (in bad states) more easily deployed

in alternative uses. In the process of creative destruction, suc-

cessful creation was now greatly remunerated while, at the

same time, the costs of destruction and failure were substan-

tially decreased by the increased reversibility and liquidity of

human skills.

If, as Gellner says, the emergence of mobility and markets

required some minimum degree of cultural homogenization,

their development also implied a dramatic further increase in

cultural homogenization that, in most cases, caused a deep-

ening of the feelings of national solidarity. Cultural homoge-

nization and solidarity within large, well-defined territories

are, thus, two complementary aspects of nationalism. At the

same time, they are also substitutes, in the sense that they can

act as alternative insurance devices against the risk associ-

ated with the specialization of skills in a volatile market

society (D’Antoni and Pagano 2002).

While the nation state originated this self-reinforcing proc-

ess, it could hardly be contained forever within the bounda-

ries of nation states. Some nation states developed a sense of

a “global mission” and started doing to other languages and

traditions what the nation state had done to the diverse cul-

tures and dialects within its boundaries. Included are Britain

with its Commonwealth, the Russian Empire in its last
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manifestation as the Soviet Union, and theUSwith its federal

system, its frontier, its ethnic melting-pot, and its global

ambitions.

In many cases, nation states – especially the non-English-

speaking ones – now find themselves in opposition to the

further advancement of the very process of cultural homoge-

nization that a century earlier had been their main task and,

perhaps, the fundamental reason for their existence. The

former cultural standardizers of the Age of Nationalism

have become the victims of standardization on an even

grander scale, a historical nemesis that threatens the survival

of their own traditions. The energetic defense of the French

language – once the lingua franca of elites as far east as St.

Petersburg – and the ongoing battles within the World Trade

Organization about national subsidization of cultural pro-

duction reflect this development.

Cosmopolitans and provincials

But the emerging global world order marks a new age, as

different from the nationalisms with which it now contends

as it is from the ancient empires with which it is inevitably

compared.

It is different from the empires that had in the past politi-

cally unified large areas of Europe, Northern India, and China.

The Roman Empire of antiquity and, after that, the Holy

RomanEmpire never posed a comparable challenge to cultural

diversity. The universal culture and the lingua franca

remained the distinctive mark of the ruling classes. The same

could be said with only slightly less force of the Mughal and

Ottoman empires. In the ancient empires, a modicum of polit-

ical unity was accomplished in the absence of cultural unity.

Globalization appears likely to do the opposite.

Modern globalization spreads global culture well beyond a

ruling minority. But while the economic integration and

cultural standardization accomplished by globalization may
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favor greater political integration, the very modest degree of

global political unity today is mainly based on the domi-

nance of the US, on local processes of political integration

such as the European Community, and on the limited gover-

nance of some international institutions.

In addition to its lack of well-defined boundaries, the

nature of modern globalism is also fundamentally different

from nationalism. The political unity of the nation statemade

possible a distinctive method of risk reduction: cultural

homogenization and social protection combined to reduce

the risks associated with the market economy. Tax and trans-

fer policies that redistributed income from the lucky to the

unlucky decreased the costs of risk exposure, while those

workers who had acquired job-specific skills were buffered

from the vagaries of the labor market by employment safe-

guards and unemployment insurance. The willingness of the

lucky to pay to insure the unlucky even after the dice had

been rolled was enhanced by the feeling that “it could have

been me,” itself a product of cultural homogenization.

Modern globalism not only lacks the international institu-

tions allowing social protection on aworld scale, it alsomakes

the traditional forms of social protection offered by the nation

state increasingly problematic. As we saw in the previous

chapter, increased mobility of capital and other factors of

production owned by the relatively well-off have provided a

rationale for shifting taxation away from these factors, thus

raising the cost of policies designed to redistribute income

within the nation state. More competitive goods markets,

along with greater mobility of capital and professional labor,

have also reduced the scope for trade union bargaining (Choi

2004) and, in some countries, weakened job protection.

Moreover, cultural standardization – the other instrument by

which national economies have traditionally insured their

citizens against the risks of market mobility – is very limited

in the internationally integrated economy. Access to the dom-

inant cultural standard – English fluency – is much more
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unequally distributed on aworld scale than the national equiv-

alents within national boundaries – fluency in the national

language. The result is a division between those who have

inherited or acquired mobile intellectual assets that are easily

redeployed throughout the global economy – the cosmopoli-

tans – and those that have skills that are less mobile and more

specific to the national economy – the provincials. The distinc-
tion, roughly, is that between the skills typical of people work-

ing in Silicon Valley and Detroit, or between Bangalore and

Kanpur.

Cosmopolitans – even those with modest incomes – may

prefer to replace social protection with cultural standard-

ization as their preferred form of insurance, withdrawing

where possible from the mutual insurance system that

characterizes nation states. Like financial capital, these

workers may become difficult to tax. Their relatively easy

exit from a national system of mutual insurance makes it

even more difficult to finance the traditional forms of social

protection supplied by the nation state and worsens the

situation of those workers who lack access to the global

cultural standard.

The partial cultural standardization associatedwithmodern

globalism may thus create a worldwide cosmopolitan elite

communicating among themselves in a new Latin that cannot

be used as a working language by the vast majority of the

populations among whom they live. The result would be an

information-age equivalent to the old agrarian societies

studied by Gellner, presided over by an elite whose high

culture unites them around the globe as it separates them

from the rest of their own societies,which are in turn separated

one from another by the persistence of linguistic and cultural

divisions. The fact that many workers of modest incomes will

count themselves among the cosmopolitans differentiates

modern globalism from the ancient agrarian societies and

empires. But, as we will see, this may also exacerbate the

challenge facing the nationally based welfare state.
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The politics of insurance

To show this, I will model the social insurance preferences of

a citizenry of risk-averse individuals. I am here following the

work of Sinn (1995) and Domar and Musgrave (1944), who

modeled the welfare state as a process of redistribution from

the lucky to the unlucky, rather than from the rich to the poor.

My model is based on the ideas in D’Antoni and Pagano

(2002). Preferences among citizens are identical and are

entirely self-regarding, but due to differences in the nature

of their income-earning assets, they differ in expected

income and risk exposure. Like those in the credit market

model of Chapter 2, the richer citizens are less risk-averse

than the poor, that is, citizens are decreasingly risk-averse.

Suppose the income y of an individual with a given set of

assets varies in response to stochastic shocks according to:

y ¼ zσþ gð2Þ

where g is expected income and z is a random variable with

mean zero and unit standard deviation. Thus, σ is the stand-

ard deviation of income, a measure of risk. Then we write the

individual’s utility function as:

v ¼ vðg; σÞð3Þ

With suitable restrictions on its partial derivatives, this func-

tion expresses the individual’s positive valuation of higher

levels of expected income (expected income is a good: vg > 0)

and negative valuation of more uncertain income (risk is a

“bad”: vσ < 0).

The indifference loci representing an individual with

decreasing risk aversion appear in Figure 4.1. Recall (from

Chapter 2) that they are increasing and convex in σ, flat at the
vertical intercept (vσ = 0 for σ = 0), become flatter for increasing

gwhen σ > 0, and become steeper for increasing σ, and that the
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slope of an indifference locus, (−vσ/vg,) ≡ η(g,σ), is themarginal

rate of substitution between risk and expected income. Thus,

η(g,σ) is a measure of the level of risk aversion experienced by

an individual faced with a given level of expected income (g)

and risk (σ). It is clear that this measure of risk aversion is

increasing in the level of risk exposure (movements to the

right in Figure 4.1) and decreasing in the level of expected

income (movements upwards in Figure 4.1). Figure 4.1 also

indicates the (σ,g) pairs associatedwith four classes of citizens

demarcated by their income levels and risk exposure.

Now suppose the citizens “buy” some risk reduction at

the cost of a reduced expected income. They do this by
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Figure 4.1 Indifference loci of a decreasingly risk-averse

citizenry with a taxonomy of citizens according to their assets

and associated expected income and risk exposure. Provincials

are more risk-exposed and hence more risk-averse than

cosmopolitans with similar income because their assets are

specific to particular occupations and industries.
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collectively agreeing to tax themselves at a rate t, paying

to each citizen an equal share of the proceeds of the tax,

tyo(1−w), where yo is mean income and w (think “waste”) is
the proportional loss in distributed benefits due to adminis-

tration, deadweight losses, capital flight, or other costs of

operating the system. The citizen’s post-tax and transfer-

expected income is now:

gt ¼ gð1−tÞ þ tyo 1−wð Þð4Þ
and its standard deviation is σ(1− t).

The tax is a form of insurance because it reduces not only

expected income, but also the standard deviation of income.

The effect on expected income (differentiating [4] with

respect to t) is −(g − yo(1−w)), and the effect of variations in

t on the standard deviation of income is −σ. Thus, for σ> 0 this

“insurance technology” implies a “price of insurance,” ρ. We

can express this as a cost–benefit ratio, namely the ratio of the

marginal loss in expected income associatedwith an increase

in the tax (the cost: g − yo(1 − w)) to the marginal reduction in

risk exposure associated with an increase in the tax (the

benefit, which is just σ itself). This ratio of the two effects of

varying tmay be termed themarginal rate of transformation of

expected income into risk reduction:

ρ ¼ ðg−yoð1−wÞÞ=σð5Þ

If she could unilaterally determine the tax rate, the citizen

whose expected income is less than yo(1−w) could “purchase”

insurance at negative cost (i.e. ρ < 0), benefitting from both the

risk reduction and the fact that her transfer will exceed her tax

payment. Equation (5) shows that the price of insurance is

increasing in expected income and declining in risk exposure,

as one would expect.

What tax and transfer levelwould citizens prefer, if theywere

in a position to determine t? A citizen with g > yo(1 −w) would

maximize her expected after-tax-and-transfer utility, namely

vt = v(gt(t), σt(t)), by selecting the value of t that equates the
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price of insurance (the marginal rate of transformation of

expected income into risk reduction) to the marginal rate of

substitution between risk and expected income, i.e. ρ = η. In
Figure 4.2 this optimum is point a for a person whose assets

placed her at a0.
A person whose assets placed him at point f, better off than

at point a0 and no more risk-exposed, would prefer a tax rate

of zero. (If he could, he would happily run the tax system in

reverse, setting t<0, andwith all citizens paying a given lump

sum in return for a linear subsidy of his earnings, but I will

not consider this case.) Thus, it seems we can divide the

citizenry into two classes: those whose asset position yields

a positive optimal tax rate, and those who would prefer no

social insurance. Here is how that is done.
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Figure 4.2 A citizen’s optimal level of insurance

The person with assets which the absence of insurance would

yield the outcome at a0 prefers to purchase insurance at the price

indicated by the slope of the “insurance technology” locus tt, as a

result attaining point a and increasing her utility from v0 0 to v0.
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We know that an individual with no risk exposure (σ = 0)

and g = yo(1 − w) will be indifferent to the choice of t, for it

will affect neither his risk exposure nor his expected income.

Now consider a person for whom g exceeds yo(1 − w) by a

small amount. If the person is not risk-exposed, he will

oppose social insurance; but there will be some level of risk

exposure that will make him indifferent between no tax and a

positive tax rate, namely that for which ρ = η. The (g,σ) pairs
for which ρ = η form the zero-tax locus in Figure 4.3. Those

whose assets place them above the zero-tax locus will oppose
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Figure 4.3 Social insurance and the zero-tax locus

Shown are the citizen’s indifference loci and two light dashed

lines indicating the available insurance technology with slopes

equal to the marginal rate of transformation of reduced expected

income into reduced risk. Where these are tangent to the

indifference locus, the citizen favors a zero tax rate. Individuals

whose assets place them at points a or b favor zero social

insurance. The zero-tax locus – the curved dashed line – is the

locus of all such points. Thus, those above the zero-tax locus

oppose social insurance; those below it support it.
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social insurance, while those below it will support some

level of taxation. Not surprisingly the zero-tax locus is

upward-sloping: Higher expected income and less risk expo-

sure make social insurance less of a bargain.

This view of voter preferences coupled with the earlier

observation that a person with job-specific skills is more

risk-exposed receives support from a study by Iversen and

Soskice (2001). They estimated the relationship between

support for redistributive measures and the degree of specif-

icity of an individual’s skills in two social survey data sets in

11 advanced democracies in the late 1990s. Conditioned

on other influences on political preferences (income, sex,

employment status, party affiliation, and age) the degree of

skill specificity (being located farther to the right in Figure 4.3)

is a highly significant determinant of support for redistributive

policies, equal in effect size to income (that is a standard devia-

tion difference in skill specificity is associatedwith a difference

in redistributive preferences that is equivalent in size to a stand-

ard deviation difference in income).

Globalism vs. the welfare state?

We can now consider three effects of globalism. First, the

costs of redistribution may increase. In my model this is

just an increase inw, which (from [5]) has the effect of raising

the price of insurance, increasing the slope of the tt locus in

Figure 4.2, and thereby shifting the zero-tax locus down-

wards. As a result, more citizens are included in the con

rather than the pro classes. Second, if economic integration

raises incomes (as one may expect it to do on average), it will

move citizens upwards in Figure 4.3, leading to reduced

support for the welfare state.

Third, globalism may alter the distribution of citizens in

(g,σ) space. Rodrik (1998), Garrett (1998), and others have

suggested that openness may increase support for the welfare

state by increasing risk exposure (shifting voters to the right
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in Figure 4.3). These effects appear to have been at work in a

number of countries, including those Nordic nations that

pioneered the institutions we now call the welfare state

(Moene and Wallerstein 1995a).

While I believe these effects to be operative in many cases,

I have above stressed another possible shift in the distribu-

tion of citizens: the emergence of a large class of cosmopol-

itans, including many with middling incomes. To dramatize

the importance of this shift (through a bit of exaggeration),

consider a “prototype nineteenth-century economy.” It is

composed of what Alchian and Demsetz (1972) called

“classical capitalist firms” whose single owner hires (in a

daily spot market) workers with few firm-specific skills

(what Marx termed abstract labor). An owner of tangible

assets in such a firm is highly risk-exposed, as there is a

substantial loss in the value of an asset once it is installed –
in the modern economy, typically well over half of the initial

cost (Asplund 2000). By contrast, the workers’ job assets –
abstract labor – make them much less risk-exposed. In this

world, the owners would be classed among the high-income

provincials in Figure 4.1, while the workers would be the

low-income cosmopolitans: The distribution of citizens

would lie in the “north-east” and “south-west” quadrants.

Of course, most workers’ expected incomes would be such

that g < yo(1−w), so most workers and all but the very rich

owners would support the welfare state.

This economy is imaginary, but the contrast between it

and what may be the emerging global order is striking.

Workers now receive substantial job rents, that is, pay

above their next-best alternative. These are the result either

of workers’ firm-specific skills or of the widespread use by

employers of contingent renewal strategies of labor disci-

pline that result in equilibrium wages in excess of workers’

reservation wages (described in Bowles, 2004). And while

industrial assets are still highly specific, many of the assets

used in the sales and service sectors of the economy
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(far larger thanmanufacturing inmost advanced economies)

are quite general (buildings and computers, for example).

Moreover, in contrast to the fictive classical capitalist firm,

ownership of these assets is highly diversified. Both diver-

sification and the more general nature of these assets have

the effect of greatly reducing risk exposure. Additionally,

there is now a large class of salaried employees whose high

level of general skills, including their access to the global

cultural standard, greatly reduces their risk exposure. These

are the new cosmopolitans.

Figure 4.4 illustrates these shifts. The inner dashed contour

indicates a greater density of citizens, and the increasingly

“north-west, south-east” array of citizens suggests a new

dimension of support and opposition for social insurance,

namely the degree of access to the global cultural standard.
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Figure 4.4 Changing distribution of citizens and zero-tax locus

under the influence of globalization

The dashed contours give the distribution of voters. The dashed

zero-tax locus shows the effect of the increased price of insurance

and increased cost of redistribution, w.
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One cannot rule out a “twin peaks” distribution emerging,

with a concentration of well-to-do cosmopolitans and less

well-off provincials divided by a ravine of cultural disparity

and divergent economic opportunity. To avoid unnecessary

simplification, I have deliberately not specified how the

national tax rate will be selected, so one cannot predict

the effect of this “twin peaks” scenario, should it evolve,

on the amount of support for social insurance in general.

Globalization and institutional convergence

I said that there are three effects of globalization in this

model: increased costs of insurance, higher income, and a

redistribution of citizens in (g,σ) space. But there is a fourth:

The process of economic integration is also one of special-

ization, the effect of which is that countrieswill becomemore

distinct in the kinds of skills and other assets that their

product mix requires. Suppose there are two goods, grain

and plows, and that in the absence of international exchange

each of two countries would employ equal numbers of

worker-citizens producing the two goods. The demand for

plows, as an investment good, is highly volatile (it is propor-

tional to the change in the level of demand for grain), while

the demand for grain, a consumption good, is less volatile,

depending on the level of income and population. Because of

these differences in risk exposure, within each country those

employed producing plows (except for the very well-paid

among them) will be supporters of insurance, while, except

for the poorest, those growing grain will oppose it.

Following economic integration, however, differential

comparative advantage means that one country specializes

in plow production and the other in grain production. As a

result, the voters in Plowland are now almost uniformly sup-

porters of social insurance (unless the gains from trade have

made them sufficiently rich), while the citizens of Grainia are

equally opposed (unless, of course, openness has sufficiently
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increased risk exposure in Grainia to offset the reduction in

risk associated with specialization in the less volatile good).

The result is that economic integration may lead to greater

institutional diversity rather than, as is sometimes predicted,

and as Keynes feared, institutional homogenization.

Only slightly less transparent is the case where sectors differ

in the importance of specific skills, and integration leads to

some countries specializing in producing general-skill goods

and others in specific-skill goods. This view is advanced by

Hall and Soskice (2001:38): “national institutional frameworks

provide nations with comparative advantage. In the presence

of trade, these advantages should give rise to . . . special-

ization.” In turn, according to Hall and Soskice, specialization

in those goods for which a country has a comparative advant-

age is likely to support institutional divergence.

In these cases, the specialization associated with integra-

tion may enhance the diversity of “technology-institutional

equilibria” (Pagano 1993). Hall and Soskice have interpreted

the differing social policies of the US and Germany in this

light, the German product mix requiring high levels of spe-

cific skills, the protection of which through generous unem-

ployment benefits and other forms of job protection is

supported by large majorities of the electorate. The presence

of these social protection policies in turn allows these spe-

cific skill-intensive industries to attract labor and remain

viable in international competition.

The presumption that globalism induces institutional con-

vergence is based on a simple, but wrong model in which

global competition is represented as a kind of selection pres-

sure operating to force the elimination of inferior designs. But

geography and history combine to make specialization

advantageous, and given that some institutions are better

able to co-ordinate the production of some goods, while

other institutions do better for other goods, the increase in

selection pressure may produce divergence rather than con-

vergence (Pagano 2001).
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With Marianna Belloc I have extended this reasoning by

noting that pre-existing cultural and institutional differences

may be a source of differential comparative advantage and

specialization even among countries that are identical with

respect to factor endowments (geography) and technology

(Belloc and Bowles 2012). Where both cultures (the distribu-

tion of preferences in the population) and institutions (the

distribution of distinct types of contract) co-evolve endoge-

nously by a decentralized process of individual updating we

show that multiple cultural-institutional equilibria exist and

that even if one of these is strictly inferior to the other (amove

to the other would benefit both workers and employers),

trade liberalization does not induce convergence. In fact,

trade between the two economies makes convergence less

likely because it allows the country at the inferior cultural-

institutional equilibrium to specialize in the product that it is

“least bad” at producing.

This model, along with Pagano’s technology-institutional

equilibrium model, resonates with historical data. It was

economic integration – not autarky – that induced the diver-

gence in institutional structure between the sugar-growing

islands of the Caribbean on the one hand and those econo-

mies of Central America, such as Costa Rica, whose geogra-

phy is ill-suited to plantation crops. Another example is the

importance of family-owned firms in the Italian economy,

which distinguishes it from most of its competitors, and is

explained by the fact that, due to economic integration, Italy

increasingly specializes in those goods for which this form of

governance is effective. And we have already seen that it was

the very openness of the small Nordic nations that pushed

them to diverge from the institutional structures of capitalist

nations and to develop their particular brand of welfare state

after the Second World War.

John Maynard Keynes (in the quotation opening the pre-

vious chapter) warned that a global laissez-faire regime

would place nations in a straitjacket of policy convergence.
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And to the extent that some policies of social insurance are

simply inferior designs, while other nations’ lack of social

insurance are also simply flawed designs, globalism will

increase the pressures for policy convergence. But one can-

not say if these forces will be offset by the persistence and

even divergence of distinct institutional arrangements asso-

ciated with high levels of specialization.

Optimal specialization?

Investment in general rather than industry- or occupation-

specific skills and assets is a means of reducing risk exposure,

and thus may be a substitute for the kinds of social insurance

modeled above. What could be termed a cosmopolitan risk-

reduction strategymay become increasingly attractive in those

countries in which economic integration creates pressures to

reduce the scope of social insurance and job protection. But,

unless emigration is a feasible option, even those with general

assets are vulnerable in an economy specialized in the produc-

tion of a limited range of goods. This is because the protection

against adverse price shocks offered by general assets takes the

form of an ability to redeploy these skills in other industries or

occupations for which the relevant prices are substantially

uncorrelated. The shock-induced relocation of inputs from

one industry to another will generate adverse price effects,

even when the assets being relocated are entirely general. But

in an economy with a diverse “portfolio” of industries and

occupations, these effectswill be small as long as the adversely

affected sectors are small relative to the size of the economy as

a whole.

The existence of such a diverse “portfolio” of industries and

occupations is, however, a public good in the sense that it

provides general risk-reduction benefits that are not accounted

for in the individual’s utility- or profit-maximizing choices

concerning occupational or sectoral location. For this reason

economies guided entirely by private incentives will tend to
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overspecialize. And in response to the associated risk expo-

sure, individuals will resist investing in job-specific skills,

effectively over-generalizing their human portfolio compared

with what would have been utility-maximizing in the absence

of economy-wide over-specialization. Global economic inte-

gration will exacerbate this market failure if it increases risk

exposure and reduces the scope of substitute forms of risk

reduction such as social insurance.

Cultural diversity and egalitarian redistribution

Similar reasoning can be extended beyond the specificity of

job skills to study linguistic and ethnic diversity, aspects of

a nation’s culture usually thought to undermine support for

redistributive policies. Massimo D’Antoni and Ugo Pagano

advanced the idea that, like job-specific skills, cultural

diversity within a nation inhibits geographical, occupa-

tional, and other forms of mobility when economic adver-

sity requires a job change or relocation, thereby exposing

citizens to greater economic risks and inducing them to

demand more adequate levels of economic insurance from

the state (D’Antoni and Pagano 2002). The idea is simple.

Consider an individual with a given set of skills and no

other sources of income. Suppose the individual speaks a

language shared by relatively few individuals and is con-

sidering learning some commonly spoken language. Think

of a Danish worker contemplating taking English or German

courses. Learning a lingua franca is costly, but, by providing

access to otherwise inaccessible labor markets in which

one’s skills may be in demand, it reduces the expected

cost of losing one’s job (supposing that job loss is the risk

to which the citizen is exposed).

We can compare learning the lingua franca to an alternative

insurance mechanism, namely a policy of redistribution, tak-

ing the basic income grant introduced in the last chapter as an

example. The basic income grant (BIG) provides a fixed
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income (the grant) at the cost of paying taxes that are levied

on a risk-exposed income stream. Thus, it substitutes a fixed

transfer for a variable flow of income. Because the degree of

risk aversion varies with the level of risk exposure and the

BIG limits risk exposure, the provision of a BIG reduces

the citizen’s risk aversion and hence limits her demand for

the implicit insurance provided by a lingua franca. For analo-

gous reasons it is also true that policies promoting learning

the lingua franca (requiring that it be taught in school, for

example) will reduce the demand for social insurance. Not

surprisingly, then, the BIG and the lingua franca are what

economists call substitutes –more of one reduces the value of

the other. Or to put it more positively, linguistic diversity and

economic security are complements: Each enhances the citi-

zens’ benefits of having more of the other.

Suppose the individual has two choices. Unlike the citi-

zens considered thus far (whowere simply assumed to have a

skill set that was more or less job-specific), she may select a

degree of specialization in her training. For example, she

might study a specific physical therapy technique, for exam-

ple, rather than liberal arts; the latter would give her a lower

expected income (net of the costs of education), but greater

occupational flexibility and hence less risk exposure. Her

second choice is how much to invest in learning the lingua

franca.

Suppose (as in Chapter 2) that in the absence of the BIG and

any investment in the lingua franca, an individual’s realized

income, y, is her expected income g plus deviations from

expected income that cannot be predicted in advance where

σ is the standard deviation of income, a measure of risk.

States among which the individual must choose differ in

the degree of risk to which the individual is exposed, σ.
The risk-reduction effects of the BIG are readily studied

in this framework, as they result in a leftward shift in the

risk-return function due to the fact that the basic income is

not risk-exposed, and it is funded by taxes that reduce the
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risk-exposed income stream, thereby substituting a certain

income for the tax portion of the uncertain income. In

Figure 4.5 I show a horizontal displacement of the g func-

tion indicating that the BIG is a pure risk-reduction inter-

vention without income-reducing effects that might be

associated with other conditional risk-reduction policies.

(I have shown in Bowles 1992 that a substantial BIG can be

introduced without adversely affecting incentives to work

and invest.)

In the figure, the pre- and post-BIG risk choices and

expected incomes are indicated by superscripts o and b

respectively and by points a and b respectively. Point c,

resulting from an unchanged level of risk-taking after the

introduction of the BIG, cannot be a utility maximum

because the indifference locus at c must be flatter than at

a, while the slope of the g function is unchanged (so the

tangency required for a maximum must be at some higher
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Figure 4.5 The BIG reduces risk exposure and induces greater

risk-taking, resulting in an increase in expected income
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level of risk-taking). The increase in the level of risk-taking

is due to both the citizen’s lesser level of risk exposure and

(given that risk aversion is decreasing in expected income)

her higher level of expected income at point b. This is just

another way of affirming the main idea in Evsy Domar and

Richard Musgrave’s 1944 paper: Income redistribution may

induce greater risk-taking by citizens (Domar andMusgrave

1944).

It is worth noting that if the BIG were a “leaky bucket,” so

that the taxes collected greatly exceeded the grants made due

to administrative or other costs, it could reduce expected

income for any given level of risk choice. This would shift

the g function down as well as to the left). As a consequence

the above result might not hold, as the reduced expected

income would enhance risk aversion and could offset the

effects of reduced risk exposure.

To determine the effect of learning a lingua franca (for the

moment in the absence of the BIG) we imagine that one can

incur costs to learn various amounts of the lingua franca, and

that learning more is associated with greater risk reduction,

as it makes one’s skills more valuable in a wider range of

alternative labor markets. Thus, we posit a cultural risk-

reduction technology that for a cost of fλ reduces risk expo-

sure by an amount λ. (The details of the model are in the

appendix to this chapter – see pp. 166–7.)

In Figure 4.6 the individual could select point a as before,

but if it costs f to reduce risk exposure, then, as long as this

cost is less than the degree of risk aversion (the slope of the

indifference locus), the citizen would do better to learn some

of the lingua franca, choosing point a but then trading off

some expected income for reduced risk exposure. But the

citizen could do even better by adopting a higher level of

risk (σL) and learning even more of the lingua franca. This is

shown in the figure by point x (the citizen’s choice of risk and

expected income) and point L (for Language, the citizen’s

experienced level of risk exposure and reduced expected
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income net of the costs of language study). Here the citizen’s

optimum is given by equating the marginal rate of transfor-

mation of increased risk into increased expected income (g0),
with the marginal rate of transformation of reduced expected

income (the language tuition) into reduced risk in the cul-

tural insurance technology (which is just f ). The expected

income net of the language costs need not increase; the con-

trast with the BIG case arises because language training is

costly (it uses up resources that have alternative productive

uses) while the BIG is not (because its grants are transfers of

claims on resources, not expenditures of resources).

It is now clear why the lingua franca and the BIG are

substitutes: What they both accomplish – risk reduction – is

subject to diminishing returns, so that more of one reduces

themarginal value of the other.Would a sufficiently large BIG

entirely eliminate the citizen’s motivation to learn the lingua

franca?
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Figure 4.6 Learning the lingua franca reduces the experienced

risk level and induces a higher choice of risk
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We just saw that the individual would choose to learn the

lingua franca in the absence of the BIG, andwe reproduce this

result at point a in Figure 4.7, where, because f is less than the

degree of risk aversion, the individual could benefit by learn-

ing the lingua franca. But is this also true if the BIG is intro-

duced? It need not be. In the figure I show the level of the BIG

such that, given the resulting risk exposure of the citizen

(point b), there would be no benefit to learning the lingua

franca. A smaller BIG would reduce the optimal acquisition

of the lingua franca, but not eliminate it.

Not surprisingly, the converse is also true: The availability

of a cultural risk-reduction technology – learning the lingua
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Figure 4.7 The BIG reduces and may eliminate the incentive to

learn the lingua franca

At point a the upward-sloping line gives the individual’s cultural

risk-reduction technology (with slope f ) and shows that acquiring

the lingua franca would be optimal (as explained with respect

to Figure 4.6). The reduced level of risk exposure and higher

expected income of the citizen at the post-BIG outcome (point b)

makes the citizen indifferent to learning the lingua franca.
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franca in our model – that is sufficiently effective (f is suffi-

ciently small) will reduce the demand for a BIG. This can be

seen in Figure 4.7, where the demand for the risk reduction

associated with the BIG is just the degree of risk aversion. At

point a this is considerable, indicating that the citizen would

be willing to incur a substantial expected income loss in

order to reduce risk exposure. Even though acquiring some

of the lingua franca induces the citizen to incur more risk, the

resulting degree of risk exposure is reduced, and the citizen’s

willingness to pay (in expected income losses) for a reduction

in risk is reduced (the slope of the indifference locus at L is

less than at a).

Learning the lingua franca in this model is just a metaphor

for any costly activity that reduces an individual’s risk expo-

sure by making her income-earning assets less vulnerable to

culturally local shocks. Cultivating culturally diverse net-

work ties could play a similar role. The example returns us

to the many reasons (put aside at the outset), other than risk

reduction, that an individual might want to invest in less

culturally specific skills. It also reminds us that those who

invest in eithermore universal skills or skills specific to some

other culture provide important benefits to their fellow citi-

zens and non-citizens alike. Thus, one cannot infer from the

analysis here that we should count the reduced demand for

learning the lingua franca and the possible contribution that

this makes to cultural diversity as a reason to support the BIG

(and similar risk-reducing public policies).

But the reasoning does provide a counter to thewidespread

and empirically founded concern that ethnic, linguistic, reli-

gious, and other differences among citizens might reduce

support for public policies that redistribute income and eco-

nomic opportunities to a society’s less fortunate members.

We have here an example of the opposite. It is cultural uni-

fication – learning the lingua franca – that undermines sup-

port for egalitarian redistribution; cultural diversity provides

citizens with a reason to support the BIG.
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Conclusion

If I am correct, understanding the impact of cultural and eco-

nomic globalism on national policies for redistribution and

social insurance would be advanced by greater attention to

the degree of specificity of the assets held by people and to

the possible emergence of a large class of cosmopolitans who

have little interest in traditional social insurance policies and

who feel (at best) weak solidarity with co-resident provincials.

It would be valuable to know, as an empirical matter, if among

people with similar incomes those with more general educa-

tion tend to oppose social insurance. Equally important is the

possible divergence of national institutional trajectories as a

consequence of more advanced levels of specialization made

possible by global integration. Are there empirical cases in

which divergence in social insurance policies can be plausibly

linked to divergent patterns of specialization following eco-

nomic integration?

The models also suggest some interesting puzzles. Why, for

example, do the children of the relatively well-off tend to be

cosmopolitans, while the children of the less well-off tend to

be the provincials? Given the greater risk aversion of the latter

group (parents and children alike), one might have expected

the reverse, namely, that the children of workers should study

liberal arts, while the children of their employers could take a

chance on some specific engineering degree. Of course inmost

countries, the education experienced by the two groups does

differ, but not in this way: The children of the well-to-do

typically follow a classical liberal arts education including

languages, while others tend to acquire specific occupational

skills. Because there is a substantial element of choice

involved in implementing this difference, the puzzle remains.

Are the general skills of the cosmopolitans complementary

with wealth, so that the asset-poor benefit less from learning

English, or programming skills, or Homer, for example, than

the children of the well-to-do?
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One cannot answer these questions using models – like the
one presented here – in which the politics of redistribution is

based on self-interested preferences among citizens differ-

entiated only by the kinds of asset they hold. Citizens are

ethical as well as self-interested, and they care about the

well-being of others. Taking account of this is an essential

part of the new economics of inequality and redistribution

and the subject of the next chapter.
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5

Reciprocity, altruism, and the
politics of redistribution

The modern welfare state is a remarkable human achieve-

ment. In Europe and North America, a substantial fraction of

total income is regularly transferred from the better-off to the

less well-off, and the governments that preside over these

transfers are regularly endorsed by publics (Atkinson 1999).

The modern welfare state is thus the most significant case in

human history of a voluntary egalitarian redistribution of

income among total strangers. What accounts for its popular

support?

A compelling case can be made that people support the

welfare state because they think it is the right thing to do. It

conforms to a behavioral schema which we call strong reci-

procity. Strong reciprocity is a propensity to co-operate and

share with others similarly disposed, even at personal cost,

and a willingness to punish those who violate co-operative

and other social norms, even when punishing is personally

costly and cannot be expected to result in net personal gains

in the future. Strong reciprocity goes beyond self-interested

forms of co-operation, which include acting tit-for-tat and

what biologists call reciprocal altruism (Trivers 1971),

which is really just self-interest with a long time horizon.

Genuine altruism, in the standard biological sense of the

This chapter is based on joint work with Christina Fong and Herbert Gintis
(Fong, Bowles, and Gintis, 2005).
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term, is what motivates actors to help others in situations

where the actor would increase her payoffs by not helping

(Kerr, Godfrey-Smith, and Feldman 2004).

Economists have, for the most part, deployed an empiri-

cally implausible theory of self-regarding human motivation

to explain who votes for redistribution. The most widely

accepted model of the demand for redistribution in econom-

ics is based on the median voter model, which holds that

each voter desires a personal wealth-maximizing level of

redistribution. Under appropriate assumptions, it follows

that the redistribution implemented by a government elected

under a majority-rule system is that which maximizes the

personal wealth of the median-income voter. Because the

distribution of wealth is generally skewed to the right (there

are a few very rich individuals), the median voter is poorer

than the mean voter and will therefore benefit from a propor-

tional tax on wealth (or income), the proceeds of which are

redistributed toall citizens ina lump-sumequalpayment.Thus

the median voter demands a positive level of redistribution.

An important implication of this model is that demand for

redistribution is less among richer individuals (Roberts

1977). But personal income is a surprisingly poor predictor

of support for redistribution (Gilens 1999, Fong 2001). A large

fraction of the poor oppose income redistribution, and a large

fraction of the rich support it. Among respondents of a

nationally representative US survey who have annual house-

hold incomes of at least $150,000 and expect their lives to

improve in the next 5 years, 24 percent respond that the

government should redistribute wealth by heavy taxes on

the rich, and 67 percent respond that the “government in

Washington, DC should make every possible effort to

improve the social and economic position of the poor”

(Gallup 1998). Equally striking is the fact that among those

with annual family incomes of less than $10,000 who did not

expect to be better off in 5 years, 32 percent report that the

government should not redistribute wealth by heavy taxes on
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the rich, and 23 percent say that “the poor should help them-

selves rather than having the government make every possi-

ble effort to improve the . . . position of the poor.”

Thus, while income does explain some individual differen-

ces in redistributive attitudes, other motives appear to be at

work. Abundant evidence from across the social sciences –
much of it focusing on the US, with some similar findings

from other countries around the world – has shown that when

people blame the poor for their poverty, they support less

redistribution than when they believe that the poor are poor

through no fault of their own. That is, generosity towards the

poor is conditional on the belief that the poor work hard

(Williamson 1974, Heclo 1986, Farkas and Robinson 1996,

Gilens 1999, Miller 1999). For instance, in a 1972 sample of

white women in Boston, the perceived work ethic of the poor

was a far better predictor of support for aid to the poor than

one’s family income (Williamson 1974). Moffitt, Ribar, and

Wilhelm (1998) were among the first economists to report find-

ings on this relationship. They used the General Social Survey,

a large, nationally representative data set with observations in

nearly every year since 1972 to show that thosewhobelieve that

people get ahead by “lucky breaks or help from others” rather

than hardwork prefer more spending onwelfare. My co-author

in this research, Christina Fong (2001), used nationally repre-

sentative data from a 1998 Gallup Social Audit to show that the

effects of beliefs about the causes of high or low incomes on

demands for redistribution are surprisingly large and cannot be

explained by missing measures of self-interest. Alesina,

Glaeser, and Sacerdote (2001) have reported related findings

from the World Values Survey on the attitudes of Americans

and Europeans. Americans have much stronger beliefs that

poverty is caused by laziness; 60 percent of Americans say the

poor are lazy, compared with just 27 percent of Europeans.

My interpretation of these findings is that people are will-

ing to help the poor, but they withdraw support when

they perceive that the poor may cheat or not try hard enough
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to be self-sufficient and morally upstanding. Within

economics, this view is most similar to the taxpayer-

resentment view of the demand for redistribution modeled

by Besley and Coate (1992), and the effect of reciprocity on

redistributive public finance by Serge Kolm (1984).

Economists have raised convincing objections to the survey

evidence that seems to show that voters’ support for redistrib-

ution reflects moral or other regarding sentiments. It could be,

they point out, that people who think that effort plays a major

role in income generation are concerned about the incentive

effects of taxation and oppose redistribution for this reason

rather than because they doubt the “deservingness” of the

poor (Piketty 1995). But I doubt that concerns about incentive

costs fully explain attitudes towards redistribution. Were

incentive costs of taxation the problem, those who believe

that effort is important should support less government spend-

ing in general. Yet, as we show below, the belief that effort is

important to getting ahead in life is negatively correlated with

support for redistribution and positively correlated with sup-

port for military spending. If concerns about the incentive

effects of taxation were the reason for opposition to redistrib-

ution, these individuals should also oppose the taxes that fund

military expenditure. A quite different piece of evidence

against the incentive-concerns interpretation is that subjects

in a behavioral experiment on charitable giving to welfare

recipients (described below) gave significantly more money

when they were randomly paired with a welfare recipient

who said she would like to work than when randomly paired

with a welfare recipient who said she would not like to work

(Fong 2007). There were no disincentive costs in this experi-

ment, so some other interpretation is necessary.

This experimental result also addresses a second concern

that economists have raised about the survey data: People

who do not want to give to the poor for other reasons may say

that thepoor are lazy to justify their own selfishness. That is, the

causal arrow runs from a preference not to help the poor to a
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belief about why the poor are not richer. This view is entirely

consistent with the psychological theory of cognitive disso-

nance (Festinger 1957:602), but it cannot explainwhy randomly

assigned treatment conditions in the charity experiment just

described – pairing with a recipient predisposed to work or

not – had significant effects on giving to welfare recipients.

It also could be that people whose income varies a lot from

year to year come to believe that it is all a matter of luck,

rather than hard work, but they may also (as we have seen in

the previous chapter) vote for more redistribution simply as a

self-interested insurance measure. Thus, the correlation

between beliefs about the importance of luck vs. hard work

and support for redistribution may not be causal; it may be

the self-interest of the risk-exposed and risk-averse voter that

explains support for redistribution. Showing why this con-

cern is misplaced is a little more complicated; we will return

to it after having introduced more of the relevant data.

Thus,we think that voters’ concerns about the “undeserving

poor” is an important aspect of the politics of redistribution.

The concern is pronounced in the US, but is far from absent in

Europe. Figure 5.1 shows that in twelve European countries

those who say that poverty is caused by laziness are less

concerned about poverty than the rest of the respondents

by 0.42 of a standard deviation. In contrast, family income

has a very modest effect. The differences in concern about

poverty between the richest and poorest quartiles is less than

a quarter as great as the difference between those who think

that poverty is due to laziness and those who do not. The

respondent’s sex has a significant effect on concern about

poverty independently of income and the other regressors,

men being less concerned than women.

These results are extraordinarily robust: They do not depend

on the particular sample and specification that we present. In

all specifications, the effect of moving up to the next income

quartile is an order of magnitude smaller than the effect of

believing that poverty exists because the poor are lazy. When
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one of the questions making up our composite measure of

concern for the poor – asking whether or not the respondent

thought that the public authorities are doing enough for the

poor – was omitted, the effect of income was not even statisti-

cally significantly different from zero, regardless of whether

other demographic variables were included in the regression,
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Figure 5.1 Explaining concern about poverty: data from 12

European nations

The data are from a Eurobarometer survey conducted in 1989

(Reif and Melich 1993). See Appendix for more details of

measurement. Bars represent ordinary least squares coefficients

(value of the estimated coefficient is in parentheses) predicting

concern about poverty. The dependent variable is standardized

so that the estimated coefficient represents the effect of the

variable indicated on concern about poverty measured in

standard deviation units. The equation also includes: age and

country dummy variables. Significance levels are based on robust

standard errors that allow for clustered errors within countries.

This regression uses sample weights, although the results are not

sensitive to them. There are 8,239 observations, R2=0.161.

*** indicates significant at the 1% level.
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while the effect of beliefs that the poor are lazy remained

large and highly significant.

I do not doubt that self-regarding motives often underpin

apparently generous actions. Rather, we suggest that they do

not always do so. Understanding egalitarian politics today

requires a reconsideration of Homo economicus, the unremit-

tingly self-regarding actor of economic theory. However, it

would be a mistake to replace the textbook self-regarding

actor with an equally one-dimensional altruistic actor willing

to make unconditional, personally costly contributions to the

lesswell-off. Instead,we believe that strong reciprocity,which

involves conditional co-operation and punishment, better

explains the motivations behind support for the welfare state.

Aswewill see, all three of our personae –Homo economicus,

the strong reciprocator, and even the pure altruist – are repre-

sented in most groups of any size. For this reason, egalitarian

policy-making, no less than the grand projects of constitutional

design, risks irrelevance if it ignores the irreducible heterogene-

ity of humanmotivations.Theproblemof institutionaldesign is

not, as the classical economists thought, that uniformly self-

regarding individuals be induced to interact inways producing

desirable aggregate outcomes, but rather that a mix of motives –
self-regarding, reciprocal, and altruistic – interact in ways that

prevent the self-regarding from exploiting the generous and

hence unraveling co-operation when it is beneficial.

In the next section, I explain how individually costly but

socially beneficial traits such as strong reciprocity can evolve

in competition with self-regarding traits, when it might

be expected that they would be eliminated by Darwinian

competition.

The origins of strong reciprocity

Both historical and experimental evidence suggests that sup-

port for redistribution is often based on strong reciprocity
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motives. Consider first the historical evidence. In his Injustice:

The Social Bases of Obedience and Revolt, my former teacher

Barrington Moore sought to discern if there might be common

motivational bases – “general conceptions of unfair and unjust

behavior” (Moore 1978: 21) – for the moral outrage fueling

struggles for justice that have recurred throughout human his-

tory. He concludes from his wide-ranging investigation that:

There are grounds for suspecting that thewelter ofmoral codesmay

conceal a certain unity of original form . . . a general ground plan, a

conception of what social relationships ought to be. It is a concep-

tion that by no means excludes hierarchy and authority, where

exceptional qualities and defects can be the source of enormous

admiration and awe. At the same time, it is one where services and

favors, trust and affection, in the course of mutual exchanges, are

ideally expected to find some rough balancing out. (4–5, 509)

Moore termed the general ground plan he uncovered “the

concept of reciprocity – or better, mutual obligation, a term

that does not imply equality of burdens or obligations” (506).

In like manner, James Scott (1976) in his Moral Economy of

the Peasant analyzed agrarian revolts, identifying violations

of the “norm of reciprocity” as one of the essential triggers of

insurrectionary motivations.

The experimental evidence reported below, as well as cas-

ual observation of everyday life, ethnographic and paleo-

anthropological accounts of hunter-gatherer foraging bands

from the late Pleistocene to the present (e.g. Boehm 2000),

and historical narratives of collective struggles for democracy

and justice (e.g. Wood 2003) have combined to convince me

that strong reciprocity is a powerful and ubiquitous motive.

But it is often objected that we must be mistaken, because

natural selection would doom strong reciprocators and altru-

ists alike to extinction, for both would be willing to sacrifice

their fitness in order to help others.

Herbert Gintis and I have addressed this challenge in a

decade-long researchproject culminating in ourACo-operative
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Species: Human Reciprocity and Its Evolution (Bowles and

Gintis 2011). I will just sketch our findings here. Strong reci-

procity supports the adherence to norms within groups, and

some of these norms – requiring work towards common ends,

sharing, and monogamy, for example – are beneficial to most

groups. Where reciprocity motivates the individually costly

enforcement of these group-beneficial norms, strong reciprocity

may evolve because the strong reciprocator will be dispropor-

tionately likely to be in groups that have effective norm adher-

ence, and hence to enjoy the group benefits of these norms. By

contrast, where reciprocity motivates the individually costly

enforcement of norms that on average confer little benefit on

group members, or inflict group costs, reciprocity is unlikely

to evolve.

But our distant ancestors lived under conditions in which

the group-level co-operation that strong reciprocators sup-

ported was a key to survival, for it allowed effective hunting

of large animals, co-insurance among members of a band

engaged in highly risky strategies of provision, and, most

important, the successful defense against competing groups

in the warfare that was then a major cause of death of young

men and hence a keydeterminant of individual fitness (Bowles

2009). A key contributor to the evolutionary success of strong

reciprocity,we think,was the commonpractice of sharing food

with other members of one’s group and other practices that

resulted in what biologists term reproductive leveling, that is,

smoothing out within group differences in fitness, and thereby

attenuating the within-group fitness disadvantages which

altruists (both unconditional and conditional) by definition

suffered (Bowles 2006).

Strong reciprocity thus allows groups to engage in common

practices without the resort to costly and often ineffective

hierarchical authority, and thereby vastly increases the rep-

ertoire of social experiments capable of diffusing through

cultural and genetic competition. The relevant traits may be

transmitted genetically and proliferate under the influence of
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natural selection, or they may be transmitted culturally

through learning from elders and age mates and proliferate

because successful groups tend to absorb failing groups, or to

be emulated by them. Gintis and I think it likely that both

genetic and cultural transmission is involved. The 100,000-

plus years in which anatomically modern humans lived pri-

marily in foraging bands constitute a sufficiently long period,

and a favorable social and physical ecology, for the genetic

evolution of the combination of norm enforcement and shar-

ing that we term strong reciprocity.

Experimental evidence

Behavioral experiments with human subjects provide over-

whelming evidence against Homo economicus. Our first piece

of evidence comes from the commonly observed rejection of

substantial positive offers in ultimatum games. Experimental

protocols differ, but the general structure of the ultimatum

game is simple. Subjects are paired; one is the responder, the

other the proposer. The proposer is provisionally awarded an

amount (“the pie”) to be divided between proposer and res-

ponder. The proposer offers a certain portion of the pie to the

responder. If the responder accepts, the responder gets the

proposed portion, and the proposer keeps the rest. If the res-

ponder rejects the offer, both get nothing. You do not have to be

a game theorist to figure out that if you are the proposer, and

you are just a selfish payoff maximizer, and you know that the

respondent is just like you, then you should offer the respond-

ent one penny, or the smallest positive amount permitted,

knowing that it will be accepted (a penny beats nothing for a

payoff maximizer).

But in experiments conducted with students in the United

States, Slovakia, Japan, Israel, Slovenia, Germany, Russia,

Indonesia, and more than 30 other countries, the vast major-

ity of proposers offer between 40 percent and 50 percent

of the pie, and offers lower than 20 percent of the pie are
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often rejected (Fehr and Schmidt 1999). These results have

occurred in experiments with stakes as high as three months’

earnings (Cameron 1999). With a group of anthropologists

and economists I implemented ultimatum games in fifteen

small-scale societies of Africa, Asia, and Latin America, not

with students, but with hunter-gatherers, hand-tool farmers,

and herders. In these societies, too, Homo economicus made

an appearance, but was in aminority (Henrich, Boyd, Bowles

et al. 2004, Henrich, Boyd, Bowles et al. 2005). Subsequent

research with equally culturally diverse groups and with

different experimental games supports the same conclusion

(Herrmann, Thoni, and Gaechter 2008, Henrik, Ensminger,

and McElreath et al. 2010).

When the ultimatum game proposers are asked why they

offer more than 1 cent, proposers commonly say that they are

afraid that respondents will consider low offers unfair and

reject them as a way to punish their unwillingness to share.

When respondents reject offers, they give virtually the same

reasons for their actions. The proposers’ actions might be

explained by prudent self-interest, but the respondents’ can-

not. Because these behaviors occur in single-shot interac-

tions and on the last round of multi-round interactions,

they cannot be accounted for by the responder’s attempt to

modify subsequent behavior of the proposer. Punishment per

se is the most likely motive. As evidence for this interpreta-

tion, we note that the rejection of positive offers is substan-

tially less when the game is altered so that rejection does not

punish the proposer (Abbink, Bolton, Sadrieh, and Tang

1996). Moreover, offers generated by a computer rather than

another person are significantly less likely to be rejected

(Blount 1995), suggesting that those rejecting low offers at a

cost to themselves are reacting to violations of fairness norms

rather than simply rejecting disadvantageous offers.

Punishment is triggered by responders’ beliefs about the

intentions of the proposer. This is shown clearly in an ulti-

matum game experiment in which the proposer has been
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provisionally given a $10 pie and has only two choices:

either offer 2 (and hence keep 8) or make an alternative

offer that varies across treatments in a way that allows

the experimenters to test the effects of reciprocity and

inequality-aversion on rejection rates (Falk, Fehr, and

Fischbacher 2002). The alternative offers are 5 for the pro-

poser and 5 for the responder (5/5), another is 2 for the

proposer and 8 for the responder (2/8), and, finally, 10 for

the proposer and 0 for the responder (10/0). When 5/5 is the

alternative, the rejection rate of the 8/2 offer is 44.4 percent,

significantly higher than the rejection rates in each of the

other treatments. The most plausible interpretation of these

results is that choosing a low offer when a fair one was

possible suggests self-regarding intentions on the part of

the proposer, which the responder often chooses to punish

by rejecting the offer. (This experiment also found that 9

percent of 8/2 offers were rejected when the alternative offer

was 10/0, indicating that some responders reject unequal

outcomes at a personal cost, evenwhen the proposer is in no

sense responsible for the unequal situation.)

Our second piece of evidence comes from the simplest, but

still quite revealing, laboratory experiment: the dictator

game. In this game, one of two players, the “proposer,” is

given a sum of money, is asked to choose any part of the sum

to give to the second player (the two players are mutually

anonymous), and is permitted to keep the rest. Homo eco-

nomicus gives nothing in this situation, whereas in actual

experimental situations, a majority of proposers give positive

amounts, typically ranging from 20 percent to 60 percent of

the total (Forsythe, Horowitz, Savin, and Sefton 1994).

Using dictator games, researchers have shown that peo-

ple are more generous to worthy recipients and bargaining

partners. For example, Eckel and Grossman (1996) found

that subjects in dictator games gave roughly three times as

much when the recipient was the American Red Cross as

when it was an anonymous subject. In the experiment
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mentioned at the outset, Fong (2007) conducted charity

games (n-donor dictator games) in which several dictators

were paired with a single real-life welfare recipient. The

treatment conditions were randomly assigned and differed

according to whether thewelfare recipient expressed strong

or weak work preferences on a survey that she completed.

Dictators read the welfare recipients’ surveys just prior to

making their offers. Dictators who were randomly assigned

to welfare recipients who expressed strong work preferen-

ces gave significantly more than dictators who expressed

weak work preferences.

Additional evidence for strong reciprocity comes from

n-player public goods experiments. The following is a com-

mon variant. Ten players are given $1 in each of ten rounds.

In each round, each player can contribute any portion of

the $1 (anonymously) to a “common pot.” The experimenter

divides the amount in the common pot by two, and gives each

player that much money. If all ten players are co-operative,

then on each round each puts $1 in the pot, the experimenter

divides the $10 in the pot by two, and gives each player $5.

After ten rounds of this, each subject has $50. By being self-

regarding, however, each player can do better as long as the

others are co-operating. By keeping the $1, the player ends up

with “his” $10, and also receives $45 as his share of the pot,

for a total of $55. If all behave this way, however, nobody

contributes anything, and each ends up with only $10.

In fact, however, only a small fraction of players contribute

nothing to the common pot. Rather, in the early stages of

the game, people generally contribute half their money to the

pot. In the later stages of the game, contributions decay until, at

the end, they are contributing very little. Proponents of the

Homo economicus model initially suggested that the reason

for decay of public contribution is that participants really do

not understand the game at first, and as they begin to learn

it, they begin to realize the superiority of the free-riding strategy.

However, there is considerable evidence that this interpretation
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is incorrect. For instance, Andreoni (1988) found that when the

whole process is repeated with the same subjects, the initial

levels of co-operation are restored, but once again co-operation

decays as the game progresses, obviously contradicting the

view that the decay was due to learning (could the subjects

have “unlearned” what they learned in the first rounds of play

when they started the second set?).

Andreoni (1995) suggested an explanation for the decay of

co-operation quite suggestive of strong reciprocity: public-

spirited contributors want to retaliate against free-riders, and

the only way available to them in the game is by not contribu-

ting themselves. Indeed, if players are permitted to retaliate

directly against non-contributors, but at a cost to themselves,

they do so (Fehr and Gaechter 2000, Fehr and Gaechter 2002).

In this situation, contributions rise in subsequent rounds to

near the maximal level. Moreover, punishment levels are

undiminished in the final rounds, suggesting that disciplining

norm violators is an end in itself and, hence, will be exhibited

evenwhen there is no prospect ofmodifying subsequent shirk-

ing. This is strikingly shown in a similar experiment with a

clever twist: In each round each subject was informed of the

contribution levels of others and allowed to pay in order to

dock other subjects’ payoffs if they wished, but (here is the

twist) the targets of the punishment would not be informed

that they had been punished until the game was over

(Fudenberg and Pathak 2010). Even knowing that it could

have no effect on their targets’ behavior, subjects avidly pun-

ished the free-riders.

Another result that is consistent with reciprocity is that

co-operating and punishing behavior are very sensitive to the

situation framing the interaction. In early research on what is

known as inequality aversion, Loewenstein, Thompson, and

Bazerman (1989) found that distributional preferences are

sensitive to social context. They asked subjects to imagine

themselves in various hypothetical situations. In one, the

subject and another college student share the gains and losses
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from a jointly produced product. In another, the subject and a

neighbor split the profit from selling a vacant lot between

their homes. In a third, the subject is a customer dividing

the proceeds from an expired rebate, or the cost of repairs,

with a salesperson. They found, first, that subjects care about

relative payoffs evenmore than they care about their absolute

payoffs. Second, controlling for the subjects’ own payoffs,

earning less than the other person had a strong negative effect

on utility in all situations and relationship types. However, an

effect on utility of earningmore than the other person (referred

to as advantageous inequality) was also present, and depended

on the relationship and the situation. Subjects disliked advan-

tageous inequality if the relationship was friendly. However, if

the relationship was unfriendly, advantageous inequality had

little effect on their satisfaction level. Interestingly, they found

that subjects preferred advantageous inequality in the cus-

tomer/salesperson scenario, but disliked it in the other two

scenarios (producing a product and splitting the proceeds

from an empty lot).

Such experiments show that people do not like unfairness

and are willing to incur a cost to punish those whom they

perceive to have mistreated them (Ostrom, Walker, and

Gardner 1992, Fehr, Gaechter, andKirchsteiger 1997, Carpenter

et al. 2009: 267). Impressed by this evidence for amore complex

set of motivations featuring a strong aversion to unfairness,

economists have produced new models stressing inequality

aversion and reciprocity (Rabin 1993, Levine 1998, Fehr and

Schmidt 1999).

Survey evidence

The experimental evidence applies directly to the politics of

redistribution. Both unconditional altruists and strong recip-

rocators may support redistribution to the poor even if they

stand no chance of ever benefitting materially as a result.

Altruism is a widely discussed and important motive for
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assistance to the poor. But strong reciprocity provides a quite

different perspective: Strong reciprocators wish to help those

who try to make it on their own but who, for reasons beyond

their own control, cannot, and they wish to punish, or with-

hold assistance from, those who are able but unwilling to

work hard or who violate other social norms. At the outset

we mentioned a number of objections to our interpretation

based on the work of Fong (2001). Here is how Fong

addressed them.

She used the 1998 Gallup Poll Social Audit Survey, “Haves

and Have-Nots: Perceptions of Fairness and Opportunity,” a

randomly selectednational sample in theUSof 5,001 respond-

ents. In each case she used the set of all individuals who

responded to all of the questions used in the regression, unless

noted otherwise. Relative to other commonlyused surveys, the

Gallup survey has a sample size large enough to allow statis-

tical analysiswith full controls for possibly confounding influ-

ences while focusing on narrow segments of the sample,

namely, high-income and low-income sub-samples. Another

attractive feature of this data source is its large number of

measures that may capture self-interested reasons for one’s

opinions about redistribution, including not only the usual

objective socio-economic variables like one’s income, but

also subjective measures of economic well-being and future

expectations.

To construct a measure of support for redistribution Fong

combined responses to five questions asking: if the government

should “redistribute wealth by heavy taxes on the rich”; if the

government should “make every possible effort to improve

the . . . position of the poor” or if instead the poor should

“help themselves”; which organization “has the greatest

responsibility for helping the poor: churches, private charities,

the government, the families . . . of poor people, the poor them-

selves, or someone else”;whether “money andwealth [should]

be more evenly distributed”; and whether the gap between

“rich” and “poor” is “a problem that needs to be fixed.”
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Two sets of measures of the causes of income are used in

this study. The first contains two questions concerning the

importance of effort and luck in causing wealth and poverty,

and one question on whether or not there is plenty of oppor-

tunity to work hard and get ahead in America today. The

second set is a series of questions about the importance of

various factors, including race and sex, for getting ahead in

life (see the appendix for this chapter for the wording of the

questions, pp. 167–70). Self-interest as a possible motive for

the respondents’ opinions is measured by income and other

variables likely to predict current and future tax obligations

and current and future reliance on social insurance or redis-

tribution programs. In Figures 5.2 and 5.3 Fong controlled for

self-interest by including in the regressions income, race, sex,

education, age, and the frequency with which respondents

worry about meeting family expenses.

In Figure 5.2 I present results from her ordinary least

squares regression that predicts support for redistribution

using two sets of variables: beliefs about the causes of wealth

and poverty and the measures of self-interest. To facilitate

interpretation of the co-efficients, Fong standardized the

dependent variable to have a zero mean and a standard devi-

ation of one. The interpretation is as follows: Those who say

that bad luck alone causes poverty are 0.50 of a standard

deviation higher in their support for redistribution than

those who think lack of effort alone causes poverty. Those

who think that good luck alone causes wealth are 0.39 of a

standard deviation higher on the support for redistribution

scale than those who think effort alone causes wealth; and

people who respond that there is plenty of opportunity in the

US to get ahead scored 0.42 of a standard deviation lower in

support for redistribution than people who do not think there

is plenty of opportunity.

Measures of self-interest also have significant effects in the

expected direction on support for redistribution. Those who

are in the highest income category (annual household income
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Figure 5.2 Determinants of support for redistribution

Bars represent ordinary least squares co-efficients (value of the

estimated coefficient is in parentheses) predicting support for

redistribution. The dependent variable is standardized so that

the estimated coefficient represents the effect of the variable

indicated on concern about poverty measured in standard

deviation units. The equation also includes seven additional

income dummies, age, a dummy for attended college, and

dummies for “worries about bills most of the time,” “worries

about bills some of the time.” The omitted category for household

income is less than $10,000 per year. The omitted categories for

causes of poverty and wealth are “lack of effort” and “strong

effort” respectively. To simplify the presentation of race effects,

we use the sample of white and black respondents only. Omitted

category for “worries about bills” is “all of the time.” There are

3,417 observations. R2=0.260. This regression uses sample

weights, although the results are not sensitive to them. We use

robust standard errors. All co-efficients are significant at the

1% level.
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greater than $150,000) scored 0.47 of a standard deviation

lower on support for redistribution than those in the lowest

income category (income less than $10,000). Those who

almost never worry about bills are significantly less suppor-

tive of redistribution than those who worry all of the time.

The effect of being white is large and highly significant,

and the effect of being male is even larger: Controlling for

income, beliefs about the causes of poverty, and other influ-

ences, white men are not very supportive of redistribution to

the poor. The effect of race is mediated by beliefs about the

characteristics of the poor, especially poor blacks.

Using ordered probit specifications to estimate similar

equations (not shown here), Fong (2001) estimated the sizes

of the effects of the independent variables on the probabil-

ities of scoring in each of the six categories of the support-for-

redistribution scale. In an equation that controls both for

beliefs about the causes of wealth and poverty and for a

large number of objective and subjective measures of and

proxies for self-interest, the effects of being in the least priv-

ileged category (non-white, female, single, union member,

part-time worker, no college education, in lowest income

category, household size greater than four, and almost always

worries about bills) as opposed to the most privileged are

similar in size to the effects of believing that luck alone

causes wealth and poverty as opposed to believing that effort

alone causes wealth and poverty.

Let us return to the concern we raised at the outset: Maybe

people who believe that poverty is caused by bad luck or

circumstances beyond individual control are those who

have high-variance incomes and who are, therefore, likely

to benefit at least some of the time from the cushion provided

by redistributive measures. So the belief is not causal; rather

the highly variable nature of the respondent’s economic for-

tunes are the true (and self-interested) reason why some

people support redistribution. If this is correct, then the effect

of these beliefs on redistributive policy preferences may have
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nothing to do with the psychology of holding the poor

accountable and blaming them for their outcomes. It would

simply be the case that beliefs about the causes of income are

correlated with a person’s financial position, which in turn

determines his or her demand for redistribution.

If the beliefs about the causes of poverty andwealth operate

through self-interest, then they should have no effect among

people at the top and bottom of the distribution of income

who expect to remain there. Those who do not expect to

benefit should demand no redistribution at all, like people

above the zero tax locus in Figure 4.3, regardless of their

beliefs about the causes of income. Those who expect to

benefit should register the highest degree of support for redis-

tribution regardless of their beliefs about the causes of

income. To test whether this is the case, Fong used sub-

samples of: (1) individuals with incomes over $75,000 per

year (that is, well over $100,000 in 2011 dollars) who expect

to be better off in five years than they are today, and who do

not worry about bills “all of the time”; (2) individuals with

incomes under $10,000 per year; and (3) individuals with

incomes under $30,000 per year who do not expect to be

better off in five years than they are today, and who worry

about bills more often than “almost never.”

In all of these sub-samples, a quite inclusive set of meas-

ures capturing self-interest is jointly insignificant, meaning

that one cannot reject the hypothesis that every single socio-

economic variable has a coefficient of zero. Yet, the beliefs

about roles of luck, effort, and opportunity in generating life

outcomes were jointly significant for all three sub-samples.

(The finding using ordered probit results are presented in

Fong 2001.) Thus, among those who are poor and do not

expect their lives to improve, those who believe that lack of

effort causes poverty oppose redistribution. Analogously,

support for redistribution is high among those securely

well-off respondents who believe that poverty is the result

of bad luck. So the finding is that people who think that the
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vagaries of income are matters beyond their control support

redistribution without thinking that they themselves will

benefit from it.

In another test of self-interest, Fong used questions on the

respondents’ views on the importance of various factors,

including a person’s race and sex, in getting ahead in life.

Figure 5.3 presents an ordinary least squares regression of
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Figure 5.3 Effects on the support for redistribution of

respondents’ beliefs in the importance of various factors for

getting ahead in life

Bars represent ordinary least squares coefficients (value of the

estimated coefficient is in parentheses) predicting support for

redistribution. The dependent variable is standardized.

Independent variables are the respondent’s belief in the

importance of the factor shown to getting ahead in life (see

Appendix for exact wording). The co-efficients are the estimated

effects of a one-point increase in the response scale for a given

belief on standard deviations of support for redistribution.

Regressions also include all of the self-interest measures

included in Figure 5.2, R2 = 0.184. The number of observations

was 3,437. This regression uses sample weights, although the

results were not sensitive to them. ***Significant at the 1% level.

**Significant at the 5% level.
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respondents’ support for redistribution on the importance of

various determinants of success, while controlling for the

same socio-economic variables included in the regression

presented in Figure 5.2. Those who think that getting ahead

is the rags-to-riches story of Horatio Alger, not surprisingly,

do not like redistribution to the poor. Beliefs that “willingness

to take risks” and “hard work and initiative” explain “why

some people get ahead and succeed in life and others do not”

have highly significant negative effects on support for redis-

tribution. Beliefs that education, people’s parents, connec-

tions, good luck, dishonesty, and inherited money explain

why some people get ahead have significant positive effects

on support for redistribution. But there is more, if you look

carefully at Figure 5.2. Beliefs that a person’s sex is important

in getting ahead correlate positively with support for redistrib-

ution for both men and women, apparently because if this is

the way the world works, then it is not fair and those who lose

as a result should be compensated. But this is truer for men

than forwomen. In fact, the effect of this belief forwomen is not

only smaller than for men, but it is not significantly different

from zero. Beliefs that a person’s race is important in getting

ahead in life have significant positive effects for whites, while

the effect of these beliefs for blacks, though positive, is smaller

and insignificant.

If people think that a person’s race and sex are important to

getting ahead in life, then the effects of these beliefs on self-

interested demand for redistribution should operate in oppo-

site directions for those who expect to benefit and those who

expect to lose from racial or gender discrimination. In other

words, whites who think race is important in getting ahead

will expect to be economically advantaged and would have

fewer self-interested reasons to support redistribution than

whites who think that race does notmatter. Similar reasoning

holds formenwho think a person’s sex is important in getting

ahead in life. This is more evidence that it is a sense of fair-

ness, not self-interest, that is driving these results.
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Concerns about the incentive effects of taxation are a final

explanation for why people might oppose redistribution for

reasons unrelated to any concern about the poor being unde-

serving. As we observed at the outset, this type of incentive

concern should not apply only to redistribution, but to any

tax-funded expenditure, including expenditures such as

national defense. This is not what Fong found. Using the

1990 General Social Survey, Fong estimated ordered probit

regressions predicting support for spending on welfare,

national defense, halting the rising crime rate, and dealing

with drug addiction, respectively (sample size ranges from

584 to 594). The independent variables are beliefs that the

poor are poor because of lack of effort, and five demographic

variables (income, education, race, sex, and age). In the sam-

ples reported above, the belief that lack of effort causes pov-

erty has a highly significant negative effect on support for

redistribution. However, the belief that lack of effort causes

poverty does not lead to opposition to spending on crime or

drug addiction, and these beliefs correlate positively with

support for spending on defense. If these beliefs simplymeas-

ure tax cost concerns, then their effect on support for all of

these expenditure items should have been negative.

Opposition to redistribution reflects moral concerns going

far beyond concerns about the poor being lazy. Heclo (1986)

reported that 81 percent of survey respondents favor public

funding for child care if the mother is a widow who is trying

to support three children, while only 15 percent favor public

funding when the mother has never married and is not inter-

ested in working.

Strong reciprocity and the welfare state:
unhappy marriage?

While strong reciprocity may support egalitarianism, it may

also help explain opposition to welfare state policies in some

of the advanced market economies in the past decades,
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particularly since in the US, at least, such measures are

believed by some to have promoted out-of-wedlock births

and to have subsidized indolence. At the same time, it

explains the continuing support for social security and

Medicare in the US, since the public perception is that the

recipients are “deserving,” and the policies are thought not to

support what are considered antisocial behaviors.

The cost – either in one’s own taxes, or to the economy as a

whole – is not the main source of opposition to such US pro-

grams as the former Aid to Families with Dependent Children,

Food Stamps, and other means-tested social-support programs

in the US. However, overwhelming majorities oppose the

status quo, whatever their income, race, or personal history

with such programs. This pattern of public sentiment, we

think, can be accounted for in terms of the principle of strong

reciprocity. While people generally overstate the share of the

Federal budget devoted to welfare, this cannot account for the

observedopposition:As a general rule, non-experts vastly over-

state the share of the tax revenues devoted to things of which

they disapprove, whether it be foreign aid, welfare, AIDS

research, or military expenditure – the opposition is generally

the cause of the exaggeration, not vice-versa. Farkas and

Robinson (1996) note that in their sample of 1,000 Americans:

By more than four to one (65% to 14%), Americans say the most

upsetting thing aboutwelfare is that “it encourages people to adopt

the wrong lifestyle and values,” not that “it costs too much tax

money” . . . Of nine possible reforms presented to respondents –
ranging from requiring job training to paying surprise visits to

make sure recipients deserve benefits – reducing benefits ranked

last in popularity. (Farkas and Robinson 1996:9–10)

The cost, apparently, is not the problem. In focus groups,

according to Farkas and Robinson, “Participants invariably

dismissed arguments about the financial costs of welfare in

almost derisive terms as irrelevant and beside the point”

(Farkas and Robinson 1996:10).
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MartinGilens (1999) does not think that the opposition to the

welfare state in theUS is based on self-interest. He observes that

“Politics is often viewed, by élites at least, as a process centered

on the question ‘who gets what.’ For ordinary Americans, how-

ever, politics is more often about ‘who deserves what’ and the

welfare state is no exception.” In the Public Agenda data set

used by Farkas and Robinson, respondents overwhelming con-

sidered welfare to be unfair to working people and addictive to

recipients. By a more than five-to-one margin (69 percent to

13 percent overall, and 64 percent to 11 percent for people

receiving welfare), respondents said that recipients abuse

the system – for instance, by not looking for work. Moreover,

68 percent of respondents (and59percent ofwelfare recipients)

thought that welfare is “passed on from generation to genera-

tion, creating a permanent underclass.” In the same vein,

70 percent (71 percent of welfare recipients) said welfare

makes it “financially better for people to stay on welfare than

to get a job,” 57 percent (62 percent of welfare recipients)

thoughtwelfare encourages “people to be lazy,” and 60 percent

(64 percent of welfare recipients) said the welfare system

“encourages people to have kids out of wedlock.” Note that

the welfare recipients and other citizens hold similar views in

this respect.

These objections to redistribution are moral, not self-

interested, and they reflect a common normative framework

and set of beliefs spanning those who receive transfers and

those whose taxes finance them. That the respondents may

hold exaggerated or simply false beliefs concerning the

extent to which the welfare state is a cause of these behaviors

is beside the point. Whether or not, for example, welfare

causes out-of-wedlock births, for example, or fosters an

unwillingness to work, citizens object to the system that

provides financial support for those who undertake these

socially disapproved behaviors. Their desire is to bear wit-

ness against the behavior and to disassociate themselves from

it, whether or not their actions can change it.
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Of course, racial stereotyping is part of the story, and here

beliefs are not common across groups. The public agenda sur-

vey shows that whites are much more likely than African

Americans to attribute negative attributes towelfare recipients,

andmuchmore likely to blame an individual’s poverty on lack

of effort. The survey data show, writes Gilens (1999:6), that:

For most white Americans, race-based opposition to welfare is

not fed by ill-will toward blacks, nor is it based on whites’ desire

to maintain their economic advantages over African Americans.

Instead race-based opposition to welfare stems from the specific

perception that, as a group, AfricanAmericans are not committed

to the work ethic.

There is some evidence that people are more supportive of

redistributions to their own ethnic and racial group. Erzo

Luttmer (2001) found for a US sample that individuals are

more opposed to welfare if they live in neighborhoods where

a higher percentage of welfare recipients is of a different race.

Conclusion

It would not be difficult to design a system of income security

and economic opportunity that would tap into rather than

offend the altruism and reciprocity of today’s citizens. Such a

system would be generous towards the poor and rewarding

those who perform socially valued but market-undervalued

work, as well as towards those who are poor through acci-

dents not of their own making, such as illness and job dis-

placement. And it would guarantee unconditional access to

basic goods such as health care and shelter, consistent with

the widely documented motives of basic-needs generosity.

The task of politically viable egalitarian policy design

might thus begin by identifying those actions that people

believe entitle an individual to reciprocation. Of course, peo-

ple’s beliefs about what deserves reciprocation are not

engraved in stone and often change when those who are not
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poor put themselves in the shoes of others, as has occurred

for example to readers of Emile Zola’s Germinal (1885) or

Michael Harrington’s The Other America (1962).

But egalitarian policy interventions need not await a change

in citizens’ beliefs about what kinds of thing deserve recipro-

cation. Among these in the US today would be saving (when

one’s income allows), working hard both in schooling and on

the job, and taking risks in productive endeavors. Persistent

poverty is often the result of low returns on these socially

admired behaviors: low wages for hard work, a low rate of

return on savings, costly access to credit for those wishing to

engage in uncertain entrepreneurial activities (or even outright

credit-market exclusion), and educational environments so

adverse as to frustrate even the most diligent student. Policies

designed to raise the returns on these activities when under-

taken by the less well-off would garner widespread support. A

further principle of reciprocity-based egalitarian redistribution

should be to insure individuals against the vagaries of bad luck

without insuring them against the consequences of their own

actions, particularly when these actions violate widely held

social norms against such things as illicit drug use or child-

bearing in the absence of reasonable guarantees of adequate

parenting.

Like Pyotr Kropotkin (1989[1903]), theRussian biologist and

author a century ago of the stirring manifesto for co-operation

Mutual Aid: A Factor in Evolution, we find compelling evi-

dence – both evolutionary and contemporary – for the force of
human generosity and reciprocity. While many economists

have failed to appreciate the practical importance of these

predispositions in policy matters, their salience was not

missed by Hayek (1978):

[The] demand for a just distribution . . . is . . . an atavism, based on

primordial emotions. And it is these widely prevalent feelings to

which prophets, [and] moral philosophers . . . appeal by their

plans for the deliberate creation of a new type of society. (18, 20)
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If I am right, economists have misunderstood both the sup-

port for egalitarian redistribution and the revolt against the

welfare state (where it has occurred), attributing the latter to

selfishness by the electorate rather than the failure of many

programs to tap powerful commitments to fairness and gen-

erosity that inspired Kropotkin and worried Hayek.
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6

Conclusion: The new (not so
dismal) science of inequality
and redistribution

Good news often falls on deaf ears. In this case, my own. In

2002 I joined a campaign of trade unionists and community

activists in Santa Fe, NewMexico, seeking an increase in the

minimum wage, which, for the state of New Mexico, then

stood at $4.15 an hour, well below the US federal minimum

wage. When asked about the discrepancy, a Santa Fe busi-

nessman explained that it “sent a good signal to investors.”

Less than an hour into my first meeting with members of the

so-called living-wage campaign, I found out that I, too, had

become an equality pessimist.

The group was seeking an increase to $8.50 an hour. I

balked, worried about the hotel room cleaners and restaurant

food-choppers in this tourist townwhomight find themselves

out of work. And I doubted whether the well-heeled, politi-

cally elite of the city would go for it. Couldn’t we propose an

increase to $5.50 and then, if we won, go on from there? A

former organizer from the Communications Workers of

America vociferously objected: “I’m not going to go out there

and demand a wage that would place the worker below the

poverty line even if sheworked full time all year. I’m not going

to sign on to that kind of injustice.”

Suitably chastised, I set to work studying the likely job-loss

effects of the proposed increase. A decade earlier I had

responded to President Mandela’s call for policies to expand

employment, proposing a wage subsidy. James Heintz and
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my econometric estimates using South African data indi-

cated that it would make quite a dent on the unemployment

problem there. I worried that similar reasoning, but in

reverse, might apply in Santa Fe. If economists agree on any-

thing, it is that raising the minimum wage will reduce

employment, right? Economists hired by the hotels and

restaurants told the City Council that this bad news was

nothing less than a truism. But, as almost everybody who

keeps up with the recent econometric literature now knows,

this old chestnut is just not true, at least not for US labor

markets (Card and Krueger 1995, Addison, Blackburn, and

Cotti 2009, Dube, Lester, and Reich 2010, Allegretto, Dube,

and Reich 2011).

Inmeetings of the City Council and over coffeewith Council

members, I outlined the new evidence from studies of employ-

ment in cities and states that had increased the minimum

wage, for example comparing employment in fast-food outlets

on opposite sides of a street delimiting jurisdictional bounda-

ries. As a condition of her support, the key swing vote on the

Council asked if wewould agree to an independent evaluation

of the employment effects a year after the implementation of

the ordinance. We agreed, and the City Council enacted the

ordinance in 2003. A year later, the investigation of the

employment losses resulting from the wage hike, undertaken

by the University of New Mexico Bureau of Business and

Economic Research, came up empty-handed. They found

none. In 2012 Santa Fe’s minimum wage stood at $10.29 per

hour, the highest in the US, and the former union organizer,

David Coss, was a very popular second-termmayor of the City

of Santa Fe.

It was time to listen to the good news and give up on

equality pessimism.

Egalitarians have been successful in appealing to the more

elevated human motives precisely when they have shown

that the prevailing rules of the economic game violate

norms of reciprocity, fairness, and compassion, and should
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be replaced by institutions that are more consistent with

these norms and that also enhance living standards on the

average. In the previous chapters I have provided the under-

lying logic for how this could be done. I have also explained

how the extraordinary economic disparities now character-

istic of the US and increasingly of other nations are a barrier

to the adoption of productivity-enhancing economic institu-

tions. This is the case because wealth redistribution is some-

times the only way to make less well-off people the owners of

the fruits of their labors, their risk-taking, and, more broadly,

of the consequences of their actions. Examples include land

reform and employee ownership of their workplaces, as well

as initiatives such as improved educational opportunity and

policies to support home ownership. Similarly, an expansion

of subsidies designed to promote employment and increase

earnings among the poor, suggested by Edmund Phelps

(1997), would tap into powerful reciprocity motives.

These policies of asset redistributionwould need to be com-

plemented by new forms of insurance to address the main

downside of asset ownership for the less well-off, namely

risk exposure, as we saw in Chapter 2. These could be refor-

mulated along the lines suggested by John Roemer (1993) to

protect individuals from risks over which they have no con-

trol, while not indemnifying people against the results of their

own choices, other than providing a minimal floor to living

standards. In this manner, for example, families could be

protected against regional fluctuations in home values – the

main form of wealth for most people – as Robert Shiller (1993)
has shown. Other forms of insurance could partially protect

workers from shifts in demand for their services induced by

global economic changes. By reducing risk, these policies

would greatly enhance the value to the less well-off of asset

ownership –whether it be a home, the tools of one’s trade, a co-

operative workplace, or a high-quality education.

In Chapters 3 and 4 I showed how the globalization of

production and the emerging rift between cosmopolitan and
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parochial citizens alters, but does not cramp, the space in

which egalitarian political and economic initiatives must

operate.

At the outset I asked, “Is egalitarianism passé?” I have now

provided the reasons why I think not. A prominent reason to

doubt equality pessimism, we have seen, is the cost of eco-

nomic disparity: the blunted incentives of thewageworker, the

exclusion of the would-be entrepreneur from credit markets,

the impediments to trust andmutual concern essential to find-

ing co-operative solutions to workplace, neighborhood, and

global problems, and the mounting cost of containing the con-

flicts endemic to a society of haves and have-nots.

Other reasons are less readily calibrated in the economic

costs of inequality, but are no less real. Mounting income

inequality is among the reasons why (in all countries for

whichwe have adequate data) the historic decline inworking

hours slowed and, in some countries, ground to a halt in the

fourth quarter of the last century (Bowles and Park 2005, Oh,

Park, and Bowles 2012). Keeping up with the Jones’ required

more hours on the job as the Jones’ incomes became strato-

spheric. The result over the final quarter of the past century

was an increase in annual working time of production work-

ers not only in theUS, but also in Sweden. The costs: not only

fewer hours for family, friends, and civic pursuits, but a life-

style tilted towards commodities rather than free time, and a

fateful trajectory that heightens resource use and environ-

mental degradation. A program of productivity-enhancing

asset redistribution would contribute to an environmentally

sustainable future by making output per hour of work – not

total output – the target of economic policy, and thereby

valuing free time while attenuating the rat-race dynamic of

keeping up with the Jones’. Reducing wealth disparities

would also level the political playing-field not only for envi-

ronmental policies (Boyce 2007) but across the board.

Recent developments in economics – the twin revolutions

in the theory of contracts and the behavioral assumptions of
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the discipline on which the previous chapters are based –
provide little support for the equality pessimism I discussed

at the outset, even in a world of global mobility of goods,

capital, and people. The political impediments to egalitarian

redistribution are daunting. But there is nothing in human

nature or the inexorable logic of the once-dismal science that

now stands in the way of redistributing wealth more equally,

giving citizens amore equal voice in their workplaces, neigh-

borhoods and nations, and taking a step in the direction of

what radical egalitarians have dreamed of: a society of real

freedom for all.
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Appendices

Notation for derivatives

If x = f(y), then x0 � dx
dy and x00 � d2x

dy2

If x = f(y, z), then fy � @x
@y and fz � @x

@z

Appendix to Chapter 3

The model and notation

(1) Q = yhe(1 − m) for K ≥ kh(1 − m) production

= 0 for K < kh(1 − m) capital requirement

(2) w* = a/τ(1 − h) + b labor supply

equilibrium cond.

(3) π = r(1 − t) = (1 − t)[(y − k)h(1 − m) − hw]

[kh(1 − m)]

after-tax profit rate

(4) π=ρμ stationary K

(5) w = (1 − m)
y � kð1þrmÞ

ð1 � tÞ
� �

labor demand

equilibrium cond.

(6) w*=w equilibrium in

national economy

(7) b(1 − h) + p = th([(1 − m)y(λp) − k] − w) government budget

constraint

(8) ω = (1 − m−)
yðs�Þ � kð1þrmÞ

ð1 � tÞ
� �

exp. residual claim of

co-op members
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Notation

y output per unit of effort

h hours employed (labor demand)

m monitoring (fraction of labor time)

k capital per hour of productive labor

w* no shirking wage

a disutility of effort

τ probability of detection (shirker) and termination

b terminated workers’ fallback

π after-tax profit rate

t profits tax rate

μ risk premium (=1/(1− c))
c probability of confiscation

ρ risk-free interest rate

s ratio of labour supply to adult population

λ effectiveness of public expenditure

p level of public investment

ω expected residual claim (co-op)

σ st. dv. of members’ income stream

u co-op members’ utility

The no-shirking wage

The no-shirking wage equates the payoff to working (the wage

minus the disutility of providing e = 1) with the expected

payoff to not working, which is the sum of three terms captur-

ing the three things thatmay occur for the personwho supplies

e=0. These are:with probability 1− τ one is not terminated and

so receives thewagew;with probability τ one is fired, inwhich

case one of two things could occur. Either one finds another

job, which occurs (we will assume for simplicity) with proba-

bility h (the fraction of the labor force employed), or one does

not find a job (occurring with probability 1−h) and then
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receives the income-replacing payment b. Thus, the smallest

wage consistent with the worker supplying e = 1 is given by:

w−a¼ 1−τð Þ þ τhw þ τ 1−hð Þb

which means that (rearranging) the no-shirking wage is:

w*¼ a

τ 1−hð Þ þ b

Appendix to Chapter 4

To take account of the financing of the BIG we let the citizen

pay a tax equal to a fraction τ of her income and receive a grant

of b, with the two terms selected so that varying the size of the

grant and its necessary funding does not alter the citizen’s

expected income. (This is just a device for abstracting from

the redistributive effects of the BIG so as to study the pure

insurance effects.) Given some tax rate (t) and grant (b), when

the citizen selects a level of risk σ, and language training λ
measured in standard deviation units of risk reduction, her

realized income (taking account of both the BIG and the cost

of learning the lingua franca) is:

y ¼ ðgðσÞ þ zσÞð1−tÞ þ b − f λ

and the realized standard deviation of income is σ = σ(1 − t) − λ.
From this latter expression we see that a larger BIG (financed

by a larger t) reduces the risk exposure of the citizen. Writing

g(σ, λ) for the citizen’s expected income (just the above expres-

sion for realized income minus the zσ term), the citizen varies

σ and λ to maximize ν = ν[g(σ, λ), σ(σ, λ)]. This optimization

problem gives us the tangency conditions shown in the text,

namely f = g0 = −vσ /vg, requiring that the two marginal rates of

transformation of risk into expected income be equal to the

marginal rate of substitution between risk and expected

income (that is, the citizen’s degree of risk aversion).
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The assumption that, for a given cost (of lingua franca

learning), the realized standard deviation of income can be

reduced by a given amount simplifies the model (it makes the

cultural risk-reduction technology linear), but does not

account for the results. Were I to assume more realistically

that the costs of further risk reduction are greater as risk

exposure is reduced, the results presented here would be

strengthened (for example, entirely eliminating the incentive

to learn a lingua franca would require a smaller BIG than is

shown in Figure 4.7).

Appendix to Chapter 5

Table 5.1

The data are from a Eurobarometer survey conducted in 1989

(Reif andMelich 1993), representative of the population aged

15 and over in the twelve European Union countries of that

time. Of the data set’s 11,819 respondents, we use the 8,239

who answered all of the questions included in our analysis.

Our dependent variable is the sum of responses to four ques-

tions about the importance of fighting unemployment (1) and

poverty (2), the importance of reducing differences between

regions within the country by helping regions that are less

developed or in difficulties (3), and whether the public

authorities in the country do all that they should for poor

people (4). The measure increases in concern about poverty,

unemployment, and inequality and the belief that the public

authorities do not “do enough for poor people.” For simplic-

ity, we refer to this composite measure as “concern about

poverty.” Our independent variable of primary interest is

the belief that poverty is caused by laziness rather than

being caused by bad luck, injustice, or no reason at all, or

that poverty is inevitable. The other variables included in the

regression are family income quartiles, sex, and age. Note that

item (4) in ourdependent variable is explicitly country-specific.
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Cross-country comparisons of a question like this are of little

value because people in a country with a generous redistribu-

tion systemmay care verymuch about poverty, but believe that

their own government is doing a good job of addressing it. The

other three items used to construct our dependent measure are

subject to the same concern, albeit to a lesser extent. To account

for the effects of unmeasured differences between countries, we

use fixed effects to allow for country differences in mean

responses.

Support for redistribution variable from the
Gallup Survey

The dependent variable was constructed on the basis of the

following questions:

1. People feel differently about how far a government

should go. Here is a phrase which some people believe

in and some don’t. Do you think our government should

or should not redistribute wealth by heavy taxes on the

rich? (Response categories: should, should not)

2. Somepeople feel that the government inWashington, DC

should make every possible effort to improve the social

and economic position of the poor. Others feel that the

government should not make any special effort to help

the poor, because they should help themselves. How do

you feel about this? (Response categories: government

should help the poor, the poor should help themselves)

3. Which one of the following groups do you think has the

greatest responsibility for helping the poor: churches,

private charities, the government, the families and rel-

atives of poor people, the poor themselves, or someone

else? (Response categories: groups other than the poor,

the poor themselves)

4. Do you feel that the distribution of money and wealth in

this country today is fair, or do you feel that the money
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andwealth in this country should bemore evenly distrib-

uted among a larger percentage of the people? (Response

categories: distribution is fair, should be more evenly

distributed)

5. Do you think that the fact that some people in the

United States are rich and others are poor (1) represents

a problem that needs to be fixed or (2) is an acceptable

part of our economic system? (Response categories:

problem, acceptable)

The questions on the General Social Survey read as follows:

1. Plenty of opportunity in the US: Some people say that

there’s not much opportunity in America today, that the

average person doesn’t have much chance to really get

ahead. Others say there’s plenty of opportunity and any-

one who works hard can go as far as they want. Which

one comes closer to the way you feel about this? (1) Not

much opportunity (2) Plenty of opportunity

2. Causes of poverty: Just in your opinion, which is more

often to blame if a person is poor – lack of effort on his or

her part, or circumstances beyond his or her control?

(1) Lack of effort (2) Both (3) Luck or circumstances

beyond his/her control

3. Causes of wealth: Just in your opinion, which is more

often to blame if a person is rich – strong effort on his or

her part, or circumstances beyond his or her control? (1)

Strong effort (2) Both (3) Luck or circumstances beyond

his/her control

4. Determinants of success: I am going to read several rea-

sons why some people get ahead and succeed in life and

others do not. Using a one-to-five scale, where “1” means

not at all important and “5” means extremely important,

please tell me how important it is as a reason for a

person’s success. You can choose any number from one

to five. A: How important are willingness to take risks?

B: How important is money inherited from families?
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C: How important is hard work and initiative? D: How

important is ability or talent that a person is born with?

E: How important is dishonesty and willingness to take

what they can get? F: How important is good luck, being

in the right place at the right time? G: How important are

parents and the family environment they grow up in?

H: How important is physical appearance and good

looks? I: How important is [sic] connections and knowing

the right people? J: How important is being amember of a

particular race or ethnic group? K: How important is

getting the right education or training? L: How important

is a person’s gender, that is whether they are male or

female?
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